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THE SPEAKER (Mr Harman) took the Chair
at 2.15 p.m.. and read prayers.

PORNOGRAPHY: VIDEO FILMS
Banning: Petition

MR TONKIN (Morley-Swan-Leader of the
House) 12.17 p.mn.]: I have a petition which reads
as follows-

TO:
The Honourable the Speaker and Members

of the Legislative Assembly of the Parliament
of Western Australia in Parliament
assembled.

We, the undersigned plead that because it
will cause serious harm to the community the
Parliament will not legalise the sale, hire or
supply of any video tape, video disc, slide or
any other recording from a visual image
which can be produced, which portrays scenes
of explicit sexual relations showing genitalia
detail; acts of violence and sex; sexual perver-
sion such as sodomy; mutilation; child por-
nography; coprophilia; bestiality or the use
and effect of illicit drug taking.

Your petitioners therefore humbly pray
that you will give this matter earnest con-
sideration and your petitioners, as in duty
bound, will ever pray.

The petition bears 23 signatures and conforms to
the Standing Orders of the Legislative Assembly
and I have certified accordingly.

The SPEAKER: I direct that the petition be
brought to the Table of the House.

(See petition No. 43.)

CONSUMER AFFAIRS
Publishing Contracts: Petition

MR CRANE (Moore) (2.18 p.m.]: I have a
petition which reads as follows-

TO:
The Honourable the Speaker and Members

of the Legislative Assembly of the Parliament
of Western Australia in Parliament
assembled.

We, the undersigned petition the Govern-
ment to legislate to have contracts between
authors and publishing companies brought
under the protection of the Department of
Consumer Affairs.

Your petitioners therefore humbly pray
that you will give this matter earnest con-
sideration and your petitioners, as in duty
bound, will ever pray.

The petition bears 540 signatures and conforms to
the Standing Orders of the House and I have
certified accordingly.

The SPEAKER: I direct that the petition be
brought to the Table of the House.

(See petition No. 44.)

LOCAL GOVERNMENT: WANNEROO SHIRE
COUNCIL

Royal Commission: Petition
MRS BEGGS (Whitford) [2.19 p.m.J: I have a

petition which reads as follows-
To the Honourable Speaker and Members of
the Legislative Assembly of the Parliament of
Western Australia in Parliament assembled.

We, the undersigned citizens of Western
Australia, being ratepayers and residents of
the Shire of Wanneroo request an urgent
Royal Commission to enquire into the actions
of the Wanneroo Shire Council in respect to
the administration of the Shire of Wanneroo
Town Planning Development Schemes and its
general acquisition and sale of land since
1970.

Your petitioners therefore humbly pray
that you will give this matter earnest con-
sideration and your petitioners, as in duty
bound, will ever pray.

The petition bears 39 signatures and conforms to
the Standing Orders of the Legislative Assembly
and I have certified accordingly.

The SPEAKER: I direct that the petition be
brought to the Table of the House.

(See petition No. 45.)

HEALTH: DENTAL
Technicians: Petition

MR BRADSHAW (Mu rray- Wellington) [2.20
p.mn.]: I have a petition which reads as follows-

To the H-onourable the Speaker and Mem-
bers of the Legislative Assembly in the Par-
liament of Western Australia. We the
undersigned residents in the State of Western
Australia do herewith pray that the Parlia-
ment of Western Australia will support

(i) The amendment of the Dentist's Act,
1939-1972 to include provision for Dental
Technicians who qualify through Legislation
to treat members of the public direct in the
fitting, manufacture and repair of removable
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dental prosthesis (dentures), thereby provid-
ing members of the public with a free choice
of consultation in the matter of fitting, manu-
facture and repair of removable dental pros-
thesis; and

(ii) The establishment of a recognised
course of clinical training to be undertaken int
addition to the existing Dental Technician's
apprenticeship to enable existing and future
Dental Technicians to qualify under the term
of paragraph (i) above. And your Petitioners,
as in duty bound, will ever pray.

The petition bears 90 signatures and conforms to
the Standing Orders of the Legislative Assembly
and I have certified accordingly.

The SPEAKER: I direct that the petition be
brought to the Table of the House.

(See petition No. 46.)

HEALTH INSURANCE: MEDICARE

Pingelly:, Urgency Motion

THE SPEAKER (Mr Harman): I have received
a letter from the Leader of the Opposition. It
reads as follows-

In accordance with Standing Orders 47
and 48 of the Legislative Assembly, I give
notice that at the commencement of the Sit-
ting of the House today I will move "that the
House do now adjourn" for the purpose of
debating a matter of urgency, namely-

the provision of medical services in the
town of Pingelly consequent upon the
suspension from Medicare of the town's
only practising doctor.

Mr Speaker, this is a matter of public im-
portance and immediate urgency and in my
view is properly brought forward within the
Standing Orders.

I have agreed this is a matter of urgency. It is
necessary for seven members to rise.

For the purposes of this debate, in consultation
with the parties, I rule that there shall be three
speakers from my left and three from my right.
The lead speaker from my left will have 20 min-
utes and the lead speaker from my right will have
20 minutes. Other speakers will have 10 minutes
each. If there is to be some rearrangement of that,
it can be dealt with behind the Chair.

Seven members having risen in their places,

MR HASSELL (Cottesloe-Leader of the Op-
position) [2.26 p.m.]: I move-

That the House do now adjourn.

Mr Davies: You are quite certain what you are
doing in this, are you? You are not too sure, you
have a little doubt now.

Mr Hassell: The Minister is wasting my time.

Mr Old: He does that.

Mr HASSELL: The situation is that this exer-
cise in Pingelly carried out by Dr Blewett. in
which the State is necessarily involved because of
its obligation to provide medical services, is with-
out question a very fine and precise example of
what happens when the administration of laws
which ought to be in the hands of the State is left
with a remote, unfeeling, and insensitive
Administration based in Canberra. There is no
question that what has occurred in Pingelly shows
the danger of centralism and the need for federal-
ism, It shows the need to have the government of
the people of this State carried out by people who
arc at least close to the scene and who have some
regard for the impact of their decisions.

I intend to read to the House a letter from Dr
Blewctt, the non-medical Dr Blcwett, which amply
illustrates the remoteness of his understanding,
the remoteness of his concern, and the insensitivity
of his approach. It illustrates his commitment to
an ideological position.

Mr Bryce: Are you saying Dr Blewett is not a
dinkuim doctor'?

Mr HASSELL: He has a lack of commitment
and a lack of concern about the consequences of
the application of his decisions.

Several members interjected.

Mr HASSELL On 22 May my Federal col-
league, M r Wilson Tuckey. sent a telex message to
Dr Bleweti. He pointed out the impact of the
application of the mandatory suspension from
Medicare of the Pingelly doctor. lHe pointed out
that with one doctor in the town, the application of
the mandatory penalty for a non-criminal offence
resulted in a town and a district losing its doctor
and losing the services required, not only in the
immediate town and the surrounding areas but
also in other towns.

Mr Gordon Hill: Who sent that?

Mr HASSELL: Mr Wilson Tuckey, the Federal
member for the area concerned, and he sent it on
22 May. In a reply dated 15 August directed to
Mr Tuckey the non-medical Dr Blewett had this
to say-
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Mr Bryce: The real doctor, the dinkum doctor.

Mr HASSELL: He referred to the telex of 22
May 1984. It had taken him from 22 May to 15
August to respond to the telex concerning the im-
pending disqualification from the Medicare ben-
efits arrangements of Dr R. A. Hood of Western
Australia. He said-

Your telex put forward, for my consider-
ation, several grounds for moderation of the
full disqualification of Dr Hood.

Dr Bleweit went on as follows-

I have carefully examined all the points
that you and others have made in favour of
moderating Dr Hood's disqualification but
have concluded that, on the evidence before
me, no "special circumstances" have been
made out that would justify me moderating
the mandatory three year disqualification
period provided for by the Health Insurance
Act 1973.

The next paragraph is the paragraph which really
illustrates the very essence of Medicare in oper-
ation and Dr Blewett in operation. It illustrates
how Dr Blewett is a man removed fromn the reality
of life, illness, and death in a small country town.
It illustrates how he is closeted in the artificial,
antiseptic up-to-date, expensively and well-
serviced perfection of Canberra and is blinded by
his idealogical commitment to socialised medicine.
Mark these words of Dr Blewett.-

In my decision I have acknowledged that
there may be some inconvenience for Pingelly
residents as a result of Dr Hood's disqualifi-
cation.

Mr Clarko: What is the Minister's name?

Mr HASSELL: Blewett. It continues-

However, I have concluded that any incon-
venience is very likely to be of limited dur-
ation.

He is trying to denigrate Dr Hood.

Mr Bryce: This man is the real doctor. Is he
going to be your next candidate?

Mr HASSELL: What I do know is that for part
of my childhood I was brought up in Pingelly.
During that time my mother and my father went
to that hospital with conditions of a very serious
nature and if the hospital had not been there it
would have been a matter of very great impact.
They would have had to go 30 miles onwards to
Narrogin to a doctor and a hospital. I know that
members of my family still live in the district and
have had their children attending the hospital at
various times, as do many Aboriginal people and
others who need medical services in Pingelly.

What does Dr Blewett say! Dr Blewett says
that he has concluded that any inconvenience is
very likely to be of limited duration-by getting
rid of the town's only doctor. Dr Blewett sits in his
fancy office in Canberra 2 500 miles away from
the scene of need, or the scene of the people living
in a country town of Western Australia, and is
blinded by his commitment to Medicare. He is
concerned only with enforcing the rules that he
has laid down in his Act and trying to make him-
self look like a tough administrator of a socialised
medical system. What does this State Government
do about it? It offers to employ-

Mr Hodge: Caught with his fingers in the till.
Mr HASSELL: Listen to this Minister, "caught

with his fingers in the till". Even the non-medical
Dr Blewelt has acknowledged that nothing that Dr
Hood did gave him one cent more than he was
entitled to receive.

Mr Hodge: That is not true.

Mr HASSELL: Dr Hood made a mistake in
relation to the use of a form which made things
easier for his patients. It had nothing to do with
what he received by way of remuneration.

Mr Pearce interjected.
Mr HASSELL: I know we will hear the Minis-

ter's attack on Dr Hood and that the Government
will be seeking to throw up and blow up anything
it can against this man. Let me make it clear to
the Minister for Education as he twirps away over
there, that I have not met Dr Hood. I do not know
what political party he belongs to and I have no
idea whatsoever of his political aspirations, if any.

Let us look at the simple facts: This man set out
to do his job in a country town where he is on duty
24 hours a day for Pingelly and the surrounding
districts. He used a wrong form.

Mr Hodge: Rubbish!
Mr HASSELL: He did not use a wrong form?

The evidence is that he did use a wrong form.
Mr Hodge: That is not true.
Mr HASSELL: The evidence is that he did not

gain anything that he was not entitled to gain by
using the wrong form. I am not embarrassed at all
because I know what is on the forms and I know
that whatever he did, it was a damn sight less than
Mick Young did in relation to his customs declar-
ation. I know the standards that the Minister and
his colleagues apply to Mick Young, I know now
the standard that Dr Blewett applies to Dr Hood.
The penalty that is being imposed on Dr Hood is
not a penalty on Dr Hood at all. It is a penalty on
the people of Pingelly and the surrounding dis-
tricts. It is a penalty on the taxpayers of this State
and it is a penalty on people who are completely
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innocent of any offence. It is a penalty on people
who have already been through the sorting-out
process resulting from the use of wrong forms, as
occurred.

The Minister knows, and the House knows, that
Dr Hood was charged with an offence, admitted
the offence, and was convicted of the offence and
fined.

Mr Hodge: You are condoning it.

Mr HASSELL: I am not condoning it. I am
saying that the Federal Minister should exercise
his discretion not to impose the mandatory three-
year Medicare ban. I am further saying that this
Minister and this Government should not be
jumping in with both feet trying to save the Feder-
al Government and itself from embarrassment by
offering a salaried medical position, when what is
needed is a continuation of the medical services to
Pingelly by the doctor who has been serving the
town for some time. The State Government should
be making powerful representations and putting
pressure on the non-medical Dr Blewett to alter
his decision. So far as what appears on the public
record is concerned no such representations have
been made. As in the case of Mr Holding sayi ng
"Boo!" the other day and making the Acting
Premier cringe in his chair, so in this case when Dr
Blewett said "Boo!", the State Government went
to water.

Mr Bryce: We strongly support Dr Blewett.
Mr HASSELL: The Government strongly sup-

ports Dr Blewelt That is very good, we should get
that on the record.

Mr Bryce: l am not condoning this present prac-
tice of the law.

Mr HASSELL: On his own admission, the man
has been convicted of breaking the law.

Mr Hodge: And you are condoning it.
Mr HASSELL: On his own admission, he has

been convicted of breaking the law. The question
is not whether he broke the law, but whether a
ridiculous penalty should be applied to the people
of Pingelly. Cannot the Minister understand that?
The Minister should go and join Mr Blewett in his
ivory tower in Canberra. He should join a man
who tells a town of people he will get rid of their
doctor and who then writes a letter saying he
thinks the result of the disqualification is likely to
be of limited duration.

Mr Bateman: So it ought to be.
Mr HASSELL: What are those people going to

do in the meantime? The Minister's vicious hatred
of the medical profession is showing today.
Government members' dislike of people who work
in the professions is coming through loud and
(3,)

clear; it is being shown loudly and clearly today by
the interjections of these Government
guttersnipes.

Let it be remembered that what we are talking
about is not whether Dr Hood committed an of-
fence. He admitted having committed an offence,
he was convicted in a court of law of having com-
mitted an offence, and he was fined for having
committed that offence.

Several members interjected.
Mr HASSELL: Dr Hood was fined notwith-

standing the fact that the commission of the of-
fence was not carried out with any criminal intent
or with any intention to enrich himself at the
expense of the State.

Mr Hodge: You are wrong again.
Mr HASSELL: The issue we are debating here

today is whether the Federal Government gives a
damn about the people who are affected by its
decision to suspend Dr Hood from Medicare
which it knows full well will drive out of Pingelly a
doctor who provides services on a 24-hours a day,
seven days a week, basis not only in that town, but
also in surrounding districts.

If the Minister for Health had any good sense
he would acknowledge the need to make the most
urgent and immediate representations to Dr
Blewett to reverse his decision on the exercise of
his discretion. He would be seeking to have Dr
Blewett say, "Look, you have committed an of-
fence, you have been convicted, you have been
fined, and you have admitted you were wrong.
You are correcting what was wrong. Now, in those
circumstances, I don't think it is necessary to ap-
ply the mandatory three years' disqualification
period". Dr Blewett has that power; he has refused
to exercise that power; and the Government of the
State has not asked him to exercise it. We are
saying that he should exercise it. That ought to be
the outcome of this debate.

The Minister, with his colleagues, should not
get onto his high horse and try to get stuck into Dr
Hood. What good will that do him or anyone else?
What is the Minister trying to prove? Is he trying
to prove that everything that has been done has
been right? It has been acknowledged by Dr Hood
himself that everything that was done was not
right.

The Minister is trying to prove he has support
for a situation in which he, along with Dr Blewett,
is seizing an opportunity to extend the Medicare
system and to introduce a salaried medical service.
That is what the Minister is really interested in
doing. He has this opportunity to drive a private
medical practitioner out of the town of Pingelly; in
a falsely and artificially generated crisis, for which
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the Federal Minister is responsible, the Minister
has seized the opportunity to say, "We will solve
the problem by employing someone as a salaried
doctor". What salaried doctor will give service 24-
hours a day, seven days a week in Pingelly, as the
private man does? What sort of salary would the
Minister have to pay him or how many extra doc-
tors would he have to pay?

The Minister interjected to attack Dr Hood,
suggesting he was dishonest. The Minister for
Health has suggested that Dr Hood is a bad man
in what he has done and he has said that we will
be embarrassed by the evidence he will present
about how bad Dr Hood is. However, this self-
same man-this Minister-apparently regards Dr
Hood as being sufficiently well-qualified medi-
cally and sufficiently decent socially to be
employed by him as a doctor and to be paid by
him on behalf of this State to provide medical
services in Pingelly. Therefore, with what kind of
nonsense is it that the Minister indicates he will
stand up and attack Dr Hood in order to prove
how bad he is?

Dr Hood has admitted and accepted that he has
committed an offence. He has been convicted by a
court of law and has paid a Fine. One returns to
the impact on the people of Pingelly and the effect
of not following through what the Minister should
have done, which is to get Dr Blewett and his
socialist colleagues in Canberra to have some re-
gard for people and the consequences of their de-
cisions, and to have some regard for this arbitrary
application of an arbitrary and unsatisfactory law.

MR HODGE (Melville-Minister for Health)
(2.46 p.m.]: At the outset I indicate I am absol-
utely amazed that the Leader of the Opposition is
prepared to go in boots and all in defence of Dr
Hood, condoning his conviction for breaking the
law in respect of five charges of signing false docu-
ments.

Mr Hassell: You are speaking falsely again.

Mr HODGE: The State Government
unequivocally supports Dr Blewett, the Federal
Government, and the action they have taken in
this case.

Mr MacKinnon: And Mick Young!

Mr HODGE: There is no way we would make
the sort of representations to Dr Blewett suggested
by the Leader of the Opposition.

Several members interjected.

Mr HODGE: Quite clearly the Leader of the
Opposition has very little knowledge of the situ-
ation. I cannot believe that he understands the
facts, because, if he did, he would not have made
the sort of speech he did. I shall give the Leader of

the Opposition and the House some of the facts.
Dr Hood falsely signed documents. He pleaded
guilty to that. Dr Hood made a long political
speech in the court. He did not bother to ensure he
was represented by a legal practitioner, but rather
he defended himself and made a strong statement
from the dock outlining his vehement political op-
position to Medicare.

Mr Hassell: No doubt that is why he did not get
any relief from Dr Blewett. No doubt that is why
he is under attack.

Mr HODGE: In fact Dr Hood is well known for
his opposition to Medicare. In recent days there
has been a great deal of emotional nonsense in the
media about Dr Hood and the fact that-

Several members interjected.

The SPEAKER: Order!

Mr HODGE: Many emotional claims have been
made and much nonsense has been spread by the
media in recent days about Dr Hood. Reference
has been made to the fact that he did not benefit
from the practices in which he was engaged. I
shall tell the House the facts in that respect.

Dr Hood was bulk billing in respect of all his
patients. Since the introduction of Medicare every
patient who went to Dr Hood was asked to sign an
assignment of benefits form and Dr Hood would
thus agree to bulk bill Medicare. Therefore, he
would complete the appropriate form and send it
to Medicare. Attached to that form is a certifi-
cate, which the doctor has to sign, indicating that
he does not intend to seek additional moneys on
top of the 85 per cent of the schedule fee which
would be funded under the Medicare bulk billing
arrangements. He would certify that and attach
that certificate to his claim for bulk billing.

The advantages of bulk billing are that the doc-
tor concerned saves a considerable sum of money
on bad debts, clerical work, postage, etc. Under
the bulk billing arrangements, 85 per cent of the
schedule fee is refunded to the doctor and, as a
result, he makes the savings to which I have re-
ferred, and is, therefore, not permitted to charge
100 per cent of the schedule fee.

Dr Hood has been submitting that claim to the
Commonwealth for 85 per cent of the schedule fee
and, in certain cases, when he assessed that the
patient was capable of paying additional moneys,
he would ask the patient, without sending an ac-
count and normally without offering a receipt, for
an on-the-spot cash payment of an additional $5.
An additional $5 would be paid by the patient to
Dr Hood on top of the 85 per cent of the schedule
fee for which he was bulk billing.
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That gives the lie to the claim that be did not
benefit financially from the scheme, If fact, Dr
Hood benefited illegally very substantially from
his use of the scheme.

Mr Hassell: If he had used the other scheme he
would have got the $5 anyway.

Mr HODGE: It has been claimed that it was a
mistake and that he did not understand the
system. I put it to members that Dr Hood under-
stood the system extremely well. He knew how to
work it and work it very effectively to his own
advantage.

Mr Blaikie: And you have offered him a job?

Mr HODGE: I will get to that later. Dr Hood
was getting back his Medicare money.

The SPEAKER: Order!

Mr H-ODGE: Dr Hood was getting back his
Medicare money, his $10 a visit, within five days
of seeing each patient. He was enjoying a very
good cash flow; within five days he was getting his
$10 per patient. In addition, he was getting instant
cash from selected patients, because when he fin-
ished their consultation he was asking for cash or
cheque for another $5. He did not do that with
everyone; he did not do it with pensioners or the
disadvantaged. He understood that he could not
claim additional moneys on top of the 85 per cent,
so he did not do it with them, but only with other
people whom he did not consider were pensioners
or disadvantaged. He did it with people he con-
sidered could afford to pay $IS for a consultation,
the AMA fee. He was reaping an additional $5 in
those cases.

It is claimed that he did not understand the
forms and got confused. That also is incorrect.
The forms he had been using prior to the introduc-
tion of Medicare were the same forms he had used
for years. The difference between the two
forms-the one used prior to Medicare and the
one used after the introduction of Medicare-is
almost non-existent; the variations are negligible.
The forms are almost word for word; there is
virtually no difference between the forms he had
been using for years before the introduction of
Medicare, and the forms that came in after
Medicare.

In addition, on 13 December, Medicare wrote to
every registered doctor in this State and sent them
several pages of quite explicit instructions. At the
conclusion of my remarks I will table these in-
structions on the certificates he falsely declared, so
that members will be able to see for themselves
that these instructions from Medicare are quite
explicit.

Mr Hassell: Don't you understand that he is not
on trial? He has been tried by a Court.

Mr HODGE: The following is found on page
one-

If a practitioner accepts the patient's as-
signment of his right to benefit for a service,
no additional charges may be made by the
practitioner to the patient concerning that
service.

It is there in black and white. In addition to send-
ing out this written information to all doctors,
Medicare then followed up with a personal phone
call to Dr Hood. He was asked whether he had
received the information on the forms, to which he
replied, "Yes". He was asked whether he had any
problems, to which he replied that he did not. He
was asked whether he would like further infor-
mation, to which he replied that he did not require
further information. That phone call is on record
in the Medicare office. Medicare has a record of
the conversation in the phone call to Dr Hood.

Apparently Dr Hood claimed on the "60 Min-
utes" television programme that he did not under-
stand the form and that he had sat down and
worked it out with his wife. Apparently he made
the claim on the "60 Minutes" programme that he
often did not read forms he was required to sign. I
understand that the magistrate who handled his
case pointed out to him that professional men such
as he lived by their integrity.

The fact is that Dr Hood knew which forms to
sign. He was regularly signing forms and submit-
ting claims to Medicare. This "socialist plot" he
did not support was paying him a fine income, and
he was using it regularly.

The only other form with which he could poss-
ibly claim to be confused is the one Medicare
provides for patients to sign. This was the one
shown on the "60 Minutes" programme in a quite
misleading and inaccurate way. It was shown on
the programme alongside the form that doctors
are supposed to fill out. Dr Hood's claim was that
he got mixed up. That is patent rubbish. This
other form is for the patient's benefit; it is for the
patient to fill out. I have filled out many of them.

Mr Hassell: What colour?

Mr HODGE: The form I am holding up is for
the doctor to Fill out.

Mr Hassell: What colour is that?

Mr HODGE: He has filled out numerous of
these, which is the certificate that attaches with
this form. I would like to read to the House one of
the clauses on the front of the form that the doctor
signs each time he makes a claim. [t starts, "I
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declare" and then there is a string of items, the
last one of which reads as follow-

that no payments have been sought from
the assignor(s)/patient(s) for the professional
services specified in the attached assignment
forms.

He certifies that he is not seeking additional funds
on top of the 85 per cent. That was falsely
declared on several occasions, and that was what
the court case was about.

Mr Hassell: For which he was convicted and
fined.

Mr HODGE: The Leader of the Opposition
shed a lot of crocodile tears, saying that Pingelly
would be left without a doctor. The Leader of the
Opposition knows as well as every other member
of the House knows, that that is not so. He also
had a dig at me because, through the Com-
missioner of Health, I offered a position to Dr
Hood.

Mr Hassell: I said that you should have made
some representation to the non-medical Dr
Blewett.

Mr HODGE: I made the offer to Dr Hood
because of my concern for the medical needs of
the people of Pingelly and the surrounding dis-
tricts. No-one has ever cast any doubt on the
medical competence of Dr Hood. I am told that he
is a very good medical practitioner. I was quite
happy to offer him a salaried position as the dis-
trict medical officer. He would then not need to be
filling in health insurance forms and therefore
there would be no further confusion about what
form to fill in. There are plenty of areas of work in
the State where we rely on salaried medical
officers, and they do not have the problems over
which the Leader of the Opposition shed his croco-
dile tears. Salaried medical officers are usually
very dedicated medical practitioners. Their
awards contain all sorts of conditions and arrange-
ments for call-out fees, after-hours calls, certain
penalty rates, and allowances for times when they
have to go out after hours, on weekends-outside
their conventional hours. There are no
insurmountable problems of the type the Leader
of the Opposition tries to portray.

I do not know what the future will be for Dr
Hood Or the medical practitioner's position in the
town of Pingelly. Dr Hood may wish to appeal
further against his suspension from the benefits
list. He may wish to sell his practice; he may wish
to lease it. He may wish to accept the offer I made
to him, which offer still stands. In most of those
events the town will continue to have a salaried
doctor. Perhaps the people of Pingelly may wish to
have the services of another doctor. If Dr Hood

does not choose to sell his practice to another
doctor, if he chooses not to accept the offer of a
position I made, I will confer with the shire. We
have already told the shire of our offer to Dr Hood
and will give it every assistance to recruit another
medical practitioner for the area. The Government
will not allow the town to be in a position where it
does not have access to competent medical ser-
vices, and we will do our best to ensure those
services continue. There is no need for the Leader
of the Opposition to shed these crocodile tears
about the people of Pingelly, because they will not
be left without the services of a medical prac-
titioner.

Mr Hassell: You are not prepared to make rep-
resentations to Dr Blewett?

Mr HODGE: No, because I am not prepared to
condone the action of people breaking the law.

Mr Blailcie: But you are prepared to give the
man a job.

Mr HODGE: I have just explained that.
Mr 1. F. Taylor: Surely that is exactly what you

want-

Mr HODGE: I think I have explained the facts.
Mr Blaikie: You have blackened the man's

character.
Mr Bryce: You blokes did.
Mr HODGE: I have given the facts in this case.
Several members interjected.

The SPEAKER: Order!

Mr HODGE: This man has benefited from the
practices in which he indulged. In my belief, he
did it quite clearly and intentionally and there was
no case of mistaken-

Mr Blaikie: You are a hypocrite.
Mr HODGE: -forms, and the situation is not

as portrayed by the Leader of the Opposition. Dr
Hood was in a position where he had received the
full information from Medicare. It was posted to
him on 13 December 1983. It was followed up by a
personal telephone call which is on record at the
Mvedicare office and he has no excuse for claiming
that he was muddled up with the forms. Obviously
he is quite adept and used to Filling in health
insurance forms and has been doing so for several
years.

Mr Court: Mick Young muddled up his forms,
didn't he? He was accused of muddling his forms.

Several members interjected.
Mr HODGE: I indicate to the Leader of the

Opposition that in no way will I make those sorts
of representations to the Commonwealth Govern-
me nt.
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Several members interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order!
Mr HODGE: The State Government fully sup-

ports the action that Dr Blewett has taken. In no
way are we going to condone people filling out
forms in any sort of raise or fraudulent manner.

Mr Blaikie: You offered him a job.
Mr HODGE: I mentioned in my remarks that I

wished to table certain documents for the House
to peruse and I now do so.

Mr Blaikie: Shame!
The papers were ta bled (see paper No. Il11).
MR BRADISHAW (Murray- Wellington) [3.02

p.m.]: I believe the Minister has missed the point
that we have been trying to get through to him-

Mr MacKinnon: He has deliberately missed it.
Mr BRADSHAW: -about the detrimental ef-

fect that this decision will have on the town of
Pingelly. The refusal of the Federal Minister for
Health to overturn this three-year ban on Dr Rex
Hood is a disgrace and shows a complete lack of
concern for the people of Pingelly and Dr Hood.
This Government talks about fair play, and about
showing a bit of compassion-

Mr Tonkin: Hear, hear!
Mr Davies: Why not?

Mr Tonkin: Are you against that, too?

Mr BRADSHAW: The Minister has quite hap-
pily named Dr Blewett and in this case he has
certainly given a clear-

Mr Davies: You will have us rolling in the aisles
as well.

Mr Tonkin: Is that the other chap called Dr
Hood?

Several members interjected.
Mr BRADSHAW: This is a classic situati on

where commonsense should prevail for the sake of
the people of Pingelly. Dr Blewett has the power
to overturn this heavy-handed decision of the
court to ban Dr Hood for three years-Dr Hood
rightly pleaded guilty, and he will accept the
fine-but what does he do? He lets the sentence
stick. Dr Bleweit condoned the actions of one of
his own ministerial colleagues, (Mick Young) who
committed a gross indiscretion when filling out
his customs declaration in a case where he would
have been Financially advantaged, yet what did Dr
Blewett say?

A member: The umpire's decision is accepted.

Mr Blaikie: The only problem Dr Hood had was
that he was not a mate of the Prime Minister.

Several members interjected.

Mr Read: That is good. That is excellent.
Mr BRADSHAW: It is all right for a Minister

of the State to commit a gross indiscretion, but
when it comes to Dr Hood with a minor indis-
cretion. what happens? He has to suffer the
consequences. Even if Dr Hood was shown how to
fill out the Medicare forms, he is showing a little
bit of aptitude, while all Dr Blewett is showing is
bureaucratic red tape.

Several members interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order! Order!
Mr BRADSHAW: In fact, in most cases I

should imagine that either Dr Hood or his staff
would have also filled out the patients' forms be-
cause many people become horrified as soon as a
form is put in front of them. I have had several
experiences with claim forms when I was working
in a pharmacy. If one put a claim form in front of
people for their hospital benefit fund-

Mr Tonkin: You used to fill them in in a funny
way too, did you?

Mr BRADSHAW: In most cases we used to do
it for them.

Mr Davies: Interfering again!
Mr BRADSHAW: They were a lot simpler

than the Medicare forms. It was all done for love.
Mr McNee: Members opposite wouldn't know

the meaning of that. They have never done any-
thing for love in their lives.

Mr Davies: I would not say that.
Mr BRADSHAW: In these circumstances

where no Financial gain occurred, the only gain
being a saving of time in filling out these Medicare
forms-

Mr Jamieson: That is rubbish, and you know it.

Mr BRADSHAW: Dr Hood has not received
any benefit. That's the trouble with members op-
posite. They think if anybody is making any
money they have to drag them down to their level.

Mr Jamieson: That is a moronic statement.
Mr Peter Jones: The member for Welshpool

said it was a rip-off.
Mr Hodge: He lost his patients $5 each.
Mr Peter Jones: I thought it was a rip-off.
Mr Hodge: You obviously do not have the regu-

lations.

Several members interjected.
Mr BRADSHAW: The Government offered Dr

Hood a job purely so there would be no adverse
effects on the Government. The charge was quite
petty and unjust.

Mr Hodge: It was a very serious charge.
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Mr BRADSHAW: It is very serious to the Min-
ister, but just because of pure bureaucratic-

Mr Bryce: Oh, I see, if you deduct the tax-
payers' money like that it is not serious.

Mr MacKinnon: He is being fined, though, just
like Mick Young. He paid the penalty.

The SPEAKER: Order!
Mr Blaikie: How do you think he would have

got on if be had been a friend of tbe Prime Minis-
lt?

The SPEAKER: Would tbe member for Vasse
please cease interjecting.

Mr Burkett: I-ow did the acupuncturists get on
under your Government?

Mr Blaikie: We have bucket-mouth again.
Mr BRADSHAW: People like Dr Hood cer-

tainly need incentives to go to country areas.
Firstly-

Mr Hodge: That makes it all right? Talk about
false statements!

Mr Hassell: That is not the fact. You don't
understand the issue.

Mr BRADSHAW: -the Government is trying
to deprive the town of Pingelly of its only doctor.

Several members interjected.
Mr BRADSH-AW: He has pleaded guilty to

this charge.
Several members interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order! Order! I find it very

difficult to hear the member for Murray-
Wellington. He has the call. I hope he directs his
remarks to the Chair.

Mr BRADSH-AW: As I was saying, people such
as Dr Hood do need incentives to go to country
towns, for the number of hours that they have to
put in, and the dedication of doctors in these
country towns. They would all love to work 40
hours a week, and so would their families, but in
most cases country doctors, particularly in one
doctor towns, certainly put in more hours than
that. They need a financial incenti ve to stay on
and work under these types of conditions, but the
Labor Party has this attitude of hatred for people
who are going to make any extra money around
the place.

Mr 1. F. Taylor: Oh, nonsense.
Mr BRADSHAW: Similarly, the Minister for

Education personally is prosecuting the bus con-
tractors.

Several members interjected.
Mr BRADSHAW: The Federal Minister for

Health has put the town of Pingelly at great risk
as far as its medical needs are concerned.

Mr Hodge: Rubbish.
Mr BRADSHAW: If Dr Hood does decide to

leave Pingelly because of the restrictions that have
now been placed upon him, it would be quite inhu-
mane for the people of Pingelly to have to travel to
nearby towns to see a doctor or to go to hospital in
a distant town. Just think of the pensioners who
may be without transport and have to rely on
other people.

Mr Hodge: My heart bleeds!

Mr BRADSHAW: It is all very well for the
Government to say it is prepared to place a doctor
in Pingelly, but there is one there already; why not
encourage him?

Mr Hodge: We have encouraged him by
offering him a salaried position.

Mr BRADSHAW: The people need a better
situation than a salaried doctor in the town. It is a
very privileged position, but the needs of Western
Australian towns must be considered. The doctor
will be Worse Off.

Mr Jamieson: How do you know he will be
worse off?

Mr BRADSHAW: I am sure he will be, be-
cause he will be offered a certain salary. Apart
from medical needs and the effect on employment
and the economy, the whole town will suffer as a
consequence if the doctor does leave the town and
is not replaced. I think it is up to the State Minis-
ter for Health to put in a word to the Federal
Minister to try to overturn the decision.

Mr Hodge: No way!

Mr BRADSHAW: The attitude of the Labor
Party is that it must stop anybody who is making
extra money or receiving a high salary.

Mr Hodge: At the expense of the townspeople.

MR GORDON HILL (Helena) [3.12 p.m.]: The
Opposition has presented two matters this after-
noon: The first is the question of whether the
Minister for Health has acted properly, and
whether the interests of the people of Pingelly are
being addressed properly. The Minister has
answered that. The second matter is that which
the previous member addressed in his speech, the
question of whether Dr Rex Hood committed an
offence, and if he did, whether it ought to be
ignored.

Several members interjected.

Mr GORDON HILL: The Opposition's argu-
ment is that the offence ought to be ignored and
the Opposition is suggesting that the Federal Min-
ister's decision should be overturned. What is be-
ing proposed is that a criminal or someone who
has committed an offence-
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Several members interjected.

Mr MacKinnon: Just like Mick Young!

Mr GORDON HILL: -and who has been
found guilty on his own admission in a court of
law should have his crime overlooked. That is
what the Opposition members say.

Several members interjected.
Mr GORDON HILL: The simple fact of the

matter is not only did Dr Rex. Hood complete the
forms, but also he set about to deceive Medicare.
Hei was found guilty of charging $5 to pati .ents,
and he pleadcd guilty. The fact of the mattcr is he
ignored the instructions of Medicare.

Several members interjected.

Mr GORDON H ILL: Medicare issued instruc-
tions in December 1983, to all doctors around the
State. Doctors were told that if any matter needed
clarification they ought to contact Medicare and
they could telephone to do so. Following the writ-
ten instruction, Medicare rang every doctor in the
State, first to make sure they had received the
correspondence, and second to check whether they
needed assistance in completing the forms. When
Dr Hood was phoned he said, "No, it is clear". I
want members to remember that fact and think
about it carefully, because I may say something
which will throw his credibility in doubt.

The declaration form which the Minister for
Health tabled, the yellow form which requi res a
doctor to declare when bulk billing that he will not
receive any other financial assistance from the
patients concerned, needed to be witnessed. Dr
Hood signed the form which was witnessed, pre-
sumably by his secretary. It was then forwarded to
Medicare. He filled in that form, knowing he was
committing an offence.

Dr Hood's receptionist was interviewed and she
said she was acting on Dr Hood 's instructions. Dr
Hood tried to blame his own secretary in this
matter. HeI said that all secretaries make mistakes,
and we know that; but Dr Hood's secretary acted
on his instructions. The main thing is that Dr
Hood was carrying out this procedure for some
time, prior to the introduction of Medicare. He
was signing a similar form which had similar
wording. He knew the procedure when he received
written instructions from Medicare. He said in
response to a phone call, after receiving those in-
structions, that he had no problems with the
forms.

He said on the television programme "60 Min-
utes" that he sat down with his wife and discussed
the matter with her. They decided on a system
which would be the easiest to carry out. That was
the system he used to rip $5 off every patient he

thought was able to make that payment. He did
not ask every patient for $5, he asked only those
patients he knew were able to meet the cost.

Mr Bradshaw: Ninety per cent of doctors do
that.

Mr GORDON HILL: The member says that
doctors are making that mistake and signing a
form. Is the member's brother one of them?

The facts of the matter indicate that not only
did Dr Hood fill in that form, without issuing an
account, but also he asked certain patients for $5
without issuing a receipt for that money. His sec-
retary apparently told the patients who were able
to make the payment that they would have to pay
$5 on the spot. They were not able to receive a
receipt, apparently.

The question was raised before, by way of inter-
jection from the member for Narrogin, that that is
a matter in which the Australian Taxation Office
would be interested. It may well be.

Mr Peter Jones: I did not raise that question.

Mr GORDON HILL: Someone in the Oppo-
sition suggested that.

Mr Peter Jones: The Minister said Dr Hood was
taking cash from patients, often not issuing a re-
ceipt. and using the funds for himself.

Mr GORDON HILL: Dr Hood was gaining an
extra $5 from every patient he felt was able to
make the payment. He was not complying with
the directions and instructions of Medicare. There
is no question of his not being able to understand
the form. HeI knew he would make an extra $5,
and that was the extra amount he was making.
The Opposition screamed that he was making no
extra money out of it. That is an untruth. The
simple fact is that on many occasions he made an
extra $5, but stood up in court and blamed his
secretary, who was following his instructions.

I cannot understand how members of the Oppo-
sition, and particularly the member for Murray-
Wellington, who is involved in the medical pro-
fession in a remote way can argue-

Mr Court: Are you sure of that? You want to be
careful about what you say!

Mr GORDON HILL: -that the whole matter
ought to be ignored and that the Minister ought to
intervene to make sure that the matter is ignored.

Dr Hood discussed this matter, on his own ad-
mission, with his wife and tried to arrive at the
easiest way to collect the money. It is a clear
indication that the man and his wife read the
appropriate forms and instructions issued by
Medicare and knew what they were doing. How-
ever they still flouted the law. It was a consistent
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flouting of the law by this person who understood
the law and made financial gain by flouting it.

MR PETER JONES (Narrogin) [3.20 p.m.]: It
is unfortunate that Dr Hood, whom I do not know
and have never met, and about whom I know
nothing, seems to be on trial again. 1 wonder
whether his local member, the member for Avon,
will defend Dr Hood or support the Government in
what it has done to him.

Mr Mclver: I strongly support the Minister.

Mr PETER JONES: At least we know where
the member stands.

Mr Evans: What a foolish motion to move in the
irst place.

Mr PETER JONES: Certain matters have been
insinuated, and 1 do not know whether they are
true, but the court examined Dr Hood's situation
and-perhaps the Minister will correct me if I am
wrong-did not Find him guilty of fraud.

Mr Hodge: I never said that.

Mr PETER JONES: I understand the reverse
was the case. Indeed, the comment was made that
no evidence of fraud was found.

Mr Hodge: I did not say he had committed
fraud.

Mr PETER JONES: The Minister has made it
clear that Dr I-ood gained fur himself from the
practices he pursued.

Mr Hodge: He did so in the way I outlined.

Mr PETER JONES: The member for
Mundaring interjected earlier in this debate and
said that the Federal and State Governments
abided by the "umpire's" decision. Obviously this
Government is not abiding by the umpire's de-
cision because the court, the umpire in this case,
passed a verdict on Dr Hood who pleaded guilty,
and found him guilty of certain charges laid
against him.

Mr IHodge: Who is arguing against that?

Mr PETER JONES: The charges to which he
pleaded guilty did not include fraud or making
any gain for himself from the practices he pur-
sued.

Mr Hodge: You obviously were not listening to
me.

Mr PETER JONES: I was, absolutely. The
Minister said Dr Hood took for himself funds paid
to him at his own request by the patients-

M r IHodge: That is correct.

Mr PETER JONES: -for which on many oc-
casions he did not issue a receipt.

Mr Hodge: That is not fraudulent.

Mr PETER JONES: He gained from the prac-
tices that he pursued.

Mr Hodge: Correct.

Mr PETER JONES: In fact, the Minister said
he did very wellI out of them.

Mr Hodge: Correct.
Mr PETER JONES: None of those charges was

brought against him. The court as I understand
it-and I hope the Minister will correct me if I am
wrong-made it clear that Dr Hood did not per-
sonally gain.

Mr IHodge: That is not correct. He was not
charged with fraud but with falsely making a dec-
laration.

Mr PETER JONES: Was he charged with
falsely gaining funds for himself?

Mr Hodge: No, he was not charged with that.

Mr PETER JONES: He has been on trial here
today for that.

Mr Hod ge: You raised it, you started it.
Mr PETER JON ES: I did not start it. The

Minister spoke about these accusations.

Several members interjected.

Mr PETER JONES: The Minister confirmed it
by saying that Dr Hood was taking cash and
putting it in his pock et-

Mr Hodge: That is correct.
Mr PETER JONES: -most often not giving a

receipt, and gaining for himself in a way to which
the court made no reference. As I understand it,
he did not gain from this. The charges to which he
pleaded guilty-and as far as I am concerned, he
is guilty-related directly to his admission that he
did not fill in the appropriate form, and
deliberately signed the wrong form. I am not
defending him on that point in any way whatever,
but we should keep this matter in perspective.

The Government is defending a system. When
the Medicare legislation was before this Parlia-
ment the Opposition foreshadowed the kind of
matter of which Dr Hood has been found guilty on
his own admission. This sort of bureaucratic non-
sense and form-filling is a part of the Medicare
system.

Mr Gordon Hill: How come no other doctors
have had any problems?

Mr PETER JONES: Some consideration must
have been given to what was going on because the
last Federal Budget provided $B million, or a little
over that, specifically for the purpose of pursuing
people who fill in forms incorrectly. One does not
find $8 million out of the public purse to pursue
people who, in the words of the Federal Minister
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for Health falsely Fill in forms, unless a hell of a
lot of them are going to do it, either deliberately or
accidentally, and for whatever reason and by
whatever means.

What sort of system is it that is brought in by a
Government which at the same time has to say,
"We are going to snatch another $8 million from
the public purse to pursue those who falsely fill in
forms"?

Mr Mclver: Do you realise all doctors were
contacted personally and the forms were explained
to them?

Mr PETER JON ES: I appreciate that. It does
not make the system any better to have a tangled
web of forms.

A Government member: They are intelligent
people, not children.

Mr PETER JON ES: The fact that people from
Medicare talk to the doctors and say, "Here is
how you ill it in, and here is how you do some-
thing else" does not make the system any better.

Mr Mclver interjected.

Mr PETER JONES: While commenting on the
system and in no way interpreting or implying
anything in relation to Dr Hood's admitted guilt, I
point out the situation that prevails is that the,
AMA fee is $15. The patient gives the doctor $5
and the Government subsidy is $10. On either of
those two forms-and perhaps the Minister will
correct me if I am wrong-the AMA fee is $15,
the patient pays $5, and the Government subsidy
is $10.

Mr Hodge: It is not a Government subsidy; the
$10 is full and final payment.

Mr PETER JONES: It comes from the Govern-
ment?

Mr Hodge: Yes.

Mr PETER JON ES: Either of those forms has
the same financial result?

Mr Hodge: Possibly, but it would take some
very convoluted thinking to equate them.

Mr PETER JONES: Either form will elicit the
same financial result?

Mr Hodge: You are taking it out of context.

Mr PETER JONES: I am not. I am asking the
question which the Minister confirmed, that either
way, one is illegal and one is legal.

Mr Hodge: Yes, but one results in the doctor
getting his $10 from the Commonwealth withou t
stamps, clerical work and bad debts, and the other
requires accounts to be posted and cheques to be
issued by Medicare.

Mr PETER JONES: That is right. While no
additional funding will result, a far greater and
convoluted effort on the part of several parties, as
well as additional bookkeeping, expenditure and
form-filling is required to achieve the same result.
That is what the system does, and it was
foreshadowed when the legislation was before the
Parliament.

Mr Gordon Hill interjected.
Mr PETER JONES: The system has been es-

tablished, and it is indefensible.
A comment was made in Dr Blewett's letter in

which he said he understood that any vacancy in
the availability of direct medical services in
Pingelly would be of "limited duration". I ask the
Minister whether Dr Blewett's statement about
the non-availability being of limited duration is
based on advice from the Minister. Why does he
make that comment?

Mr Hodge: I do not know why he made that
comment. I told him I was prepared to offer a
salaried position to Dr Hood if Dr Blewett took
the action he was contemplating.

Mr PETER JONES: One can only assume from
that that the Minister told Dr Blewett, "If you do
not overturn the decision made by the court and
this man is convicted, the Government will still
offer him a job so he can stay where he is".

Mr Hodge: That is correct.
Mr PETER JONES: As I understand it, that

offer is still available. It is not a very satisfactory
result for all the parties concerned, and it is no
credit to the whole of the Medicare system.

Point of Order
Mr COWAN: On a point of order Mr Speaker,

I draw to your attention the fact that, when you
granted leave for the debate to proceed, you said
that you consulted with all of the parties. I place
on record the fact that you did not consult with all
of the parties.

The SPEAKER: There is no point of order. You
might have a point of view, but you certainly do
not have a point of order.

Motion, by leave, withdrawn.

BILLS: SESSIONAL ORDERS

Motion
MR TONKIN (Morley-Swan-Leader of the

House) [3.31 p.m.j: I move-
For the balance of the present session the

following order shall apply;

(1) On the reading of a message from the
Governor recommending an appropri-
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ation in connection with any Bill, on the
calling of a motion for leave to introduce
a Bill or a notice of presentation, on the
consideration of any motion preliminary
to the introduction of a Bill, at any stage
of a Bill, or on the consideration of
Council amendments or requests for
amendments to a Bill, a Minister may
declare that the Bill is an urgent Bill,
and on such declaration, the question
"That the Bill be considered an urgent
Bill" shall be put forthwith-no debate
or amendment being allowed-and on
such question being agreed to, a Minister
may forthwith, or at any time during any
sitting of the House or committee, but
not so as to interrupt a Member who is
addressing the House or committee,
move a motion or motions specifying the
time which shall be allotted to all or any
of the following:
(a) The initial stages of the Bill

(including any motion preliminary
to the introduction of the Bill) up to,
but not inclusive of, the second
reading of the Bill;

(b) The second reading of the Bill, other
than for that part of the debate in-
volving the second reading speech of
the Member introducing the Bill
and the first Member responding
thereto;

(c)
(d)
(e)

The committee stage of the Bill;
The remaining stages of the Bill;
The consideration of Council
amendments or requests fot amend-
ments to the Bill:

and the order with regard to the time
allotted to the committee stage of the
Bill may, out of the time allotted, ap-
portion a certain time or times to a par-
ticular clause or clauses, or to any par-
ticular part or parts of the Bill.

The total time so allotted to a Bill
declared urgent will not be less than a
total of two hours. Debates to proceed on
the Address- in -Reply, the Budget and
the Supply Bill will not be subject to
these procedures.

(2) Upon such motion or motions with re-
gard to the allotment of time being
moved, no debate thereon shall be al-
lowed for more than 20 minutes, and in
speaking thereon no member may exceed
five minutes. If the debate be not sooner
concluded, then forthwith upon the ex-

piration of that time the Speaker or the
Chairman shall put any questions on any
amendment or motion already proposed
from the Chair.

(3) (a) For the purpose of bringing to a
conclusion any proceedings which
are to be brought to a conclusion on
the expiration of the time allotted
under any motion passed under any
of the preceding paragraphs of this
sessional order, the Speaker or the
Chairman shall, at the time
appointed under the motion for the
conclusion of those proceedings, put
forthwith any question already
proposed from the Chair and any
other question requisite to dispose of
the business before the House or
committee, including, when con-
sidering any Bill in committee or
any Council amendments or Coun-
cil requests for amendments to a
Bill, any amendments, new clauses
and schedules, and modifications,
copies of which have been circulated
by the Government among members
two hours at least before the expir-
ation of the allotted time. No other
amendments, new clauses or sched-
ule-s, or modifications may be
proposed.

(b) Where less than the maximum time
allotted by a resolution under this
order is spent in considering any
stage of a Bill the Speaker or the
Chairman, as the case may be, may
permit any later stage or stages of
the Bill to be considered for an ad-
ditional period of time, such ad-
ditional period of time being not
greater than the period of time
which had not been utilised at the
earlier stage.

(4) Where any time has been specified for
the commencement of any proceedings
in connection with any business under
this sessional order, when the time so
specified has been reached the business,
whatsoever its nature be, then before the
House or committee shall be postponed
forthwith, and the firsimentioned busi-
ness shall be proceeded with, and all
steps necessary to enable this to be done
shall be taken accordingly.

(5) Standing Order 158 shall not apply to
any proceedings in respect of which time
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has been allotted in pursuance of this
sessional order.

It was the intention of the Government to debate
this matter last Thursday. However, the Leader of
the Opposition requested the Acting Premier not
to proceed with this matter on Thursday, because
the Deputy Leader of the Opposition, with whom 1
have been negotiating, would not be here. We
agreed that we would not deal with it on
Thursday. Furthermore, because the Opposition
ran out of private members' business, we agreed
that we would then-

Mr Hassell: Don't start telling untruths. You
were right in the beginning.

Mr TONKIN: The Opposition had run out of
business. It was at his request that we decided not
to sit on Thursday.

Mr Hassell: It was not at my request at all.
Mr TONK IN: It was. Imagine our amazement

when we heard over the radio that the Leader of
the Opposition was attacking the Government for
not sitting on Thursday, when he approached the
Acting Premier-

Mr Hassell-, I did not attack the Government for
not sitting on Thursday; I attacked the Govern-
ment for mismanaging the business of the House
and for the House's running out of business.

Mr TONKIN: It did not. This matter should
have been debated last Thursday. There was
plenty of business. The only reason we did not
debate it was to accommodate the Deputy Leader
of the Opposition, who would not have been here.
That is how much one can trust the Opposition. It
is a disgrace.

Mr Hassell: You are telling stories. You
introduced this motion on Wednesday and
expected the House to debate it the next day with
half an hour's notice.

Mr TONKIN: That is normal. The Opposition
has given notice today and will expect the House
to debate its motion tomorrow. Of course it is
normal to give notice one day and debate the mat-
ter the next day. We decided not to debate this
matter on Thursday. to accommodate the Leader
of the Opposition. We then found ourselves being
attacked on the radio for our not sitting on
Thursday. The Leader of the Opposition conies to
ic time and time again and says. -'Can't we go

homne: can't we knock off?".
Mr Hassell: That is absolute nonsense.
Mr TONKIN: It is true. I will not take any

notice of the Leader of the Opposition any more. I
hope that in future all negotiations will be carried
out between me and the Deputy Leader of the
Opposition, whose word at least I can trust.

The Acting Premier will support what I have
said. The Opposition asked us not to deal with the
matter on Thursday. It then attacked us for not
sitting. That indicates that the Government almost
always finds it impossible to run the House when
private undertakings are retreated from and at-
tempts are made to score cheap political points on
the radio or in the newspapers.

Mr Hassell: The House rose because there was
no substantive business to deal with.

Mr TONKIN: This matter was a substantive
matter and we did not proceed at the Leader of
the Opposit ion's request. We had plenty of
substantive business to deal with. On Wednesday
night when the Opposition ran out of private
members' business we had a series of second read-
ings which we could have dealt with on Thursday.
Instead we dealt with them on Wednesday night.
We acceded to the Opposition's request and said
that we would deal with the second readings on
Wednesday night.

The Leader of the Opposition then went on
radio and said that it was terrible that the Govern-
ment adjourned the House early. I hope the people
of Western Australia realise that the Leader of the
Opposition speaks with a forked tongue.

Mr Gordon Hill: He cannot be trusted.
Mr TONKIN: That is very true. I have had

discussions with the Deputy Leader of the Oppo-
sition about the motion. I understand that the
Opposition may not welcome this sessional Order.
However, members will be aware that, in previous
discussions before the sessional order was moved
last session, several requests were made by the
Deputy Leader of the Opposition. I acceded to all
requests, except to the request that we not have a
sessional order at all.

We have sessional orders because this Govern-
ment would prefer to run the business of this
House in an orderly way. At times we have sat all
night. Indeed, we have sat all night under this
Government. However, we want to break away
from that tradition and we want the situation to
exist where the Opposition, and the House as a
whole, will know how many hours we will debate
legislation.

Mr Cowan: I am pleased you added that rider.
Mr TONKIN: Yes. I understand the member's

point. The Deputy Leader of the Opposition
requested the Government to give a guarantee that
we would allow at least two hours when any order
comes into operation. We agreed that the time
taken by the lead speaker for the Opposition be
not included. That was included last time. We
have added a further section to this motion at the
request of the Deputy Leader of the Opposition.
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The request was that if any time was left over
from the time allotted for, say, a second reading,
that time should carry over to the succeeding
stages of the Bill. We have acceded to that re-
quest.

Although we respect the Opposition's desire not
to have such a sessional order at all, we have
accepted almost all the suggestions made by the
Deputy Leader of the Opposition. We believe that
this is a better way of ordering the business of the
House than the two methods used previously. The
First method used was legislation by exhaustion
with the House sitting on into the early morning.
The second method used was the gag which, of
course, is brutal. No warning is given of the gag
being used, The Whip suddenly rises and moves
the gag. This was a favourite tactic used by the
former Premier, Sir Charles Court.

I think it is fairer to use the methods suggested
in the proposed sessional order. At the beginning
of the debate, members will know that they have a
certain time to debate an issue. They can then
budget their time accordingly.

The system used last session was that, before a
Bill was declared urgent, the Government and the
Opposition agreed to an amount of time for debat-
ing it. If the Opposition said that a Bill was im-
portant and that it wanted a lot of time to debate
the Bill, cognisance was taken of that request. I
expect that practice to continue.

I do not expect the proposed sessional order to
be used very often. I hope that, to a large extent,
we can get away without using it. However, I
think it will be useful in allowing the business of
the House to be conducted in a orderly why. The
Government is committed to this motion in order
that the business of the House be conducted in a
orderly fashion.

I meet with the Deputy Leader of the Oppo-
sition every Tuesday morning to discuss the busi-
ness of the House. It is my view that those dis-
cussions allow for a smoother running of the busi-
ness of the House. I am in favour of such dis-
cussions continuing.

MR MacKINNON (M urdoch-Deputy Leader
of the Opposition) [3.40 p.m.]: At the outset I
advise the House that the Opposition will be
opposing the motion to the extent of dividing on it
to show its displeasure.

It seems passing strange to the Opposition that
it is debating a motion of this kind today. It is a
time-management or urgency motion and there is
no need for urgency. As the Leader of the Oppo-
sition said last Wednesday evening the Legislative
Assembly did not sit on Thursday because of the
thinness of business on the Notice Paper.

Mr Tonkin: That is not true. We intended to sit.
We did not sit because your leader asked us not to.

Mr MacKINNON: I will explain that point
later.

It is even more ludicrous when we consider that
this House is about to break for three weeks' re-
cess,

Mr Tonkin: That is to accommodate you.
Mr MacK INNON: In the past this Parliament

has broken for a period of only two weeks at the
most.

Mr Tonkin: We wanted to sit next week. We are
not sitting only because we are accommodating
the Opposition.

Mr MacKINNON: The Government wants to
ensure that it will have enough business on the
Notice Paper when the Budget sesssion is ready to
proceed.

Several members interjected.
Mr MacKINNON: The Opposition will sit

whenever the Government determines. It was
agreed by the Leader of the House that the Legis-
lative Assembly should break for two weeks, but
he came to the Opposition and said, "Let us have
another week".

Mr Tonkin: I did not. I said that we wanted to
sit next week and your leader said, "No", because
he had some problems.

Mr MacKINNON: The Government's original
arrangement was not to sit next week, but to have
the next two weeks off. The Opposition abides by
what the Leader of the House decides; namely, to
have the next week off because there is no business
on the Notice Paper.

Mr Tonkin: We wanted to sit next week.

Mr MacK INNON: That is different from what
the Leader of the House originally said.

Mr Tonkin: The Government is accommodating
you people. We are not sitting next week because
you asked us not to.

Mr MacKINNON: Why not sit next week?
Mr Tonkin: The Premier has been ill and he wilt

be returning for the Budget discussion.
Mr MacKINNON: The Government certainly

needs the Premier back. I hope that when the
Premier returns we have a Notice Paper which has
more business on it for debate.

To illustrate my point I will refer to last
Wednesday's Notice Paper to indicate what would
have been debated on Thursday had this House
sat. On Wednesday the House concluded its busi-
ness at item No. 4 on the Notice Paper. Item No.
5 was the Aboriginal Affairs Planning Authority
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Amendment Bill and because the Minister in
charge of it was ill it could not be debated that
evening.

Mr Tonkin: Yes, we would have debated it. The
Minister for Education would have handled it.

Mr MacKINNON: The Minister for Education
agreed not to debate that Bill until the Minister
returned to this Chamber.

Mr Tonkin: It was done to accommodate you.
Mr MacKINNON: It is only fair that a Bill of

that importance should not be discussed unless the
Minister responsible for it is in this Chamber to
answer detailed questions.

Mr Tonkin: The Minister was sick.
Mr Mack INNON: All right, he was sick.
Mr Tonkin: It had nothing to do with the

paucity of business.
Mr MacKINNON: The Minister responsible

for the Credit Unions Amendment Bill was not
present in the House at the time.

The other four items that remained on the No-
tice Paper were the Racing Restriction Amend-
ment Bill, which would have taken only an hour or
two to debate; the Explosives and Dangerous
Goods Amendment Bill, which was a very small
Bill; the Metropolitan Market Amendment Bill,
which is not a major itemn; and the Fatal Accidents
Amendment Bill, which was listed for consider-
ation of Committee's report. If those items had
been debated on Thursday this House would have
adjourned before lunch. That is what would have
been on the Notice Paper last Thursday.

Mr Tonkin: And this motion.
Mr MacKINNON: I will come back to this

motion in a minute.
We are in this House today debating procedures

whereby we can limit debate. I have not seen any
example of this Government having a proper legis-
lative programme to enable debates to be limited.

I agree with the Leader of the House that the
discussions I have with him lead to the better
running of this House. I apprciate the oppor-
tunity he gives me to meet with him weekly. It
works well. However, I am disappointed that it has
taken the Government so long to move this mo-
tion.

The Leader of the House and I met on 18 July
following which I wrote to him on 20 July and put
forward a range of proposals. The Minister did
not respond immediately. I am not blaming him
for that because it could well have been his Cabi-
net colleagues who prevented him from doing so. I
did not receive a response from him until last
Tuesday, 15 August. Basically, the Leader of the

House rejected all the major requests that the
Opposition put to him.

He said that the Government was not prepared
to accommodate the Opposition's proposals and
that it would move a motion in due course-but he
did not indicate when it would be moved. It was
moved on 16 August without any consultation
with me-it is the motion which stands on the
Notice Paper with the amendment contained
therein.

I emphasise that I wrote to the Leader of the
House on I8 July, the letter was delivered to him
on 20 July, and I did not receive a response until
15 August.

Very few of the requests made by the Oppo-
sition were accepted by the Leader of the House.
The Opposition is disappointed that it took the
Leader of the House so long to respond to its
requests and that they did not receive proper con-
sideration.

It is all the more ludicrous when one looks at
the Notice Paper and takes into consideration the
fact that this House will not sit for the next three
weeks.

I refer to the requests the Opposition made to
the Government and to the response it received. In
regard to the sessional order for time-management
the Opposition put forward the following to the
Leader of the House-

The Opposition believes that experience
during the previous session would indicate
that in nearly all cases time management mo-
tions are not necessary. It is Still our belief
that the best way the business of the House
can be tackled is by agreement between you
and 1, as respective Leaders, of the Govern-
ment and the Opposition behind the Chair.

The Opposition still prescribes to that point of
view. It was put forward last time this sessional
order was debated in this House and it is put to
the Government again. The Opposition does not
believe that having this sessional order enshrined
on the Notice Paper is a good way in which to
proceed and it believes it is sensible to arrive at an
agreement behind the Chair. This has been done
in the past.

If one looks at the record books one would find
that the time-management procedures were used
for five Bills last session. If I am any judge, in
three of those cases the time allocated for debate
would have been exactly as recorded. There may
have been two Bills in which the time allocated
would have been exceeded had time-management
not applied, and one of those involved a major
issue. Therefore, the time-management motion
was necessary probably in only one instance. How-
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ever, there is no doubt in my mind that the Oppo-
sition and the Government could have arrived at a
sensible arrangement behind the Chair.

The first request sought by the Opposition was
rejected by the Government. The second reads as
follows-

However, if the Government wished to pro-
ceed with a time management arrangement
either in the form of a sessional order or

behind the Chair we would suggest that
the following arrangements should ap-
ply:

Firstly that either by a committee
agreement or agreement between the re-
spective Leaders that all Bills be
declared either major or minor Bills.

It was the Opposition's view, and it still is, that the
House should be able to determine, by looking at
the Notice Paper, whether a Bill is a major or a
minor Bill. That is not a difficult task and it would
allow a minimum time for debate to be allocated.
That was the Opposition's request in regard to
time allocation for minor or major Bills.

The Herd Improvement Service Bill, the Credit
Unions Amendment Bill, and the Racing Restric-
tion Amendment Bills, in my view, although im-
portant, would be in the category of minor busi-
ness. The Conservation and Land Management
Bill would be in the category of a major Bill. It
would be an easy task to arrive at the classification
of Bills, either through a committee of the House,
or, alternatively, between the Leaders of the
House for the Government and the Opposition.
Again, that point was rejected by the Government.

Our first two requests were rejected as was the
third, because it was dependent on the second.
That request was as follows-

Secondly if a Bill is then declared to be an
urgent Bill then a minimum time of 12 hours
for debate be allocated to a major Bill and 4
hours to a minor Bill.

Again the Opposition believes that to be an emi-
nently reasonable request,

I give an example of what occurred last session
to the debate on the Casino Control Bill which was
allocated six hours when, in fact, only
5 / hours were used; that is, less than the time
allocated. The Financial Institutions Duty
Amendment Bill was allocated three hours and
took two hours 41 minutes to deal with; the Local
Government Amendment Bill 1984 was allocated
seven hours and all seven hours were used; the
Water Authority Bill was allocated four hours and
31h were used; the Western Australian College of
Advanced Education Bill was allocated three
hours and three hours were taken.

If we had used the classification of major and
minor Bills last session, I guess that in two or three
Bills four hours would have been allocated and in
others 12 hours. Thus, no undue burden would
have been placed on the House with regard to
time.

I refer to the Conservation and Land Manage-
ment Bill which is a major Bill. The Acting
Premier took 30 or 40 minutes to introduce that
Bill. Let us assume that the shadow Minister will
lead the debate and his time will not be taken into
account with regard to time-management; that
procedure comes into operation when the shadow
Minister sits down. In this instance, the Oppo-
sition could have a number of speakers wishing to
contribute to the debate. Let us assume that six
Opposition members wish to speak, and this is a
small number to speak on a major Bill, particu-
larly one such as this which touches so many areas
of the State. The Government could have two
speakers, the Minister in response and one other
member. Assuming that each member would
speak for half an hour, the eight speakers would
take four hours on the debate.

Assuming that the Committee stage involves the
same number of speakers, another four hours will
be taken. At the third reading stage another four
hours could be taken by eight speakers, and that
number eliminates two of the previous speakers
and includes the Minister and the shadow Minis-
ter. That is not an unusual situation to arise on
major legislation in this House to which members
wish to make a contribution. Therefore, in our
view an allocation oF 12 hours for debate on major
legislation is eminently reasonable.

In any event we do not believe that time-man-
agement is necessary or that it should be enshrined
in a sessional order. Any arrangements should be
made behind the Chair. However, if such arrange-
ments are enshrined in a sessional order reason-
able time should be granted; in other words, 12
hours' minimum debate for major items and four
hours' minimum debate for minor items. The
classification of Bills would be arrived at through
an agreed process. At the moment the minimum
time allocated is two hours, unless otherwise
agreed to. We do not believe that is reasonable,
but the Minister has rejected our request out of
hand.

The fourth request we made was as follows-

In addition the Opposition believes that if a
Motion is to be declared urgent it should be
done by agreement, prior to the second read-
ing debate proceeding by the Minister
indicating his intention to do so, prior to the
resumption of the second reading debate, fol-
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lowing his introductory second reading
speech.

I will again assume that we are discussing the
Conservation and Land Management Bill which is
currently on the Notice Paper. If the Acting
Premier, or the Premier, proceeds with the debate
we believe that he should indicate to the Oppo-
sition prior to the shadow Minister's speech that it
is an urgent Bill and that he will move a motion
accordingly. As the sessional order stands, any one
of the Ministers can move at any time during the
debate that the Bill should be declared as urgent.
We do not think that is reasonable. if the Govern-
ment intends to treat the Bill as an urgent matter
it should do so prior to resumption of the debate
by the Opposition. Plenty of opportunities exist in
the current Standing Orders whereby the Govern-
ment can terminate a debate and be seen publicly
to do so. If the Opposition does not abide by an
agreed negotiation behind the Chair or otherwise,
alternative steps can be taken by the Government.

However, the Government has chosen to take
the soft option and in our view it is trying to
ensure that when it makes that decision the public
odium that may come upon it for restricting de-
bate is not so great. It is common courtesy for the
Government to indicate before the debate pro-
ceeds by the Opposition that the Bill will be
declared an urgent matter.

It can be seen that the first four requests 1 made
to the Government were rejected, and to that ex-
tent I do not agree with the Leader of the House
that our requests were agreed to. In fact, they
were nearly all disagreed with.

The fifth request 1 made was as follows-

in addition if possible we would suggest
that an effort should be made to endeavour to
ensure that some time is allocated to each
stage of the debate on a basis that is mutually
agreeable. This agreement should also ensure
that if time allocated on one section of the
debate is not fully used then it can be used in
the balance of the debate.

I am pleased to note that in this instance an effort
has been made to accommodate Opposition mem-
bers. However, we were not given any time in
which to determine whether we agreed with the
motion as drafted. I was advised at 12-30 p.m. last
Wednesday by the Minister that the Government
would take this action. I came to the House to
obtain a copy and that is how I became aware of
the details. The situation is not totally unsatisfac-
tory and I hope that by usage and agreement it
will work during the session. To that extent my
fifth request was agreed to, but I take umbrage at
the fact that the Government did not give the

Opposition prior knowledge of its intention to
move, the wording of the motion, or time to react
to it. 1 think that would have been a reasonable
course to take.

The sixth request was as follows-
Finally if time-management procedures are

to proceed then we would respectfully ask for
a proper timing system to be put in place to
ensure that members can accurately assess
what time is available for the balance of the
debate at any time during the debate.

I hope that the Government, together with the
Speaker, will now enter into those consultations to
ensure that this happens. It is not fair that mem-
bers on this side have no idea of how long remains
for debate. If time management procedures are to
be imposed we should have some knowledge of the
time remaining at any stage during the debate. It
should not be difficult or expensive to make this
provision and we ask that the request be given
immediate consideration.

Now it appears unfortunately, that the sessional
order is to be agreed to. So let me repeat that in
relation to the sessional order for time-manage-
ment, we made six requests. To date one only of
those has been agreed to. We hope the timing
device will be agreed to. The other four were
rejected.

The second area about which I made a request
to the Government was with respect to the time
limit on speeches. Several members on this side of
the House have had much difficulty in addressing
themselves to issues, particularly on the Budget
debate or the Address-in-Reply, when they want
to address issues of a general nature. Members
would be well aware of the Standing Order which
was agreed to by the Assembly-it was not agreed
to by the Opposition-in the last session of Parlia-
ment, which limited speeches to 30 minutes. That
is most restrictive if members wish to address
issues of a general nature in their electorate, par-
ticularly during the Budget or the Address-in-Re-
ply.

In fact the member for Moore asked if I could
take up this issue with the Leader of the House,
which I did. Those two debates, and perhaps the
Supply debate, are of particular concern. The
Government could have easily given consideration
to giving members the opportunity of speaking for
45 minutes as we used to. However, again I must
say that the Minister disappointed me in that he
did not even give us the courtesy of saying "Yes"'
or "No" to that until such time as the Address-in-
Reply debate had been concluded. One wonders
whether the same thing will apply to the Budget
debate.
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1 put the point that it is not fair to backbeneh
members of the Opposition who wish to address
issues in their electorates to restrict them to 30
minutes. It is inhibiting and most unreasonable, in
our view. I would ask the Minister to give con-
sideration to allowing 45 minutes for members to
speak on Budget debates and on the Address-in-
Reply.

Let me repeat: The Opposition opposes quite
vigorously the imposition of this sessional order,
for the reasons I have outlined. We oppose it for
all the reasons I have indicated previously, and an
additional reason, which is the fact that the last
time we had this sessional order before us it
proved to be totally ineffective and inefficient in
saving time.

Let me use as an example the Local Govern-
ment Amendment Bill. Members will recall that
we were severely restricted in our ability to debate
that Bill. The Bill came into this Parliament in a
great rush and amid great controversy. We in the
Opposition were given seven hours to debate it. If
I recall properly, we had to skip several clauses
which we wanted to debate in the Committee
stage. We had a large number of clauses to get
through before time ran out. The Government
rammed the Bill through the Assembly saying,
"We want this legislation through as a matter of
urgency. we are going to force it through the
Legislative Assembly".

But what happened? Commonsense prevailed in
the Legislative Council and the Bill was held up
for a week. if members recall, while a conference
of all local government associations throughout
the State was held in the Sheraton Hotel. De-
cisions were made at that confer~ce, and the
Government came back to the Parliament with a
total of 28 amendments to that Bill. There were 28
amendments to a Bill which was rammed through
this House. We were not given adequate time to
debate that legislation. It came back into this
House, not under time-management, and mem-
bers were able to debate properly each amendment
that -the Government had agreed to.

The Minister for Local Government handled
that Bill. It was interesting to see that the time
management motion of that day wasted an awful
lot of the time of this Parliament. Had the
Government allocated sufficient time for the Bill
to be debated, it is my view and the Opposition's
view that we would have been able to put our
views quite clearly to the Government they would
have been expressed properly before the Parlia-
ment, and we could have convinced the Minister
that he should have had second thoughts. Before
the Bill even got to the Legislative Council the
Minister would have had the commonsense to ad-

journ the debate until such time as the conference
had been held.

The outcome of the conference could have been
studied by him, as it was, and we could have then
come back to the Parliament, agreed to the
amendments, as happened, and this Bill could
have gone down to the Legislative Council without
wasting an inordinate amount or time.

So even time-management motions, when they
are used on major Bills-and that was a major Bill
before the Parliament last session-are not effec-
tive, by and large, in saving time. Had common-
sense prevailed, arrangements would have been
made behind the Chair; that would have been the
way to proceed. The Government has ample op-
portunity, ample protection and ample ability
through the Standing Orders of the Parliament
now to restrict debate if agreements are not
honoured. The agreements can be publicly stated
befre the debate begins, if necessary, so that
everybody quite clearly understands the position.

I repeat that we are particularly disappointed
that our request for additional time for speeches
on the Budget and the Address-in- Reply has been
rejected so cursorily and out of hand. We would
ask again that the Leader of the House and the
Government reconsider that request in the
interests of members of Parliament being able to
represent their electorates.

Mr Davies: I have been opposed to cutting down
speaking time, but in this case which of the mem-
bers were disadvataged by the lack of time?

Mr MacKINNON: The member for Moore
indicated to me that he was, and if I am any judge,
nearly every other member of this side who
wa nted to spea k on the Add ress- in -Re ply or on th e
Budget and give proper consideration to issues in
his electorate.

I used to sit next to the member for Greenough
when I first came into this Parliament, and he and
I used those occasions for that purpose, and they
were the only times he or I ever went near to
speaking for 45 minutes.

Mr Davies: I remember when we first cut it
down, very few people even took that time.

Mr MacKINNON: We are only asking for it on
two occasions-the Budget and the Address-in-
Reply-and only at the second reading stage of
the Budget Bills. For the rest, we are not happy
with the limits but we will abide by them. The
only request we have made is for 45 minutes to be
considered for the Budget and the Address-in-Re-
ply. Members may wish to touch on a range of
issues, particularly in relation to their electorates.
We believe this is a reasonable request.
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Mr Deputy Speaker, with those few remarks
may I indicate that the Opposition is not happy
with the sessional order and we will oppose the
motion.

MR MENSAROS (Floreat) 14.09 p.m.]: It
should be made clear that there is a difference
between progress and development generally, and
change for the sake of change. What the Govern-
ment proposes now is really a change for no other
reason but that changes have been made in this
field as well as many other changes which were
quite unnecessary.

Mr Tonkin: Rubbish.

Mr MENSAROS: What is the need for the
provisions in this motion? We have in our Stand-
ing Orders a provision for the guillotine.

Mr Tonkin: We do not have provision for the
guillotine in the Standing Orders. The gag, but not
the guillotine.

Mr MENSAROS: We can move a guillotine
motion, but such a motion has been used very
seldom.

Mr Tonkin: The Standing Orders are silent on
it.

Mr MENSAROS: The Standing Orders do not
exclude it.

Mr Tonkin: But they are silent on it, which
means proper procedures are not laid down.

Mr M ENSA ROS: It amounts to the same.

Mr Tonkin: It does not amount to the same.
Mr MENSAROS: The guillotine motion is very

like what is contained in the motion we are debat-
ing and it achieves the same purpose. The proof of
the necessity for this sessional order can be
obtained from ascertaining how frequently the
guillotine motion has been used in the past. I have
flat done the research into this matter, but, ac-
cording to my memory, during the time I have
been here, the guillotine motion has been used
only three times. On other occasions-perhaps
more frequently, but still relatively rarely-the
question has been put, which is the procedure
known as the "gag"'.

The fact that during the nine-year term of the
previous Government the guillotine motion was
used only thrice is, in itself, proof of the
superfluous nature of this motion. Members
should look at the position in the other Chamber.

Mr Tonkin: You can do so: I would rather not.
Mr MENSAROS: It may be argued that there

are only 34 members in the Legislative Council.
which is 23 members fewer than we have in this
House. However, we must take into account the
number of Labor backbenchers in this place who

never open their mouths other than to ask a
dorothy dix question. I do not want to indicate
who they are, but the position is obvious.

Thus the number of members who participate in
debate in this Chamber is not very different from
the number who participate in the Legislative
Council. Yet members in the other place do not
have restrictions placed on the time they may
speak in a debate, they have much more relaxed
and flexible Standing Orders, and greater oppor-
tunity to speak on occasions such as the adjourn-
ment debate. That proves this sessional order is
superfluous even from the point of view of what
the Government would like it to achieve, because
all the measure will achieve is the ability to use the
guillotine motion without debate.

I admit the Government may be tempted to use
the sessional order more frequently, because if a
guillotine motion is used, being a substantive mo-
tion, it is subject to debate. Such debate can take a
considerable time and the Government may decide
not to move the motion, because it thinks the
business may be dealt with more quickly bearing
in mind the additional time necessary to debate
the guillotine motion.

As I read the sessional order, the only exception
is the fact that a 20-minute debate may take place
on the actual times which should be allocated.
Unless an urgency motion of this nature is moved
towards the end of the debate or at a stage where
no doubt exists as to the fact that the debate has
been overly long, repetitive, or a great deal of
filibustering has occurred, it will frequently
achieve the reverse of what it sets out to achieve.

Again from memory, an occasions on which an
order of this nature was used in the last session,
very seldom was the total time allocated for the
measure actually used. Indeed, I am almost cer-
tain that, on those occasions, had the urgency mo-
tion not been moved, less time would have been
taken up in debate.

We have a psychological situation and the
Government ought to realise that. Once it restricts
debate on a Bill to a certain number of hours,
people at least want to use the time allocated,
whereas, in most cases, if one allows members to
use the time that is needed to debate a matter
adequately, on average, less time is used.

A feature of this motion is that the gag cannot
be applied if the sessional order is in force. In
itself, that is a reasonable provision, if indeed we
accept the concept of time-management or the use
of the guillotine. However, r maintain it is in-
cluded in the motion in order that it may make up
for what is being taken away. It is included to
prove that the Government does these things
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tonigue-in-cheek; that it believes it is really a
shame to curtail the time allowed for free speech
in the Parliament; and, that it does not have a
clear conscience when it comes to the House with
this motion.

I return to the real and pragmatic meaning of
Parliament. It is all very well to say it is the job of
Parliament to legislate; but the real and proper
meaning of Parliament today is to provide a forum
for members of Parliament to check the Executive
of the day. That is quite clear. That is the main
purpose of Parliament, whether it occurs by way
of debate on a Bill, an urgency motion, or a mo-
tion moved on private members' day, or whether it
be on a grievance or even during question time. If
Parliament is managed properly, legislation can be
passed without undue delay. If delay is experi-
enced, it happens only once or twice during a
session. Indeed, that has been past experience.

Why were we, during the nine years we were in
Government, able to deal with lengthy debate on
various matters, bearing in mind that we were
accused frequently by the then Opposition of
giving too much power to the Executive, without
the neccssity to introduce sessional orders of this
nature or to extend the sittings of the House?

Mr Pearce: Rubbish! I regularly sat here until
3.00 am. or 4-00 a.m, when you were in Govern-
ment.

Mr MENSAROS: That may be the case, but
we did not curtail the length of debate or extend
the period of sittings, because we did not go into
recess for two or three weeks during the school
holidays. I ask the member for Victoria Park-

Mr Tonkin: We wanted to sit next week, but
you wouldn't have a bar of it.

Mr MENSAROS: The Leader of the House
knows that is not true.

Several members interjected.

Mr Pearce: On one occasion Sir Charles Court
and I were the only members awake at 6.00 a-rn.
and you were snoring during the time when you
were in Government. That is a ridiculous way in
which to deal with the business of the House.

Mr MENSAROS: The length of the sitting was
no greater and traditionally we went into recess
only for Royal Show week, then later for another
week for the August school holidays. Members
should not forget that, prior to the last Labor
Government, Sir David Brand introduced two
sessions a year. Prior to that, Parliament had sat
for only one session a year.

Mr Tonkin: That happened in 1968, under
pressure from the Opposition.

Mr MENSAROS: Most people do riot remem-
ber that. In the last Parliament he was Premier,
after nine years in Government, Sir David Brand
introduced two sessions of Parliament a year, be-
cause his approach to the Parliament was differ-
ent. His approach was similar to that of the
Leader of the House's namesake, John Tonkin,
who always said that Parliament was the highest
judge and who acknowledged that members of
Parliament are a check on the Executive and, be-
ing the Executive, we acknowledged that.

Mr Tonkin: We acknowledge it too.
Mr MENSAROS: The Leader of' the House

might acknowledge it in theory, but he does not
give it any pragmatic implementation.

Mr Tonkin: Rubbish! We are letting you speak
now.

Mr MENSAROS: However, the Leader of the
House has repeated it now. ] can remember, be-
cause we have discussed these matters. His first
request was that the two weeks' recess should be
moved forward one week.

Mr Tonkin: That is right.

Mr MENSAROS: That was the first request of
the Leader of the House.

Mr Tonkin: We want our playtime.

Mr MENSAROS: We wanted to check with all
our members, not to oppose for the sake of
opposing but to ascertain their views, and the ma-
jority of them had engagements to attend because
they trusted in the word of the Leader of the
House. We wanted things left as they were. The
Government did not do that, and took a third
week.

M r Tonkin: Very considerate.

Mr MENSAROS: The reason for the extra
week is the Government's Parliament Week, and
members opposite know it very well.

Mr Tonkin: The reason is that the Premier is ill
,and will not be available for Budget discussions
until that time.

Mr MENSAROS: The reason is that the
Government chose that time for Parliament Week.
It considers the week to be an auxiliary method of
achieving its aims. That is the main reason for the
extra week, and members opposite know it very
well.

Mr Tonkin: 1 have told you the real reason, and
it has nothing to do with Parliament Week.

Mr MENSAROS: Notwithstanding that, I do
not accept the concepts embodied in this motion,
and I will deal with (3)(a) specifically because I
believe this provision to be absolutely wrong and
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something that will grossly curtail intelligent
Committee work.

That one should be able to move an amendment
only if two hours' notice has been given is wrong.

Mr Tonkin: That is to protect the Opposi tion
from the Government's bringing in something Five
minutes before the question is to be put, when the
Opposition would have no time to examine it. That
provision was put in after my discussion with the
Clerk, and was done to protect the Opposition,
and no-one else.

Mr MENSAROS: It is not just a matter of
protecting the Opposition from the Government; it
applies to both sides of the House. Why should we
put our stamp of approval on this provision when
it will mean that all we can have are prejudiced
debates in Committee? That is what it would
mean, because we would perhaps have to condemn
something in advance irrespective of what con-
trary arguments were being produced. If we have
to give two hours' notice of an amendment, should
I initially feel the Government's stance on an issue
to be wrong but later find myself convinced by the
Government's arguments, I would be unable to
change any amendment I might previously have
given notice of or move any other amendment I
thought necessary after hearing those contrary ar-
guments. After all, what is debate for?

Mr Tonkin: We are speaking to the people.

Mr MENSAROS: That is one reason, and I
said before that one of the purposes of Parliament
is to be a public forum where we may check the
Executive. But debates really, if we take them
seriously, are not to presume what we are going to
do ultimately and then gather our arguments in
order to prove what we have already decided in
advance. That is the deductive way of argument,
which is the wrong way; the proper way Is to use
inductive argument where we build up our facts
and then come to a conclusion.

I am very disappointed that this provi sion
should appear in the motion and I am honestly
disappointed that the Clerks have had a hand in
drafting this provision, because I have the greatest
respect for the Clerks. This provision ruins the
whole idea of debate. If two hours' notice is
required to move an amendment, we must be
prejudiced in our debate and not formulate our
views according to the arguments to be heard dur-
ing the two hours. If we take our arguments
seriously, that is something which is not only
theoretically but also pragmatically wrong, absol-
utely wrong.

How far do we wish to degrade the role of the
Parliament and upgrade the role of the Executive
to go on and govern unchecked? There are Parlia-

ments, or State Houses, in the United States
which sit only three or four days a year. Is the
Government trying to proceed towards this goal? I
do not think we should. I remind Government
members that they will not sit forever on that side
of the House. The time will come as it has in the
past-and history shows that more often than not
members opposite sit on the Opposition side of the
House-when it will be not only their desire but
also their responsibility and duty to check the
executive arm of government. If they want to do
that efficiently they should realise there is no need
for any of these orders contained in this motion.
They will realise that the way we have proceeded
before, without major alterations to the Standing
Orders or the time delegated for debate, allows us
quite comfortably to proceed if there is a bit of
understanding displayed, despite the occasional
exception when feelings perhaps flare higher than
normally. If members think back they will realise
that that happens just once or twice in a session.

I have based my argument against this motion
on the necessity for us to have clear debates and
proper inductive argument in this place. I am
quite sure that the Government itself will see that
the reason for this motion is absolutely
superfluous. Members opposite could do much
better than this and not tarnish the reputation of
their attitude towards Parliament.

I oppose the motion.

MR RUSHlTON (Dale) [4.27 p.m.1: I want to
record my opposition to this motion. I think the
Government is being very shortsighted in bringing
it forward.

Mr Tonkin: You know we will apply it with
moderation.

Mr RUSHTON: The Leader of the House said
that with a smirk on his face.

Mr Tonkin: Did we not use moderation last
session?

Mr RUSHTON: The Government did not keep
its word last time.

Several members interjected.

The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order! Members
should give the member for Dale an opportunity to
get more than one word out.

Mr RUSHTON: The Government's action
denigrates this Parliament, and history will record
this as a black day for Parliament because this is a
direct action by the Goverinent to limit the duty
and responsibility of the Opposition to check the
Government on issues that come forward.

Mr Tonkin: We respect that right. I agree with
you.
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Mr RUSHTON: The Government is not re-
specting that right, because it is attempting to
limit it at all times. Parliament should not be
under the control of the Government. We should
have clear rules. If the Government wants to limit
debate, it can bring on the gag. I believe that all
members of the House know why the changes are
being brought abot. One can point firstly to the
conduct of the Address-in-Reply this time.

Mr Jamieson: That was your fault.
Mr RUSHTON: I do not think so. The Govern-

ment directed its own members not to speak on the
Address-in- Reply.

Mr Jamieson: Not at all.
Mr RUSHTON: Members were limited to 30

minutes. The Government itself was caught out by
its own actions, because it finished up with no
business of any note on the Notice Paper. The
Address-in-Reply has been completed, and here
we are with weeks off and with Parliament
reduced to a plaything of the Government.

Members from both sides of thc House when
speaking privately have reacted against this con-
duct. Members have said that when they are in
office they will retaliate in the same way. That
sort of thing should not be happening, but I warn
the Government that this is the case.

What is being perpetrated now is a direct at-
tempt to limit the effectiveness of the Opposition.

Mr Tonkin: You do not need help from us to do
that.

Mr RUSHTON: When the Leader of the
House sat on this side of the House he used to talk
about the power of the Executive, etc. It is clear he
is using dictatorial methods now. The Deputy
Leader of the Opposition said the way the man-
agement of Parliament would work best would be
by negotiation, in a co-operative way, then this
motion would not be necessary.

Mr Tonkin: I hope we do not ever use it.

Mr RUSHTON: That is a falsehood.
Mr Tonkin: Why is it'! The Government used it

about twice last session.

Mr RUSHTON: The Leader of the House is
demonstrating complete falseness. H-e is not genu-
ine in what he is bringing forward.

Mr Tonkin: Yes I am.
Mr RUSHTON: If the Leader of the House

were genuine, he would know the way to handle
the situation. A socialist has no faith in democ-
racy; his only faith is in his ability to direct and
control, and that philosophy has been
demonstrated by this Government.

Mr Tonkin: Have you been reading Marx?

Mr RUSHTON: We should have negotiation
between the Government and the Opposition. In
that way the business of the House would be car-
ried out quickly.

When it is treated badly the Opposition digs its
toes in and will delay the House if necessary. We
are in disagreement on the matter of times. We
should revert to the old times and the Government
should on some occasions use the gag. In that way
the Government would have to adhere to the nor-
mal rights of Parliament and would have to ex-
plain to the public the use of the gag. What it is
doing now is using dictatorial methods.

Mr Tonkin: The gag is very dictatorial. You
don't get notice; you cannot budget your time.
You can budget your time under this method,
whereas you cannot under a gag system because it
comes down like a chopper.

Mr RUSHTON: With a gag there would have
to be fair time for a debate.

Mr Tonkin: There will be with this, too.

Mr RUSHTON: With the other system there
would be time for debate and the Government
would explain to the media why it applied the gag.

The system proposed is unfair, because it is
controlled management-together with the time
the House is not sitting-and controlled question
time. In the end the Parliament would be a well-
managed system.

Mr Tonkin: We did not manage you this after-
noon.

Mr RUSHTON: The Government wants to
make the Opposition ineffective.

Mr Gordon Hill: You are ineffective.

Mr RUSHTON: What is proposed is totally
unacceptable to us. We are witnessing a Govern-
ment taking dictatorial action, and the Parliament
is being downgraded.

MR STEPHENS (Stirling) [4.34 p.m.]: Mr
Deputy Speaker-

Mr Tonkin: Do you have the 1974 speech?

Mr Cowan: We certainly have. Every time you
bring this in, you will hear it.

Mr STEPHENS: At least the Leader of the
House is developing a conscience. He is worried
about the 1974 speech he made.

Mr Tonkin: Why don't you get together with
Dick Old?

Mr Cowan: We would be quite happy to.

Several members interjected.

Mr STEPHENS: It is on record where we
stand.
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Mr Pearce: Will you go into the supermarket
business when you get together again?

Mr Cowan: We never were.
Mr Old: We don't mix with bums.
Several members interjected.

The DEPUTY SPEAKER: I am sure the mem-
ber for Stirling will relate his comments to the
matter before the Chair.

Mr STEPHENS: I am perfectly willing to re-
late my comments to the matter before us, but I
think you will notice, Sir, that the interjections
were causing the problem.

The DEPUTY SPEAKER: I hope that at some
time the member's comments will be related to the
matter before the House.

Mr STEPHENS: I hope the interjectors will
remain silent.

The National Party is opposed to this order. As
on previous occasions, we do not believe it is
necessary, and nor do we believe that the time
available to individual members should be
circumscribed when a gag motion is introduced. I
accept that this is a sessional order, which could
be applied at any time.

Mr Tonkin: It gives time to manage the debate.
A gag comes down like a chopper.

Mr STEPHENS: The impact of it is just the
same. If there were a continuing need for a Bill to
be treated urgently, and explanation were given to
this House, agreement could be reached. It is note-
worthy that no debate will take place. The
Government is not even prepared to give reasons
that it considers a matter to be urgent. The Leader
of the House should give consideration to
extending that courtesy to the House and allow
one or two responses so that a point of view may
be aired. However, this will not occur; we have to
take the word of the Government that a matter is
urgent.

Upon a Bill being declared urgent it would be
more appropriate if all members were granted a
limited period of time to speak. We have seen this
afternoon an urgency motion about which the
Speaker said the matter had been discussed with
all political parties. I was told that he did not
intend to say that, but that is what was said.

The National Party was denied the opportunity
to express its point of view, notwithstanding the
fact that three speakers from each side were al-
lowed. The Labor Party had only two speakers, so
one time-period was left.

Mr Tonkin: You didn't jump to your feet before
the member for Narrogin.

Mr STEPH ENS: Come off it!

Mr Tonkin: Are you talking about this after-
noon? The Speaker said there could be three
speakers from either side, and I accepted that. The
member for Narrogin stood, and you did not stir. I
thought you did not wish to speak.

Mr STEPHENS: Knowing the arrangement the
Speaker had entered into, we did not have the
opportunity.

Mr Tonkin: The arrangement was not for the
member for Narrogin; the arrangement was for
three speakers from either side. The Speaker pre-
sumnably chose those words to include you.

Mr Cowan: You are wrong. He did not use
those words.

Mr Tonkin: He said there would be three
speakers from either side.

Several members interjected.

Mr STEPHENS: We are not debating what
was said. I still maintain that the arrangement was
that there would be three speakers from either side
of the House. We know that on previous occasions
that arrangement has been entered into. We know
that on previous occasions-not this year, but in
previous years-when the present Opposition was
the Government, we were not taken into account;
we were not given any consideration.

Mr Tonkin: Since we have been the Govern-
ment we have on many occasions gone out of our
way to see that you were accommodated.

Mr STEPHENS: That was the arrangement
which was made; it was not dependent upon the
call of the Speaker. The convention is that these
arrangements are made and the Speaker gives the
call.

Several members interjected.

Mr Gordon Hill: Your argument should be with
the Leader of the Opposition.

Mr STEPHENS: The same situation will pre-
vail when we come to handling Bills which have
been declared urgent and for which restricted time
is available. One or two people could get up and
take all the time, and there may be a move by the
Opposition of the day to deliberately deny a third
or fourth party in this place an opportunity to
express its view. We are in the game of politics.

Mr Gordon Hill: I think your complaint ought
to be to the Leader of the Opposition.

Mr STEPHENS: I am talking about a principle
not necessarily concerning the National Party now
but at a future time, or any third or fourth party
in this place. That principle exists all the time.
That is another reason we object to the motion. It
is a denial of our democratic right and I am sure
the Leader of the House would be quite prepared
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for me to refer to part of the speech he made here
on Thursday, 12 September 1974, which is
recorded on page 1460 of Hansard, in which he
stated-

If democracy is to flourish-and it is not
flourishing in Western Australia at the mo-
ment, and certainly it did not flourish in this
place this afternoon-it is essential that we
allow and encourage people to take part in
public debate, If we steamroll legislation
through this place with a guillotine motion we
do not allow the people to gather their wits
about them, to discuss the matter with their
neighbours, to write to their members of Par-
liament, and to call meetings in order to dis-
cuss a Sill which, in this case, has very grave
parallels in history.

This is another example of the Executive
riding roughshod over the Parliament. Mem-
bers of Parliament have become rubber
stamps.

I agree with the comments of the Leader of the
House on that occasion. That situation is as perti-
nent today as it was in 1974. 1 think he should
explain to the House why he has changed his view.
Members who were present at the time of that
debate will remember that the guillotine was ap-
plied after many hours of debate, not after two or
three hours, as may be the situation with the mo-
tion we are now discussing.

Mr Gordon Hill: I think the Leader of the
House made the point that the Government would
not want to see the motion used, and I think it is
unlikely to be used, on legislation as significant as
that referred to by the Leader of the House when
he made those comments.

Mr STEPHENS: That may be the case. It is all
very well for the Leader of the House to say that it
was used very sparingly in the last session of Par-
liament. Some of us said during the previous de-
bate that it might be used sparingly initially to
create a false sense of security, and after a couple
of years we suddenly find it is applied rigidly and
on many occasions. We must be eternally vigilant
that that situation does not develop. We must indli-
cate on all occasions our opposition to the pro-
posals contained in this sessional order .

On a previous occasion when speaking on this
matter I referred to the fact that even if the
sessional order were carried, there was no guaran-
tee that Bills would not be rushed through at the
end of the session. Members would agree that that
happened in the last session of Parliament; Bills
were rushed through, so we are not really achiev-
ing anything by introducing this scsssional order.

If the Government were dinkum it could attack
the matter in a different way. It could seek co-
operation and consideration from this side of the
House, and give every member an Opportunity to
speak or put his or her point of view so that on
subsequent occasions when members vote for or
against an issue they will have an opportunity of
recording in Hansard why they took that stance.

I know many members of the public are not
particularly interested in reading Mansard, but
when I move around my electorate I am continu-
ally surprised at the numbers who are prepared to
read it and refer to it. If they read it and refer to
it, and no doubt talk about it when they mix on
different social occasions, the message gets
through about what their member is doing. It is
better for a member to have his remarks recorded
in Hansard to indicate his stance than to just have
his or her name recorded as voting for or against
an issue.

It is important that every member be given an
opportunity to express a point of view. Our con-
stituents are entitled to hear our voice not only in
the public gallery, but also to read it as recorded
in Hansard. The National Party vigorously op-
poses the motion.

MR HASSELL (Cottesloc-Leader of the Op-
position) [4.46 p.m.]: It is a matter of supreme
irony that the Government introduced this motion
on Wednesday last week when it had run out of
business in the House. It was trying to put forward
for debate on Thursday a motion relating to the
management of business in the House when it had
no business requiring management.

It must be recorded that absolutely no justifi-
cation whatever for the imposition of a time-man-
agement motion is shown by the state of business
in Parliament at the moment or by the business of
the last session. I join with other members of the
Opposition in expressing my very strong oppo-
sition to this motion. It is not necessary, it is not
desirable, and it will do nothing to enhance the
effectiveness or the reputation of Parliament.

It strikes me as quite staggering that the Minis-
ter responsible was so insensitive as to introduce
this motion on Wednesday last week when the
Government was not in a position to keep the
House going with its business because-

Mr Tonkin: We could have kept the House go-
ing; we did not sit on Thursday to accommodate
you.

Mr HASSELL: -it had not brought forward
enough of its legislation.

Mr Tonkin: The Acting Premier came to the
dining room at 9.00 p.m. and said the Leader of
the Opposition had asked that we not sit on
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Thursday. I had intended that we should sit on
Thursday.

Mr HASSELL: The Minister continues to in-
terject about a matter on which he and the Acting
Premier have already grossly distorted and
misrepresented the truth. I want to place the facts
on record. They are that last Wednesday night, in
discussion with the Deputy Leader of the Oppo-
sition, he advised me that the Government
proposed to debate the motion now before the
House on Thursday. I asked him what else the
Government was going to do and he said there was
very little on the Notice Paper, and we had a look
at it. He also pointed out to me, that as Deputy
Leader of the Oppositon, he had been responsible
for all the negotiations and discussions with the
Leader of the House in relation to the motion-

Mr Tonkin: That is right, we put it off to suit
you.

Mr HASSELL: -but he would not be in the
House on Thursday, and so he would be unable to
take part in the debate.

Mr Tonkin: That is why we did not sit on
Thursday.

Mr HASSELL: I said I would speak to the
Acting Premier, which I did. I said two things to
him: firstly, that I thought it would be unfair for
the Government to proceed with the mrotion on
rime-management on Thursday in view of the ab-
sence of the Deputy Leader of the Opposition, and
in view of the fact that there was no urgency
whatever about dealing with the motion. The Act-
ing Premier acknowledged the point I was making
and said he would take it up, which I appreciated.

Secondly. I asked the Acting Premier what
business he intended to deal with the following day
and I suggested to him that, from the point of view
of the Government, it would be silly to sit on
Thursday because there was so little business to be
dealt with.

Mr Tonkin: From the point of view of the
Government? Since when do you run Government
business? You cannot even run the Opposition's
business.

Mr HASSELL: I did niot ask the Acting
Premier not to 'sit on Thursday, but I certainly
asked him not to deal with this motion on
Thursday.

Mr Tonkin: You are always coming to me and
saying, "Why can't we go home?"

Mr HASSELL: Despite the misrepresentations
by the Leader of the House, the Acting Premier
indicated to me that there would not be much
business on the Thursday and that the House poss-
ibly would not proceed beyond 12 noon.

Mr Bryce: If we deferred the sessional order.

Mr HASSELL: That is true; I cannot argue
about that. The Government deferred debate on
the sessional order at the Opposition's request.

Mr Tonkin: That is right:
Mr HASSELL: 1 appreciate that, and I have no

complaint about it.
Mr Bryce: You went doggo the next day, just

like a childish schoolboy.
Mr H-ASSELL: The Leader of the House has

misrepresented the Opposition twice this after-
noon and the Acting Premier said something last
Thursday which was quite dishonest, and I want to
put the record straight. Last Thursday I was ap-
proached in relation to the business of the House
and I made a statement about it. I made it absol-
utely clear to the reporter that anything I said was
not a complaint about the House not sitting on
Thursday.

I told the reporter that I had, in fact, discussed
the matter with the Acting Premier, but that it
was not true for the Acting Premier to say, as he
did in an ABC news item, that I had asked that
the Legislative Assembly not sit on Thursday.

Mr Bryce: You did ask.
M r Tonkin: Of course you did.
Mr HASSELL: The rest of the report was

wrong and to give some veracity to what I am
saying the Acting Premier said-

Mr Tonkin: I will deal with your deputy in
future.

Mr HASSELL: -After a late night's sitting
on Wednesday Mr Hassell approached Mr Bryce
and said that the Legislative Assembly would not
sit on Thursday". That is not accurate as the Act-
ing Premier well knows. The Leader of the House
has already said that he was approached in the
dining room at about 9.00 p.m.

Mr Tonkin: I do not know the exact time.
Mr HASSELL: The Acting Premier was in his

seat in this Chamber during that time.
Mr Tonkin: The Acting Premier found me in

the dining room.
Mr HASSELL: It was arranged that a number

of second readings be taken on Thursday night.
Mr Tonkin: It was Wednesday night. You are

tired and lazy. You ran out of business at 9.00
p.m. We kept you busy when we were in Oppo-
sition.

Mr HASSELL: The Leader of the House goes
on like a cockey in a cage. I ask him to keep quiet
for a while.

Several members interjected.
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Mr Tonkin: What time did you stop? It was
9.00 P.M.

Mr HASSELL: It was certainly not 9.00 p.m.

Mr Tonkin: My research assistant is looking it
up!

Mr HASSELL: As a result several second read-
ings were dealt with.

Mr Tonkin: It was 10.00 p.m.

Mr HASSELL: That is a whole hour's differ-
ence.

Mr Tonkin: At least we admit it when we make
mistakes. You have never done that.

Several members interjected.
Mr HASSELL: As a result of the Government's

second reading speeches being taken the House
did, in fact, sit quite late. I want to make it clear
that I am not complaining, and nor did I com-
plain, because the House did not sit last Thursday.
My public remarks were directed to the issue
which remains and they were quite valid; that is,
that the Government had not been able to manage
the business of the House so as to bring in enough
of its maj or legislation for the Opposition to be
ready to debate it on Thursday last week.

It was not true for the Acting Premier to say
that I requested that the House not sit on
Thursday. However, it was true for him and the
Leader of the House to say that the Opposition
asked not to debate the motion dealing with the
sessional order, because I did make that request
and it was acceded to.

I want to put the record straight: The Oppo-
sition is concerned about what is happening in this
House and it does not simply relate to this
sessional order to which the Opposition is stoutly
opposed. The Opposition is concerned about the
general demeanour of the House, especially when
the Speaker is absent from the Chair. It is con-
cerned about what is going on in regard to ques-
tion time and it is concerned about the non-
availability of Bills. It is also concerned about-

Mr Tonkin: The non-availability of Bills? You
are always asking me to delay Bills because you
are not ready.

Mr Bryce: You have made your bed and you
will lie in it. You wait.

Mr Peter Jones: Threats!

Mr Bryce: Just promises. You screw your socks
on.

Mr HASSELL: The Opposition is concerned
about a number of matters that are occurring in
the House, including what appears to be a new
strategy in relation to the use of private member's
time. It is seriously concerned about what is

happening during question time. I know the Act-
ing Premier is upset because his performance has
been so poor in relation to question time.

Mr Tonkin: Come off it. His were excellent
answers and I was amazed.

Mr HASSELL: I bet the Leader of the House
was.

Mr Tonkin: They were great. I have never seen
a man do so well during question time. About nine
or 10 answers straight.

Several members interjected.

Mr Tonkin: Every question was well answered.

Mr HASSELL: The Leader of the House has
made the Acting Premier go red in the face, so I
think he should be careful with his interjections.

Mr Tonkin: He has just come out of his sick
bed.

Mr Bryce: I would need one leg in the grave not
to keep up with you, brother.

Mr HASSELL: The Acting Premier has prob-
lems.

However, the Opposition is seriously concerned
about a number of aspects concerning the conduct
of business in the House-to use up time against
the Opposition, to allow certain practices to de-
velop. and in particular, to treat question time as
an abuse of the position occupied by Government
Ministers.

Question time provides an opportunity for mem-
bers from both sides of thc House to cross-exam-
ine and question the Government. Not in any tra-
dition of Parliament is question time available to
be abused.

Mr Tonkin: We have given you more question
time than any Government has in the past. Your
deputy leader asked that the 30-minute period be
extended to 45 minutes and we approved it.

Mr HASSELL: It is wrong for the Government
to abuse the time available for the purpose of
attempting to create a backdrop to media exer-
cises, which is what it is doing.

The Opposition intends to take up each one of
the points of its concern. I go back to the point in
which the Leader of the House went astray. I said
that the Opposition was concerned about the lack
of availability of Bills. The Leader of the House
misunderstood what I meant because I was refer-
ring to the availability of copies of Bills which
have been in short supply. The Opposition is
taking up this matter.

The Opposition is looking at the whole question
of the treatment of question time and other as-
pects of what is going on in this Chamber.
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I make it clear to the Acting Premier and to the
Government that if they try to reduce Parliament
to a farce, the Opposition will not accept it with-
out protest and without action.

If the Minister does not think we have some
cause worth looking at, if he does not think it is
worth looking at our complaints to see that they
are based on a properly researched assessment of
the situation, then he is asking to make the life of
Parliament a lot more difficult and a lot less effec-
tive. It is not possible for the Opposition to go on
accepting the denigration of Parliament.

The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order! The back-
ground conversation is excessive.

Mr HASSELL: It is not possible for an Oppo-
sition to go on accepting the denigration of Parlia-
ment in the form of this motion and other facets
without protest and without taking some effective
action, however disruptive, to draw attention to it.

We will be looking in a very careful and respon-
sible way-I particularly draw this to the atten-
tion of the Acting Premier-to see whether the
Government is prepared to look at some of these
problems and address itself to them. We do not
intend to start our approach to our concerns in an
irresponsible way, but if the Government is not
prepared to consider what is really a question of a
fair go for the Parliament, we will be left with no
option but to look at other avenues which we do
not seek to take.

I reiterate my view that this motion is presented
unnecessarily; it is presented insensitively in terms
of its timing of introduction and its timing of
debate. It is a motion which is not necessary for
the conduct of the business of the House; it is not
necessary to the effective operation of the Parlia-
ment. With regard to other aspects, such as ques-
tion time and other activities being engaged in by
the Government, they are, in fact, an attack on the
proper conduct of the Parliament.

MR CLARKO (Karrinyup)
strongly oppose this motion. It is
the jack boot approach which has
the Leader of the House since
position.

[5.03 p.m.]: I
the beginning of
been adopted by
he fell to that

Mr Davies: Rose to that position.

Mr CLARKO: One of the real problems of this
motion was forecast when it was introduced in the
previous session. I said at the time that it was an
attempt to strangle the right of the Opposition to
speak, and that was proved on more than one
occasion.

The Bill with which I was particularly con-
cerned was the Local Government Amendment
Bill (No. 2) which was debated in the month of

May. I refer particularly to 10 May, which was a
day on which we had only one hour and five min-
utes to deal with both the Committee stage and
the third reading of the Bill.

The Bill contained 63 clauses. There was some
degree of debate up to clause eight, which was
taken at a semi-gallop because we realised we had
only one hour to deal with 63 clauses.

Mr MacKinnon: A fast gallop.
Mr CLARKO: A trot or whatever. Clause eight

or that Bill was a very important clause. It
received restrained attention in that all of us knew
we had many other thing to speak about, so
although this was perhaps the most important
clause in the Bill, we tried to be as quick as poss-
ible so that we had time later.

As it turned out, there was no time for further
debate. We spent, according to Hansard, about
seven pages dealing with those first eight clauses
on the local government Bill. Then we spent just
over one page of debate on the remaining clauses.

The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order! I cannot in-
struct members to listen to the debate, but if they
cannot keep the level of their conversations around
the Chamber to a more acceptable level, I suggest
they leave the Chamber and do it somewhere else.
I would rather they sat inside but if they must
conduct conversations, they should conduct them
at a satisfactory level, not at a level which I can
hear from here.

Mr CLARKO: Because of the shortness of
time, because of the unfair and unreasonable time
constraint put on members of this House, it be-
came necessary for the Opposition to agree to
clauses 20 to 38 being put en bloc in that we
wanted to to move to clause 39 where the Govern-
ment had agreed to an amendment.

A Government member: You are not very fair.

Mr CLARKO: l am not saying the Government
is being totally unfair, but in this case the Govern-
ment was fair in the sense that the Minister
agreed to the amendment which we put forward.
It was fair and logical and reasonable, and debate
in this House on many occasions can bring out
things which should be altered. We brought for-
ward that particular amendment; it was dealt
with at great speed, and then the remaining
clauses 40 to 63 were put in one hit.

That was not a fair way to deal with that Local
Government Amendment Bill. I am sure every
member of the Government believes that Bill was
the most important Bill relating to local govern-
ment ever introduced in this State, because it
changed the whole franchise arrangement.

Mr Tonkin: For the better.
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Mr CLARKO: I do not agree, but the Minister
is entitled to that opinion. It certainly was a vital
matter of great importance, the most important
Bill concerning local government that has ever
been introduced in this State, and we rushed
through great sections of that Bill without any
time for debate. We moved from clause 20 to
clause 38 and from clause 40 to clause 63 without
one word of debate.

You, Mr Deputy Speaker, in your role as Chair-
man of Committees, had to point out to us-and
take up another couple of seconds of our
time-how the Bill had to go through the third
reading. There was absolutely no time whatsoever
available at the third reading stage to speak About
that most important Bill on local government.
How can anyone say that is fair and just? Here we
have a motion which seeks to reinforce and repeat
that error.

Which Bills are to be declared urgent? It is my
view it will be the very Sills on which members
want to speak at greater length.

Mr Tonkin: We will give you generous allow-
ances of time.

Mr CLARKO: A Bill which should have been
an inappropriate and unlikely one on which to gag
debate was the one which copped the gag. I put it
to members that this is the whole purpose of this
motion: To gag the very debates when we want to
speak at length. It will affect the important ones,
not the unimportant ones. That is what is wrong
with this system.

If there were some arrangement whereby dis-
cussions could take place behind your Chair, Mr
Deputy Speaker, and those discussions could be
carried on in a comprehensive way whereby the
Government and the Opposition could say, "Here
is a Bill on which the Opposition finds no disagree-
ments, here is another which we can deal with very
quickly, and here is one where we want some
time", that would be the sensible way to deal with
it. I believe this House would make greater prog-
ress with regard to such Bills if that were the
scheme applied.

The jack boot approach is applied in the op-
posite way to the way it should be applied. If the
purpose of this motion is to stop waffle, that would
be one thing: but its purpose is to gag the Oppo-
sition in respect of matters of great importance.

I did not hear any member of the Government
say that the local government Bill was unimport-
ant. On a couple of occasions I said I regarded it
as the most significant local government Bill
introduced, and nobody said, "No. that's not
true". However, that was the Bill on which the

Government strangled members of the Opposition
in their right to speak.

Seven hours were allowed after the completion
of the lead speech from the Opposition benches.
One hour and five minutes went to the Committee
stage, and no time was allowed for the third read-
ing. More than six hours were used for 12 mem-
bers to speak. Of the 12, unusually for these days,
quite a number of members of the Government
spoke. The member for Mundaring spoke, and
that is most logical and to be expected on a subject
such as that. As I remember it, the member for
Scarborough spoke, as did the member for
Gosnells and a couple of other members. If I
counted correctly, four members of the Govern-
ment spoke on that matter. It is quite reasonable
that that should happen-

Mr Blaikie: But they took up the lime of Oppo-
sition members.

Mr CLARKO: They took up the time of the
House on a very important Bill. When it comes to
ordinary Bills, one finds that the backbenchi
members of the Government rarely speak, and
that is logical. However, on the important Bills,
backbench members of the Government ensure
that they speak while members of the Opposition
also want to speak. Every member of Parliament
clearly is associated with several local authorities,
so it is not surprising that many members would
want to speak on such a matter when it was the
most important Bill on local government ever
debated. Insufficient time was allocated to the
third reading of that Bill.

The quintessence of the method used in this
House is to have a third reading debate. That is
considered a fundamental, integral, and vital part
of any debate. However, the time allowed was
equal to nothing.

We were able to debate only a few of the 63
clauses in Committee. We had to jump over many
of the clauses, and that shows how badly time
management was handled in relation to that Bill.

One of the main reasons I object to this motion
is that it is attempting to control us unfairly.
Other methods are available, and the Leader of
the House has used them by cutting down the time
for ordinary speakers from 45 minutes to 30 min-
utes. That is a serious cutting down of the time
available for members to speak.

The main problem lies with the classification of
a Bill as urgent. I put to the House that that will
be done on the very Bills and motions which mem-
bers will want to debate at considerable length. In
respect of the ones we will deal with expeditiously
and in relation to which agreement will be
reached, there will be no problem. On many oc-
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casions the Government spoke to us and asked us
to enable the passage of a measure quickly. We
always acceded to that sort of request. However,
we will have problems with some Bills. This mo-
tion is a serious indictment of the methods of the
Leader of the House.

The only beauty I can see in this motion is that
this will be a sessional arrangement. I presume the
Government realises that it will not be very long
before the Labor Party is back here arguing
against the use of this method if, perchance, we
were to propose it. I hope that we would not want
to do so.

The issue is one of the nature of urgent Bills. It
is a fact that the Government is trying to throttle
us on the Bills on which we would like to speak at
length. That is where we are having our throats
cut.

When we were discussing the most significant
local government Bill in history, I said that we
would have to gallop through it and get through
only half of it, and that was a perversion of democ-
racy. That is what is happening with this motion,
and I oppose it.

Leave to Continue Speech
MR BRYCE (Ascot-Acting Premier) [5.'15

p.m.]: I seek leave to continue my remarks at a
later stage.

Leave granted.

Debate thus adjourned.

QUESTIONS
Questions were taken at this stage.

The SPEAKER: As various events are taking
place in another place, I have decided to return to
the Chair at 7.30 p.m. rather than 7.15 p.m.

Sitting suspended from 5.58 to 7.30 p.m.

BILLS: SESSIONAL ORDERS

Motion

Resumed from an earlier stage of the sitting.

Question put and
lowing result-

Mr Barnett
Mr Bateman
Mrs Beggs
Mr Bryce
Mrs Buchanan
M r Terry Burke
Mr Burkett
Mr Carr
Mr Davies
Mr Evans

Mr Blaikie
Mr Cla rko
Mr Court
Mr Grayden
Mr Hassell
Mr Peter Jones
Mr MacKinnon

Ayes
Mr P. i. Smith
Mr Bertram
Mr Brian Burke
Mr D. L. Smith
Mr Wilson
Mr Read
Mrs Henderson
Mr Grill
Mr Hodge

Noes 13
Mr Old
Mr Stephens
Mr Trethowan
Mr Tubby
Mr Watt
Mr Williams

Pairs
Noes

Mr O'Connor
Mr Crane
Mr Coyne
Mr Thompson
Mr Bradshaw
Mr MeNee
Mr Spriggs
Mr Cowan
Dr Dadour

(Teller)

ACT7S AMENDMENT (CONSERVATION AND
LAND MANAGEMENT) BILL

Second Reading
MR TONKIN (Morley-Swan-Leader of the

House)[7.36 p.m]: I move-
That the Bill be now read a second time.

This Bill seeks to amend Acts to make them com-
patible with the Conservation and Land Manage-
ment Bill. These amendments are essentially con-
sequential and do not in any significant way
change the intent or powers of the amended Acts,
hence members will notice I have decided not to be
loquacious.

I commend the Bill to the House.
Debate adjourned, on motion by Mr Blaikie.

HERD IMPROVEMENT SERVICE BILL

Report
Report of Committee adopted.

Third Reading
Leave granted to proceed forthwith to the third

reading.
MR EVANS (Warren-Minister for

Agriculture) [7.38 p.m.): I move-
That the Bill be now read a third time.

a division taken with the fol- I undertook to make some inquiries on three mat-
ters raised by the member for Katanning-Roe.

Ayes 20 The first related to the alteration of the period of
Mr Jamieson waiting for nominations, which was increased
Mr Mclver from 21 to 28 days, and there is no problem with
Mr Parker that.
Mr Pearce
Mr A. D. Taylor The second related to clause 9 which refers to
Mr 1. F. Taylor the pecuniary interests of board members. The
Mr Tonkin member for Katanning-Roe was concerned that,
M r Troyasbedrwhintenracoreodalg
Mrs Watkinsasbedrwhintenracorefdalg
Mr Gordon Hill with the board would have some financial deal-

(Teller) ings, they could run counter to the provisions of
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the legislation in respect of pecuniary interests. I
checked the matter with the Crown Law Depart-
ment and it appears it is covered adequately under
clause 9(4) where a member of a herd recording
scheme is obviously a breeder of stock. Therefore,
Crown Law is quite happy about that.

The third point raised by the member was in
connection with the schedule which provides for
the chairman to call a meeting. The member for
Katanning-Roc suggested that could be amended
to allow a majority of board members to call a
meeting if the chairman was overseas or indis-
posed in some way and unable to do so. He may
have died and he would have great difficulty call-
ing a meeting then!

Mr Old: It is a habit that everybody has!
Mr EVANS: I made some initial inquiries and

it looks as if the measure could make provision for
that. I have not yet completed my inquiries, but I
shall do so before the Bill is passed by the other
place. If the decision is favourable, an amendment
will be inserted when the Bill is dealt with there.

Question put and passed.
Bill read a third time and transmitted to the

Council.

RACING RESTRICTION AMENDMENT BILL
Second Reading

Debate resumed from 23 November 1983.
MR OLD (Katanning-Roe) [7.40 p.m.]: I rise

to make a contribution to the debate, but it cer-
tainly will not be lengthy. I just want to bring a
few points to the attention of the House. These
points are of great importance to non-TAB clubs
situated in country areas.

It seems to me that the amendment of Racing
Restriction Act is a grab by the Western
Australian Turf Club and the WA Trotting As-
sociation to completely control country racing and
trotting. In fairness, I must say that I have not
received representations from trotting clubs in my
electorate and I assume they are quite happy with
the deal that has been meted out by the WATA.

Mr Davies: How many clubs do you have?
Mr OLD: I now have one, but I had a couple

until the member for Narrogin took over one of
them.

As far as the non-TAB racing clubs are con-
cerned-of which, for the benefit of the Minister
for the Environment, I have two in my elector-
ate-they are not at all happy with the deal being
handed out to them by the WATC.

I have been in contact with Mr Campbell at the
WATC and we have had a very long talk, but all I
can say about that long discussion is that we have

agreed to disagree. Much has been said about the
distribution of TAB money and the advantages
which will be felt by provincial racing and other
clubs which are TAB clubs. There seems to be
some doubt in the minds of some members as to
what is a TAB club. At one stage it was said to
me, "We have no problems, because all the clubs
in our area are TAB clubs". The fact that a club
runs a totalisator oncourse does not make it a
TAB club. In fact, offcourse betting on a race
meeting must occur before that meeting is
designated a TAB meeting.

The WATC has pandered to these clubs and has
given them a deal too good to refuse. In fact, the
deal is so good that, in some instances, clubs in
regions which originally opposed the Racing Re-
striction Act have now deserted some of their
mates and have decided it is a pretty good deal
anyhow.

I point out that the distribution of TAB money
to country racing and trotting clubs is, according
to the Select Committee which inquired into the
racing industry, quite disproportionate to the in-
vestment by people in the country. One of the
major recommendations of that committee was
that country clubs should get a greater proportion
of the TAB money than they do at the present
time. My understanding is that currently the dis-
tribution is on an 80:20 per cent basis; that is, the
metropolitan area receives 80 per cent of the TAB
moneys and country clubs receive 20 per cent.

In regard to the actual take, I quote from a
recommendation of the committee as follows-

(l)(b) The TAB Act of 1960 provides that
the distribution of TAB surplus profits on
racing and trotting be allocated 60 per cent to
racing and 40 per cent to trotting. The
resulting amounts are then distributed 80 per
cent to metropolitan clubs and 20 per cent to
country clubs.

Racing in the metropolitanarea in 1982-83 saw an
amount of $55.530 million representing 61.62 per
cent of the investment, and in the country $34.4
million representing 38.38 per cent. This excludes
Eastern States investments. It would seem to me
that on that basis, rather than the 80:20 situation
as is provided for under the TAB Act, we should
be looking at a 60:40 distribution-60 per cent to
the metropolitan area and 40 per cent to country
clubs. However, were the Government convinced
and courageous enough to introduce such a Bill
one could almost imagine the amount of wailing
that would go on within the confines of the West-
ern Australian Turf Club and the WA Trotting
Association and, I must say, with some justifi-
cation. While the figures reveal that would be an
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equitable chop up, I think perhaps that would be
taking it a little too far; but there needs to be a
better distribution of this TAB money.

This investment must be met to a degree by the
non-TAB clubs. It is interesting to note that
within this Act the Minister almost becomes the
king and I would have thought that the Minister
had enough to do without wanting to take on the
administration of the Western Australian Turf
Club and the WA Trotting Association. In fact, I
believe that those two organisations are efficient
enough and have enough experience to be able to
run their own affairs. If the Minister wants to
interfere in any way at all-and certainly he
should have some right of direction or some dis-
cretion with the clubs-then it should be on the
basis that he oversees a fair deal to all clubs in
Western Australia. The non-TAB clubs that I am
aware of-in the electorate of Katanning-Roe
there are two, one being at Katanning which runs
two or three meetings a year and the other at
Pingarup which now runs only one meeti .ng a
year-are finding it increasingly difficult to
operate on the amount of money they are allocated
by the Western Australian Turf Club.

I will quote some figures from the Katanning
club as probably being a reasonable example of
the problems that are being experienced by these
non-TAB clubs. The Katanning race club, which
was reformed after many years in recess, by a very
energetic and enthusiastic committee-which inci-
dentally, draws its two major office holders from
the nearby town of Kojonup-set about improving
the old Katanning racecourse and undertook what
seemed to me to be an impossible task. With some
assistance from the racecourse improvement fund
which was set up to organise country racing clubs
the committee was able to tidy up the course, put
in a decent running rail, and make a fair sort of a
course out of it. Then the committee set about
getting out of the bough shed concept and putting
up some buildings and embarked on a fairly am-
bitious project of erecting a brick office, which
was very sorely needed. To do so the club
borrowed money from the Shire of Katanning on a
self-supporting loan basis. It is now committed to
annual repayments of $2 180 a year. At thc same
time the club pays its insurance of about $500 a
year, telephone of about $500 a year, nominal rent
to the shire of $200 a year, and payments to the
bank of some $2 000 a year, and it inds itself in a
situation where its reduction of overdraft with the
bank is minimal.

If the club had a bad day-if the weather
virtually wiped out one day-this budget would be
shot to pieces and it would not be able to meet
even its commitments. Any Government which

has regard for country people would see that such
a situation is untenable. If in fact the Katanning
race club had to go into recession because of lack
of funds. obviously the Kamanning Shire would
find itself in a fair bit of trouble with its self-
supporting loan, and whether the officials of the
club would be held responsible for it is something
which I do not know, because I have not seen the
way the loan was structured.

However, under the situation as has been
outlined to me, the non-TAB clubs will receive
from the Turf Club about 46 per cent of their
stake money, while TAB clubs will receive 50 per
cent plus $4.50 per race plus one per cent of
offcourse turnover for the day. That puts them in
a very advantageous situation and they are not by
any means averse to accepting the complete pack-
age, which I think is an absolute disgrace and a
slight on country people.

I am told that the Katanning race club, which
has that building commitment to meet, and non-
TAB clubs generally need at least 65 per cent of
the stake money to be supplied by the Western
Australian Turf Club. I rang Mr Campbell again
today and he told me that the WATC was to
provide non-TAB clubs something like $37 per
unplaced horse in each meeting. That sounds all
very well. It is designed to help offset the cost of
transport of horses to the meeting and the general
expenses incurred by the people bringing them,
but the big problem is the way this so-called pay-
ment is made.

The race club is expected to pay $37 per un-
placed horse out of its gate money and at the end
of the year that is added to its claim to the TAB
and becomes a component in the equation of dis-
tribution of TAB money. However, by no means
will a club recoup its $37 per unpiaced horse, and
therefore this arrangement is totally unacceptable.
It is really something which is designed to mislead
people who feel that the Western Australian Turf
Club is in fact doing something for these unfortu-
nate non-TAB clubs.

While my electorate has two non-TAB clubs, it
is by no means unique. In fact, the northern race
clubs up in the station country, where picnic race
meetings are social calendar events of the year, are
in exactly the same position. However, I have not
heard a voice from the Government benches, from
the member for Pilbara, or the member for
Kimberley.

Mr MeNee: The member for Pilbara is not even
here.

Mr OLD: That is correct; She is not even
interested enough in the race clubs to get up and
talk about the plight that race clubs are in. If the
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member for Pilbara would like to check with Mr
Carter, the President of the Port Hedland Shire,
who is also president of the northern racing associ-
ation, she will Find that he is very disgruntled and
in fact is quite ropeable about the deal that is
being meted out in this Dill which is quite rep-
rehensible and should not be before this House.
Any Government which has any thought for
people in remote areas should have another look at
this Bill and do something about it.

Mr Bridge: Are you sure that they are as upset
as all that? 1 have been up through the Kimberley
and I have not heard that sort of comment.

Mr OLD: Have a talk to Mr Carter in Port
Hedland.

Mr Parker: Some of the changes in proceedings
that were made last year or the year before-it
might be the year before-to the subsidy to people
who bring their horses there-this is what you
were referring to a little while ago-were specifi-
cally designed by the Turf Club as a result of a
rort that the Port Hedland club pulled in 1981 or
1982. It had a race meeting there and the entirety
of the prizes presented at the race meeting were
not provided for from the proceeds of the club or
the meeting or anything else, but rather from the
accommodation of the grants that had been made
available to it, including this system. In fact, the
owners and trainers and the people who were actu-
ally participating in the meeting had a very serious
concern about the way in which the Port Hedland
club ran that particular meeting. It is some time
since I have seen the details of it so I cannot tell
you precisely when it was, but it was as a result of
that and in fact, it has been universally
acknowledged by the other country clubs, that in
fact the Port Hedland club has been the cause of
some of these restrictions. Other clubs were
operating the system fairly and properly; the Port
Hedland club rorted the system and that system
was the design of the Turf Club with the concur-
rence in that sense of the other country clubs to
overcome that situation. That is not to say that
there are not problems with what it has deter-
mined.

The SPEAKER: Order!

Mr OLD: I normally do not listen to interjec-
tions, but I was very happy to listen to that one. I
only hope the Press could hear the accusations
being made about the rort that the Port Hedland
race club put up. That is the Government's
opinion of the people of Port Hedland.

It is rather a pity that the member for Pilbara
does not pay enough regard to the people within
her own electorate to make sure she is here to

protect the people in the Pilbara on the night that
this Bill is debated.

Mr L. F. Taylor: That is absolute nonsense and
you know it. How do you know what she has got
on? She might have much more important things
to do.

Mr OLD: I am sure Mr Carter will be very
pleased to hear the comments of the Minister.

Mr Parker: They are the industry's comments,
not my comments.

Mr OLD: Even if that were correct, and 1 have
very grave doubts that it is, the situation now is
that the whole of the country racing industry is
told to stand in a corner because somebody did
something wrong.

Mr Peter Jones: Allegedly.

Mr OLD: Yes, allegedly.

That is the most ridiculous thing I have heard in
my life. How can the Government justify
disadvantaging people in remote areas whose No.
I date on the social calendar is the picnic race
meeting, and lessening their enjoyment because
the Port Hedland racing club allegedly was dis-
honest? It is time somebody stepped back and had
a good look at the basis on which legislation is
introduced into this House.

I have no quarrel with the Western Australian
Turf Club running racing under the Act, nor do I
have any quarrel with its having a reasonable in-
crease in the number of race meetings it is able to
conduct. I do quarrel with the lid being taken right
off to allow the WATC to run any number of race
meetings it wishes, because it can kill country race
meetings completely-TAB or non-TAB- if it
wants to get stuck into them.

The Minister's comments have fully justified
what I have been saying; insufficient regard has
been given to the drafting of this Bill. He has been
influenced by the Turf Club and the Trotting As-
sociation. I reiterate that I have no quarrel with
the concept of the number of race meetings, but I
quarrel severely with the chop-up of the money
distributed from the TAB and I cavil at the deal
being meted out to non-TAB clubs by the WATC.

I strongly suggest to country members on the
Government side of the House that when I sit
down they should rise and defend the non-TAB
clubs in their areas.

MR I. F. TAYLOR (Kalgoorlie) [8.02 p.m.]: I
should declare an interest in speaking to this legis-
lation, in that I am a rather unenthusiastic
punter-

Mr Old: Me too.
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Mr 1. F TAYLOR: -and a rather unsuccess-
ful racehorse owner, but a strong supporter of the
racing and trotting industries in this State, in par-
ticular in my electorate.

Mr Court: Particularly next week.

Mr L F. TAYLOR: I am coming to that. It is
perhaps no coincidence that this legislation is be-
ing debated this week. It is extra publicity for the
racing round.

The Bill was introduced some time ago, and
since its introduction quite detailed discussions
have taken place between the people involved in
the racing and trotting industries from both the
metropolitan and country areas. The Bill itself
goes back to 1979 when the Turf Club conducted
mid-week metropolitan meetings and they became
an accepted part of the State's racing calendar. In
1981, the WA Trotting Association developed
what it called an overall plan for the industry
which was followed in 1983 by the Baxter Honor-
ary Royal Commission report into the industry.

In looking at the industry the Baxter committee
said that from the evidence before it, midweek city
racing would increase oncourse TAB turnover,
thereby providing greater profitability for the
racing and trotting industries. Secondly, it would
increase attendances at race meetings and have
the support of the majority of owners, trainers,
and racc patrons in the metropolitan area. I do not
think anyone would disagree with either of those
points.

However, acceptance of this legislation means
the Turf Club and the Trotting Association must
accept a greater degree of responsibility for the
operations of the racing and trotting industry.

As I said in response to the member for
Nedlands' comments, next week marks the annual
racing round in Kalgoorlie. It is a very important
event as far as the goldfields are concerned,
probably the most important social event, and to
some degree the most important economic event to
the hospitality industry in the area.

Mr Gordon Hill: It is very important as far as
the State is concerned.

Mr 1. F. TAYLOR: That is correct.

The committee of the Kalgoorlie- Boulder
Racing Club and the committee of the Golden
Mile Trotting Club do excellent work in the pro-
motion of racing and trotting, not only in the
goldfields, but also throughout Western Australia.
The committees comprise people who are enthusi-
astic, very good at their job, and who match, per-
son for person, any other racing club committee in
this State. Certainly they would match the WATC
and WATA committees as far as involvement in

the sport is concerned and their interest in its
future, and in particular promotion of the sport
and industry in their area.

In the last couple of months, the racing club has
joined with the TAB to introduce a new computer
tote facility. That facility will be shared with the
Golden Mile Trotting Club. It has proved to be a
great success and will mean greatly increased
oncourse turnover on the tote in the coming racing
round. The committee is also putting a lot of effort
into upgrading facilities at the racecourse, in par-
ticular in improving and reticulating the track to
make it one which, although not as good as Ascot
and Belmont, ranks second to none in the rest of
the State.

The racing club committee has put some work
into promoting the historical nature of the race-
course in Kalgoorlie. There are some marvellous
old buildings which the committee has sought to
upgrade and restore, to the extent of establishing a
racing museum and employing a curator to get it
into shape for the round, and for the future.

The trotting club shares the new tote facilities
with the racing club and is in the process of instal-
ling new lights. I am having quite some say in an
endeavour to get additional capital funds from the
Racecourse Development Trust to ensure the
lighting at the club is adequate for safe racing.

The Kalgoorlie area also encompasses the
Coolgardie Racing Club, which shares the facili-
ties of the Kalgoorlie-Boulder Racing Club. That
move in past years to share facilities is an indi-
cator of things to come in the industry. It has been
a great success for those two clubs. The
Coolgardie club retains its identity, but contrib-
utes to the financial success of the Kalgoorlie-
Boulder Racing Club by using those facilities on
two or three days a year and contributing from the
profits it makes to the establishment of reasonable
facilities on the course itself.

It is important to note the impact racing has in
an area such as the goldfields. The Kalgoorlie-
Boulder Racing Club and the Golden Mile Trot-
ting Club contribute substantially to employment
and the recreational enjoyment of people through-
out the region, and as far afield as the metropoli-
tan area and the Eastern States when the round is
on. The Kalgoorlie-Boulder Club conducts more
meetings on its race course-about 24 or 25 a
year-han any other club in Western Australia
ouside the WATC. The area's population is simi-
lar to that of Bunbury, and is considerably larger
than most other racing centres in the State.

Mr Peter Jones: In relation to Kalgoorlie, what
financial assistance does it get from the Turf Club
at present?
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Mr 1. F. TAYLOR: I will come to that later.
The club attracts nearly 2 000 people to every

meeting. Those are the ordinary meetings,' so it is
attracting about one-tenth of the population of
Kalgoorlie and Boulder to every meeting it con-
ducts. During the round, that number increases
twofold or threefold because of the influx of
people from all over the State. The 2 000 who
attend an average meeting represent 20 per cent of
the number who would attend an average meeting
in Perth, so it is a fairly good result by comparison
with the Perth meetings.

The club employs three full-time staff and relics
a great deal on voluntary help from committee
men for most of whom it is virtually a second job.
It employs 50 people at ordinary meetings and
more than 100 over the week of the Kalgoorlie
round. It is also largely responsible for the
financial security of several of the produce mer-
chants and three veterinary surgeons based in the
Kalgoorlie- Boulder area.

Mr Rushton: How many horses would be
trained locally?

Mr 1. F. TAYLOR: There are perhaps 100 or
200 horses trained locally. That means extra in-
come for jockeys, trainers, and people who own
stables. It is a significant industry; I think it is
about the third or fourth most important industry
in the Kalgoorlie- Boulder region. The racing and
trotting industries are not fully recognised in
terms of their importance in the creation of wealth
and employment opportunities for a great many
people throughout the State. For that
reason-because it is important-I take an
interest in the racing industry.

Mr Peter Jones: Most of those horses are faster
than the ones you back, are they?

Mr 1. F. TAYLOR: They certainly are, there is
no doubt about that, although I had a good day
last Saturday.

This Bill is very important in that it increases
substantially the financial power and strength of
both the WATA and the WATC. Hand-in-hand
with that increase must go a great deal of extra
responsibility for the future of racing and trotting
in this State. I am sure a number of members
would agree that over recent years the Turf Club
and the Trotting Association have not always ac-
cepted those responsibilities in a proper and re-
sponsible manner. It has not always been the case,
but on occasions they have fallen down in their
attitude to country racing and in respect of consul-
tation with country racing and trotting people.

I would like to think-indeed, I am fairly cer-
tain-that John Roberts, the new Chairman of the
Western Australian Turf Club, has a real interest

in the future of country racing. He is genuine in
his support for the industry, and I am certain that
under his tutorship the Turf Club in particular
will play a very responsible role.

Mr Peter Jones: Why do you say Mr Roberts,
whom I know, would have a greater interest in the
future of country racing than the previous chair-
man?

Mr 1. F. TAYLOR: I am not saying the pre-
vious chairman was not interested in country
racing. I am saying that on occasions the Turf
Club did not always have the interests of country
racing in mind.

I also know Mr Roberts, and have spoken to
him on issues affecting the racing industry in
Kalgoorlie, and have found him very responsive to
the points I have put to him, to the extent that he
has taken action in whole or in part on my sugges-
tions. One can only take people as one finds them;
my attitude is that he has a great deal of concern
and interest in the future of racing and recognises
that country racing is as much a part of the indus-
try in this State as is city racing, and will try to
ensure that they work together. I think he has had
a great deal of influence on the attitude of country
clubs to this legislation.

Mr Peter Jones: I'll say, but not in the way that
you are implying.

Mr 1. F. TAYLOR: One can only take people as
one finds them, and I think he is genuine in his
concern for country racing.

Mr Peter Jones: I cannot speak for Kalgoorlie,
but Mr Roberts and his colleagues as late as today
have been singularly unresponsive to the financial
plight of the non-TAB clubs in this State.

Mr 1. F. TAYLOR: Of course, I am not going
to speak for non-TAB clubs because I am not
aware of their plight.

However, the Kalgoorlie-Boulder Racing Club
does have financial problems. I will be working
with it in respect of several matters in an endeav-
our to sort out the problems with the WA Turf
Club. For instance, the TAB stake subsidy is $450
or $700 to $750 for Northam, Beverley, York and
Toodyay races when midweek meetings take
place. It is grossly unfair that clubs in Bunbury,
Albany and Kalgoorlie should not receive that
$450 or $700 to $750. They should receive the
same sum that is made available to the eastern
districts clubs when race meetings are conducted.

Mr Peter Jones: Are you sure they do not?
Mr 1. F. TAYLOR: I am positive they do not.
Mr Peter Jones: I was told today that they do.
Mr I. F. TAYLOR: Unless the rules have

changed in the last couple of weeks I understand
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that they do not. Those people involved in the
racing industry in Kalgoorlie feel that it is positive
discrimination between the eastern districts clubs
as compared to those clubs operating in Albany,
Bunbury, and Kalgoorlie.

Mr Peter Jones: Those clubs pay more than the
TAB distribution offcourse.

Mr 1. F. TAYLOR: No, they do not.
Mr Peter Jones: The four clubs get one per cent

turnover.
Mr 1. F. TAYLOR: They do not receive the

subsidy that Northam, York, Beverley and
Toodyay receive.

Several members interjected.
Mr Peter Jones: You should check it.
Mr 1. F. TAYLOR:. I will check it; perhaps the

Minister responsible is in a position to tell me
whether I am correct or incorrect. However, the
information I was given last Saturday at the races
was that they do not.

Another point that has been of contention in
this State is the distribution of TAB funds. Mem-
bers on this side have already covered this point. It
is fair to point out the situation in other States
regarding the distribution of TAB funds. The fig-
ures for 1982-83 were as follows-

State and Country
per cent percent

Queensland 42 58
New South Wales 60 40
Victoria 60 40
Western Australia 80 20

As far as Western Australia is concerned the
80:20 ratio plus I 1 per cent discretionary funds
means that the WATC receives about 70:30 distri-
bution between the country and the city races. I do
not think that is adequate.

M r Old: It has been said that the TAB turnover
is down and the Instant Lottery is to blame. I do
not know whether it is valid.

Mr 1. F. TAYLOR: I looked at the TAB Figures
the other day and they showed a healthy result.

Mr Old: Are they comparable with last year's
figures?

Mr 1. F. TAYLOR: 1 am unable to tell the
member for Katanning-Roe off the top of my
head, but the figures did look healthy.

Mr Parker: The TAB turnover increased dra-
matically.

Mr Old: I would have thought that to be the
case. That is the case put up by the Turf Club.

Mr 1. F. TAYLOR:. A good case exists for some
adjustment of the Figure between the city and the
country. One has only to go to Ascot, Belmont,
(32)

Gloucester Park or Richmond Raceway to see the
nature of the facilities provided for members and
ordinary patrons compared with what is available
at the country clubs.

Mr Old: There is a difference in the stakes.
Mr 1. F. TAYLOR: The point is that there is a

great difference in the stakes between the city and
the country races.

I refer to relevant statistics which support
country racing club applications for increased
TAB allocations. If one looks at the total invest-
ment on the TAB return and the return on invest-
ment for various clubs, one would find that the
city trotting investment is 10 per cent and that the
return for trotting is 32 per cent. The return on
investment is in the vicinity of 318 per cent. For
country trotting investment it is 6.2 per cent; the
TAB return is 8 per cent, with the return on in-
vestment being I129 per cent. The city racing in-
vestment is 20.2 per cent and the TAB return is 48
per cent with the return on investment being 237
per cent. The country racing investment is I12.5
per cent with a TAB return of 12 per cent and the
return on the investment is 96 per cent. Therefore,
country racing is the only recipient of under 100
per cent on investment return. The figures to
which I have referred apply to 1982-83.

Another matter to which I wish to refer con-
cerning country turf clubs which probably goes
back for some time, but has something to do with
the future, is the imposition of the decisions made
without consultation by the WATC.

Only 18 months ago the WATC decided that
appeals concerning trainers, jockeys and others
involved in the industry could not be heard by the
Kalgoorlie-Boulder Racing Club committee and
that they would have to be heard in Perth. It is a
fact that the only place in the State where appeals
were heard by a local committee was in
Kalgoorlie. It may be described as an historical
accident, but it worked well during the time it was
implemented and I could see no reason for the
change.

One of the most disturbing points concerning
the WATC's decision was that it did not contact
the local club, but published its decision in one of
the local racing magazines. The Kalgoorlie com-
mittee approached the WATC in an endeavour to
convince it to change its decision, but to no avail.

Another matter which is of interest to me con-
cerns the suggested changes to the Betting Control
Act regulations to make it easier for bookmakers
to operate. In fact, the regulations, as suggested,
could make life a little more difficult for the book-
makers on the goldfields, but would do away with
bookmakers operating in two rings at the same
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time. At present, the bookmakers can operate on
the local races white their clerks run a book for the
Eastern States and Perth races. I have fought this
issue over the last 12 months and the outcome has
yet to be decided. It appears that the stewards of
the WATC are reasonably certain that the change
will take place. However, as far as the Kalgoorlie-
Boulder Racing Club is concerned, if a change is
to be made it must be for the reason that the
stewards and others are assured that things do not
take place outside the legalities of the regulations.
A decision must be made to let the Kalgoorlie-
Boulder bookmakers operate as they have done for
many decades.

I would welcome as many members as possible
to the racing round in Kalgoorlie next week. I am
sure that many members will avail themselves of
the opportunity to attend. I am sorry that the
member for Nedlands will not be in attendance
and I am sorry also that ministerial responsibilities
will prevent the Minister handling this legislation
from attending. Over the years the Minister and I
have had good times at the Kalgoorlie- Boulder
racing round and only a couple of years ago we
shared the notoriety of having some involvement
in the raid on the local two-up game.

Mr Parker: I am sorry I will not be able to
attend.

An Opposition member: Is it one of the reasons
two-up was legalised?

Mr 1. F. TAYLOR: We decided that if we were
to have anything to do with it, it should be made
legal. I must say that the two-up game is working
very well.

Mr Peter Jones: Perhaps you would do better
there than on the course.

Mr 1. F. TAYLOR: Even though it is a game of
even chance, I do not think I am a successful
gambler and I keep my gambling pursuits to mod-
est proportions.

The Turf Club and the Trotting Association
must live up to their responsibilities throughout
the State. My concern is for racing in the eastern
goldfields region and I am aware that the four
members of Parliament in that region have given
their complete support to the Golden Mile Trot-
ting Club and the Kalgoorlie-Boulder Racing
Club in their endeavours to meet the expected
standard of racing and trotting and to make sure it
is a viable high employment industry.

If the WATC and the Trotting Association are
unable to live up to their responsibilities the
Government must give serious consideration to the
formation of a racing commission in this State. I
hope, however, that both these organisations will
live up to what they have been telling the Govern-

ment they are capable of doing. I emphasise that I
would back any moves for a racing commission if
the WATC and the Trotting Association are un-
able to live up to their responsibilities.

MR STEPHENS (Stirling) [8.26 p.m.]: I indi-
cate my opposition to this legislation. It is regret-
table that the Government did not wait until such
time as it had made a decision in respect of the
Honorary Royal Commission into racing so it
could forward a Bill handling all the problems,
which this Bill does not.

I am indicating that the people in my electorate
are opposed to this Bill. The WATC is a complete
misnomer; it should be known as the
"Metropolitan Turf Club". It is disinterested in
country racing.

A controversy arose in 1983 about plans to
restructure the racing clubs in the country and on
2 August 1983 1 asked a series of questions of the
Minister for Employment and Administrative Ser-
vices. One of those questions asked how many
committee members of the Western Australian
Turf Club represented country areas. The reply
was "Nil' and the Minister went on as follows-

The structure of the WA Turf Club com-
mittee is not geared to directly represent
specific sections of the industry, including
country areas.

Another question I asked in respect of the WATC
was as follows-

Before decisions affecting country clubs
are made, what consideration, if any, is given
to the clubs?

Before quoting the Minister's answer, I appreciate
that the Minister depends on advice from the
WATC and I am not reflecting on him in any way.
His reply was as follows-

When matters of policy are to be con-
sidered, provincial and country clubs are
consulted and these clubs can approach either
the country clubs subcommittee or the full
committee oftthe WA Turf Club, or both.

An annual conference is arranged and
funded by the WA Turf Club between the
WA Turf Club and provincial and country
clubs for the express intention of discussing
any matters raised by the provincial or
country clubs.

Let us look at one issue which was contained in a
submission made by the Mount Barker Turf Club
in response to Mr Ray Campbell's suggestion
about the Mount Barker Turf Club being a part of
the publicised WATC rationalisation plan. Part of
that submission reads-
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The Mount Barker Club wrote to the
W.A.T.C. on 12th May, 1983 (some three
months ago), seeking a meeting with the
Committee of the W.A.T.C., and then wrote
again on 1st June, 1983 wishing to meet with
the Country Clubs' Sub-Committee. The aim
of the meeting was so that the Club could
project itself to the W.A.T.C. with the inten-
tion of gaining continued support for T.AB.
coverage, Racecourse Development Trust as-
sistance, and to be recognised as a regional
club.

Instead, to our amazement, without the
W.A.T.C. even meeting us, we learn through
various Sources, including what would appear
to be a series of carefully orchestrated press
releases that the W.A.T.C. is to close the
Mount Barker Turf Club.

Here we have a reply from the Minister indicating
that the WATC always consulted with country
areas, but the Mount Barker Turf Club wrote a
letter on 12 May and again on 1 June without
receiving a response. The club was not even given
the courtesy of consultation or discussion on the
proposals. Members will realise from that why I
suggest the WATC would more correctly be called
the "Metropolitan Turf Club" because its interest
in racing does not go beyond the metropolitan
area.

It has been argued that a greater Totalisator
Agency Board turnover will follow the increase in
race meetings. However, one of the people
interested in racing in the Mt. Barker area pointed
out that if that is the case, why does the WATC
propose raising the level of stake money from
$2 000 to $5 000 per race? That is in order to raise
TAB turnovers so it is not just an increase in race
meetings, but also an increase in stake money.
However, my informant points out-

A close examination of the situation reveals
that TAB turnover is directly related to stake
money offered. If provincial and country
clubs were to receive a greater percentage of
the TAB distribution as recommended in the
Baxter report they would be able to raise the
level of stakes and thereby raise the level of
TAB turnover.

The Government might be tackling the problem
from the wrong end by giving the WATC the
opportunity of increasing the number of race
meetings in the metropolitan area.

During the speech the other day by the member
for Darling Range, the Minister for Works
interjected and said-

Excuse my interjection, but do you realise
that the country clubs are quite happy with

this legislation, particularly since they now
receive an increased amount?

I do not think that is Strictly correct, and the
Minister for Works would acknowledge that his
interjection was not strictly correct.

Mr Mclver: They are quite happy.
Mr STEPHENS: The information given to me

is as follows-

At the recent Annual Conference of the
Provincial and Country Racing Association in
Perth the WATC was desperately seeking
this support with the usual carrot and stick
approach. It eventually materialised as an
outright bribe of an extra payment of $200
per race by the WATC to clubs on races
covered by the TAB if they support the
WATC proposals. The vote was carried:
among the abstainers were Mt. Barker;
Albany; Kalgoorlie; Narrogin; and
Katanning.

The Minister cannot argue that this move had the
support of the clubs.

Mr Mclver: I was talking about the eastern
districts. You know what you people are
overlooking with the opposition to the Bill-the
TAB turnover where all country clubs will benefit
from the increased turnover.

Several members interjected.
Mr Peter Jones: You had better get your figures

right.
Mr STEPHENS: I am not a racing man, and I

am dependent on people involved in the racing
industry. Certainly the people I represent do not
overlook that fact. In fact, had the Minister been
listening earlier-I will not repeat it, but he can
read my speech-reference was made to the TAB
situation.

Mr Pearce: Do you think some of these racing
people might have seen you coming?

Mr STEPHENS: I would not know. I am deal-
ing with country people, and they have a repu-
tation for honesty. I challenge the Minister on that
matter.

I have a letter from the Mount Barker Amateur
Turf Club (Inc.). I will not read all of the letter,
but the following is relevant-

The committee has instructed me to advise
you, the Premier, the Leader of the Oppo-
sition, the Minister for Administrative Ser-
vices and our local members of Parliament of
our attitude.

With regard to the T~
point that this is where
Government allowing

AB, the letter makes the
the problem lies, with the
the WATC to have a
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greater number of race meetings in the metropoli-
tan area. The letter continues-

We believe that in the interest of country
racing, the Racing Restriction Act should not
be amended, and that the T.AB. Act which
controls the disbursment of T.A.B. profits to
racing on the ratio of 80% :20% (W.A.T.C.
to country) should be amended to 60% :40%
(W.A.T.C. to country).

Basically, that was the recommendation of the
Baxter report. The letter continues-

If, because of pressure being applied, the
Government does consider amending the
Racing Restriction Act then it should only be
to allow a limited number of extra city race
meetings-not to remove the restriction part
or the Racing Restriction Act.

In relation to the TAB, the letter indicates-
At the same time the T.AB. disbursment

should be at the ratio of 60% :40%
(W.A.T.C. to country)

The feelings of the Mount Barker Turf Club are
quite clear. They are spelt out in that letter, which
went to Government members as well as to me and
other members in my region.

If the Government persists with this legislation,
in addition to giving the Minister the power in a
dispute between the association and the WATC,
the Government should go further than that, bear-
ing in mind the very limited nature of the mem-
bership of the WATC. The Government should set
up a committee to advise the Minister, and that
committee should be representative, not only of
the WATC, but also of the country and provincial
racing clubs. The Minister would have a mixed
body of people to advise him, and that would be
much more acceptable to the people involved in
country racing.

It is regrettable that the Government is
persisting with this legislation. It will be to the
disadvantage of country racing. The Government,
which has been talking so much about decentralis-
ation, has only given lip service to that phrase. It
has never put it into practice.

This is another occasion on which the Govern-
ment is disadvantaging country people. There is no
doubt about that. We should be seeking ways and
means of encouraging race meetings in the
country. We should encourage people to get out
there and give a bit of a boost to the country towns
in which the meetings are held.

I oppose the Bill.
MR RUSH-TON (Dale) [8.39 p.m.]: So far, the

speakers have been drawn almost completely from
country areas. For that reason, it is easy to see

that the country areas have much at stake in this
Bill.

I was interested in the number of speakers who
have taken the opportunity to address themselves
to the complexity of trotting and galloping in their
areas. I am fully aware of the important part they
play in those towns. However, I was somewhat
surprised that the member for Collie did not enter
this debate. His club is rather concerned about
trotting in Collie, and he is always known to fight
well for anything in his area. It may be that he will
speak next. I know that the people in Collie who
are interested in trotting are not very happy at
what is taking place there at the moment.

Mr MacKinnon: The member for Collie does
not look very interested.

Mr Parker: You cannot expect him to be
interested in the views of the member for Dale.

Mr MacKinnon: He is not interested in the
views of the people in his electorate.

Mr Parker: He is one of the most active people
in presenting the views of his electorate.

Mr MacKinnon: Not on this issue.

Mr RUSHTON: I will come closer to home and
explain to the House the difficulties experienced in
my electorate regarding the trotting part of this
industry.

Mr Tom Jones: I don't know about the Bill, but
I am sick of listening to you.

Mr RUSHTON: I am glad to hear from the
member.

I address myself to the predicament in which
the Byford trotting complex finds itself relating to
the generating of trotting activity from which it
can benefit. Good horses train at Byford, but the
complex is not able to have a race meeting of its
own. I will give a bit of background. The complex
was created some 12 years ago, mainly because
the small holdings around Armadale and Byford
raised trotters which trained on local sports
grounds. I had the pleasure of participating, with
others, in the initiation of a complex to give people
a first-class race track on which to do their train-
ing., This was put into effect, and it has been most
successful.

The Minister might say that that does not con-
crn us very much, but my concern is that it is
included in the designated metropolitan area with
a 50-kilometre radius from the town hall, and I
want that changed to a boundary of 30 kilometres.
In that way, the complex would be outside the
metropolitan area, and negotiations could take
place with the West Australian Trotting Associ-
ation and the country clubs to accommodate a few
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race meetings at the Byford complex. I have given
a short explanation of how that should take place.

Mr Burkett: They were refused that request
when you were the Government and had control of
both Houses;, they have been trying to get that for
several years.

Mr RUSH-TON: For 12 years.
Mr Burkett: It is remarkable that now you seek

an amendment when you. could have given them
anything they wanted.

Mr RUSHTON: We did not have the oppor-
tunity because the legislation was not before the
House.

Mr Burkett: You could have introduced the
matter yourself.

Mr RUSHTON: By a private member's Bill, I
suppose.

The people in the peripheral areas have all sorts
of disadvantages. For instance, I cite the situation
at Jarrahdale and its water supply. The only way
reticulated water was able to be supplied to
Jarrahdale, after representations to the then Min-
ister for Works (Sir Ross Hutchinson), was by
Jarrahdale being excised from the metropolitan
water area. That is similar to what I am
suggesting could take place in relation to Byford.

The people live in genuine farming areas, and
they will do so for a long time, although they are
classed as being within the metropolitan area.
They have the disadvantage of being close to the
city. They have piggeries, orchards, dairies, graz-
ing, horse studs, cattle studs, and other agricul-
tural pursuits. However, in the main, they are
disadvantaged in relation to the trotting club by
being included in the metropolitan urea.

The background to the club is that there are
something like 200 horses in the complex, and
another 200 which come from the Mundijong,
Byford and Serpentine areas. Four hundred horses
is a major contribution to the betting in the
southern part of the State and in the metropolitan
area. These people are anxious that on one or two
occasions a year they should have an opportunity
to have a race meeting. At present they are
precluded from so doing because they are included
in the metropolitan area. There is no provision for
them to be considered for a meeting or two. I
would like the Minister to consider my proposal
that by varying the boundary from 50 to 30 kilo-
metres it could be considered a country area for
one or two race meetings a year.

It is my understanding this would not disadvan-
tage city or country people for the very reason that
last year something like six meetings were not
taken up by the country clubs. One or two of those

dates could be allocated to Byford. If necessary
they could be in the name of the York, Northam,
Pinjarra or other clubs. The people who own and
train horses in the area surrounding the Byford
trotting complex would have lower costs and there
would be a stimulation of their activities close at
hand. It is not too much to ask that they be given
this consideration. Up to 80 per cent of the horses
at many of the country meetings come from this
general area I am speaking of.

It is not my intention to ask for two race days.
All I am asking is that they have the opportunity,
by amending the boundaries, for negotiation to
take place between the Western Australian Trot-
ting Association and the country clubs to see
whether one or two meetings can be fitted in. It is
essential to have this amendment, because under
the Act as it stands the club cannot be considered
for a meeting. It would be too much of a disadvan-
tage, from the point of view of turnover and
Finance, to allow it to have a date in the metropoli-
tan area. In fact it is precluded from that at the
present time. If it was considered to be in the
country area, even racing taking place at Byford
in the name of a country club would be a big
advantage to the local people in this vital industry.
I suppose up to a thousand people in my electorate
are involved in this industry, with 400 horses being
trained there.

I would be happy if, when the Minister rc-
sponds, he gave some consideration to the points I
have raised, and, if possible, accepted them in
good faith, or made suggestions as to how they
could bc accepted. I would be pleased if the Minis-
ter can acknowledge the difficulty in which the
people of Byford find themselves.

I conclude by saying that although, generally
speaking, people accept there is a tremendous
amount of work done by the Turf Club and the
Trotting Association, obviously a lot more is still
to be done; but we should not forget the good work
that has been done. We ought to encourage them
to carry on in the best interests of all. The debate
tonight indicates clearly that there could be a need
for more consultation between the turf and trot-
ting bodies and the country clubs. Obviously there
will always be some conflict-it is a very difficult
area in which to get total acceptance-but there
should be acknowledgment for the country clubs
that both turf and trotting play a major part in
those towns.

I well remember my early days in Katanning
when I participated by helping organised meetings
there. That was my earliest association with the
industry. Since being in the Byford and Armadale
area I have been very much involved with the
activities there. I was appointed auditor to the
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local club, and I took some part in the formation
of this trotting complex. It was done in the best
interests of the local community and the complex
and all those involved make a major contribution
to trotting in this State.

I would like the Minister to have regard for
those comments and accede to them if at all poss-
ible.

MR PARKER (Fremantle-Minister for Min-
erals and Energy) [8.50 p.m.]: I thank members
for their contributions to the debate and those
members who supported the measure. Since it was
first introduced last year and then reinstated to
the Notice Paper earlier this year. there have been
a few changes. The person originally responsible
for the legislation was myself, as Minister for Em-
ployment and Administrative Services. One of the
things about government is that changes are made
to portfolios and administrations which mean that
I am no longer responsible as such, but I have a
responsibility in this Chamber as Minister
representing the Minister for Administrative Ser-
vices.

There is no doubt that this legislation, although
it is fairly short legislation, at the time I was
responsible for it occasioned as many headaches
and as many different views as could be expressed
by those people and groups who approached me as
any Sill I have dealt with in the 18 months I have
been a Minister, before or since.

It is also true to say it would be virtually im-
possible to achieve a legislative measure which
would obtain universal support from everyone in
the industry. Inevitably there are different interest
groups and problems associated with trying to get
everyone to come together. However, I would like
to reiterate some of the basic precepts on which I
drafted the legislation, and which the current
Minister, Hon. Des Dans, holds in respect of the
theory behind this Sill.

The first thing is that the Government is firmly
of the view that it does not want to become
involved in the administration of either racing or
trotting. It is firmly of the view that the indepen-
dent clubs which have operated in the area, the
Western Australian Turf Club and the WA Trot-
ting Association-although obviously there is
criticism from all sorts of people, as there is in the
case of any organisation-have administered the
industry very well. There is a fairly universal view
in the industry that Government interference is
not wanted. The Government has never at any
stage set out to administer the industry, and it
would be a fairly horrifying prospect from the
Government's paint of view, apart from what the

industry may think about it, for the Government
to be involved.

Everyone will say the Government should not
involve itself in the industry, but some people will
come back and ask that they be involved in a
particular aspect of the industry when something
goes wrong. That was very much the problem on
the racing side, particularly, where people felt
they were being discriminated against. The mem-
ber for Stirling earlier this evening put this for-
ward. People might say they did not want the
Government to be involved, but by the same token
they were concerned about some features
developing in the industry.

Again, everyone was prepared to say, as mem-
bers have said during the debate, that they do not
have any objection in principle to more race meet-
ings within the metropolitan area. Despite that,
they felt they did not want increased meetings in
the metropolitan area which might adversely af-
fect them.

When one comes to analyse the situation, each
and every additional meeting held in the metro-
politan area could be said to have a potentially
adverse effect somewhere or other.

It became extraordinarily difficult to devise a
system which would accommodate both the Turf
Club and the Trotting Association, both of which
wanted opportunities for additional meetings
within the metropolitan area. The level of meet-
ings currently held was decided about the turn of
the century-in 1913 or 1917, 1 cannot remember
exactly when.

Mr Peter Jones: The original one was 1917.

Mr PARKER: I thank the member. Numbers
have not been varied by subsequent amendments;
they are the same numbers which were applied in
1917. We were talking then about a city of
100000; we are now talking about a city of a
million people. There is obviously room for agree-
ment in that there ought to be more midweek
meetings in the city. There was universal accept-
ance of that principle, although when it came
down to altering the detail everyone had some
concern about how precisely it might be done.

I sought to devise a system which would allow
us on the one hand to ensure an increase in meet-
ings of both turf and trotting clubs, and at the
same time ensure two things: Firstly, that so far as
is practicable there would be no adverse impact by
city meetings on country meetings; and, secondly.
that where it was alleged specific discriminatory
practices had been perpetrated by one of the two
city clubs-that is, the Turf Club or the Trotting
Association-against a particular country club or
district, there was opportunity for that country
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club or district to take some action to ensure that
such discriminatory practices did not continue.
Perhaps a more representative organisation or per-
son might have the opportunity of reviewing such
a decision.

It is surprising how many of the country clubs
of both codes-more particularly the raci .ng
code-felt there was some potential for such dis-
criminatory activity as a result of increased meet-
ings. So, concern was expressed about the possi-
bility of discriminatory practices.

I recognised the need to safeguard the interests
of the country clubs and to ensure in so doing they
were not discriminated against, either in fact or in
law, and to provide an opportunity for them to
come to an authority and say to that authority,
"We are not satisfied with the way in which this
matter has been dealt with; we would like you to
intervene". That is not in the day-to-day
administration, but on the matter of a case stated
on a certain set of facts. There could be an appeal
solely on the question of law rather than on the
broad question.

A lot of negotiations were involved, and we have
come up with something which is reflected in the
Bill and the amendments on the Notice Paper
which seem to me and to the industry in general to
be the best which could be achieved in the circum-
stances.

I shudder to think about the number of times
the legislation went backwards and forwards to
the Crown Law Department for drafting. It has
certainly been the subject of a lot of scrutiny since
then and the current Minister has had numerous
discussions with the country clubs, and so have the
Turf Club and the Trotting Association.

It is important to recognise this: In the current
legislation, although there is a capacity to have a
certain number of meetings, nevertheless there is
absolutely nothing which prevents the Turf Club
or the Trotting Association, if they were so
minded, from discriminating against any country
club or from taking away or cancelling any meet-
ing. Under the current legislation, if the Turf Club
wanted to it could cancel every country race meet-
ing in the State, and there is nothing in the Act to
give the country clubs any redress. The adminis-
trators of the two codes have not done that, and
they would be most unlikely to. I certainly believe
that any organisation can be the subject of criti-
cism, but both the Turf Club and the Trotting
Association have served the State very well in the
administration of their respective codes. But , I
repeat: It is technically possible for that to happen.

Under this legislation, that is not possible;
neither code administrator will be able to take that

action. This legislation provides infinitely more
protection for country clubs than there ever has
been in the history of racing or trotting under the
Racing Restriction Act in this State. That is what
was intended to be achieved and I believe that is
what is achieved by this legislation, together with
the amendments I will move in the Committee
stage.

As the various members have said, from time to
time there has been quite considerable concern
and a lot of misunderstanding about this legis-
lation. In my view perhaps some of the problems
have been created by the city organisations them-
selves in the way in which they have behaved over
the years, or at least in the way country associ-
ations see them as having behaved. However, I
believe the two codes have bent over backwards to
try to reach an accommodation with the country
clubs and to give as many assurances as possible to
country clubs about their future.

I understand that meetings have taken place
during the course of this year, that the Turf Club
has had meetings, and that the Minister (Hon.
Des Dans) has had meetings concerning this mat-
ter. I understand there has been a substantial
turnaround in the attitude of the country clubs to
these proposals. Perhaps not every club is 100 per
cent happy, but one of the organisations which
was perhaps the most vociferous in objecting to
the original rationalisation procedures which have
since been dropped, and to the proposals generally,
was the Eastern Districts Racing Association.
That association has written to my colleague, the
Minister for Works, in his capacity as the local
member. Mr Johnston, the chairman of the club,
wrote as follows-

It may seem strange, but there has been a
turnaround and Northam, York and Tocdyay
are happy with the proposals.

Mr Spriggs interjected.

Mr PARKER: But that has a lot to do with the
whole basis of their concern, Their concern is es-
sentially financial and one which has been related
to the distribution of TAB revenues and
mentioned by the member for Katanning-Roe and
the member for Narrogin during this debate. That
has always been a concern, but it is not an intrinsic
concern or some principal issue. Of course, the
problem concerns who gets the dollars. Country~
racing clubs ought to be very grateful to the
Government and to this legislation if it is produced

without any substantial increase in subsidies that
the country clubs get from the Western Australian
Turf Club.

Mr Old: My racing clubs are not grateful.

Mr Peter Jones: That some clubs get.
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Mr PARKER: That is in addition la the moneys
they get by way of distribution of TAB revenues.

Mr Old: You are talking about TAB clubs, now.
Mr PARKER: The distribution of TAB rev-

enues does not go only to clubs with TAB cover-
age.

Mr Old: But the major part of the distribution
goes to them.

Mr PARKER: Sure. This is where most of the
turnover goes. The majority of it goes to where the
majority of the turnover comes from. The whole
system is designed to effect a balance in relation to
TAB revenues which are distributed not purely on
the basis of where turnover comes from, but where
there is topping-up to clubs on the basis of need.

Mr Old: In addition to giving TAB clubs their
lump sum per race they give them one per cent of
TAB turnover. Okay, that is where the turnover
comes from, but let us go back to the non-TAB
clubs and give the same amount per race and
forget about the one per cent. They would be very
happy.

Mr PARKER: The basis used to calculate it,
and whether country clubs get their right amount
or not, is one question, and one that can be looked
at. As a result of the proceedings of the last six or
eight months and more, the country clubs are to
receive a substantial increase in funds. Whatever
else one says about it, one has to acknowledge that
in terms of sheer return of moneys invested, most
of the clubs, if not all of them, get a lot more than
they put in. I am not saying that is unjust, but
nevertheless it is something that needs to be
recognised.

It depends very much on whom we speak to;
some people in the industry suggest that
effectively it is the owners and trainers who are
subsidising country clubs by being forced by the
current legislation to take their horses and jockeys
or reinsmen to the country to race when they
would prefer to race closer to the city. Other
people will say that, as owfiers and drivers they
want to ensure the viability of country clubs be-
cause they give them an opportunity to race their
horses more frequently. There is no unanimity of
opinion in the industry.

Some people in the industry say races should be
transferred to the city or to Bunbury and Pinjarra
because in this way a lot of money would be saved
and the industry would be much better off because
there would be a greater turnover. I am not en-
dorsing that view, but it is put strongly by some
sectors of the industry. Other people in another
sector of the industry say that we should make
sure there is a broad spread of clubs so that they
can race or trot their horses away from the city

because they want to ensure they have the oppor-
tunity of racing their horses in a lower category of
races. As members will know, once a horse wins a
certain number of times the owner cannot race
that horse in categories lower than that. These
people want the opportunity to race their horses
the maximum number of times and get the maxi-
mum returns before they have to bring their
horses to the metropolitan area. There is a great
diversity of view in the industry about this. The
industry has a lot of people in it with a lot of
ability, people who are articulate and not afraid to
cxprcss their points of view.

There is a universal acceptance in the industry
that there ought to be more meetings in the city.
The most critical thing about the legislation is that
it will meet that demand and at the same time and
for the first time it will put into the racing legis-
lation of the State the ability for country clubs to
come to the Minister of the day and say to him,
"We want this specific matter arbitrated". The
legislation will not provide for the Minister to be
able to come in arbitrarily and intervene in some
matter. He will be able to do that only if he is
aproached by a disaffected country club. If he is so
approached, he will be able to intervene and en-
sure that the administration of the industry is fair
to that club. That is a substantial improvement in
conditions which the country clubs have obtained.
It is partly as a result of that that the discussions
which have taken place over the last six or eight
months-or more with the country clubs-have
resulted in very substantial improvements for
them.

The two codes administer their relationships
with the country clubs in different ways. For
example, the Trotting Association has developed a
very good formula for getting together with
country trotting associations and asking where the
races are to be held and on what days over a three-
year period. The two groups manage to agree to
the distribution of races in those three years, more
or less to everyone's satisfaction, because everyone
then knows how to plan and where he is going.

Mr Spriggs interjected.

Mr PARKER: They pick dates that will not
clash and they manage to administer the industry
withbut acrimony.

In the past, the problem with the Turf Club has
been that that has not happened. If anything,
there has been a competition for race days be-
tween the Turf Club and country race clubs over
the choice of dates.

The aim of the legislation is to ensure that there
is no competition and to ensure that it becomes the
exception and not the rule. The legislation will
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allow the clubs to negotiate over dates and make
sure there are no clashes, and ifran unreasonable
attitude is taken on the part of the code adminis-
trator, the country club will be able to go to the
Minister and ask him to intervene to ensure that
this does not continue. The country clubs wilt be
able to ask the Minister to ensure that there is no
clash of dates.

Mr Spriggs: Do you think there would be value
in having two parts to the Act: One for trotting
and one for racing?

Mr PARKER: No, because the Government is
anxious to ensure that the two industries are
treated equally. The industries themselves want
this. The two organisations, quite apart from the
country organisations, strongly support this legis-
lation. They want to be treated in much the same
way, allowing for minor differences that are ap-
propriate to their respective industries.

If anything, it could be said at the moment that
it is felt by many trotting associations that they do
not need this protection, although I know of no
opposition to it. They feel that although they may
not need the protection now, they may at some
future time. The reverse is true of the racing clubs,
which feel they need the protection now and may
not need it in future.

The effect of the legislation being in place
should be very few appeals coming to the Minister
because the code administrators and the country
clubs will be able to negotiate on the dates for race
meetings. It should be remembered that these
meetings are agreed a year in advance; it is a
year's programming which is endorsed, and
endorsed some months before the commencement
of the actual season. We are not talking about
continual appeals. We are talking about race
meeting programmes determined by the code ad-
ministrators as a result of which there might be
appeals to the Minister. We are not talking about
appeals happening every week.

Firstly, at this stage there will be considerable
pressure on the organisations concerned to nego-
tiate effectively with each other to ensure there
are no appeals. Secondly, if there are appeals, they
will be limited.

I envisage the great benefit of the legislation
being that there will not be a need for this because
the good relationships between the Trotting As-
sociation and its affiliates will spread more gener-
ally throughout the industry. That is why there is
a much greater degree of support for this measure
from country clubs. Most of them understand the
benefits for them in this legislation, and most of
them, with very few exceptions, support the Bill.

Question put and a division taken with the fol-
lowing result-

Mr Barnett
Mr Bateman
Mrs Beggs
Mr Bridge
Mrs Buchanan
Mr Terry Burke
Mr Burkett
Mr Carr
Mr Davies
Mr Evans
Mr Grill
Mrs Henderson

Mr Blaikie
Mr Bradshaw
Mr Court
Mr Cowan
M r Coyne
Mr Hassell
Mr Peter Jones
Mr Laurance
Mr MacKinnon

Ayes
Mr P. J. Smith
Mr Bertram
Mr Brian Burke
Mr D. i.-Smith
Mr Wilson
Mr Read
Mr Bryce

Ayes 24
Mr "edge
Mr Jamieson
Mr Tom Jones
Mr Mclver
Mr Parker
Mr Pearce
Mr A. D. Taylor
Mr 1. F. Taylor
Mr Tonkin
Mr Troy
Mrs Watkins
Mr Gordon Hill

Noes 17
Mr McNe
Mr Old
Mr Rushton
Mr Spriggs
Mr Stephens
Mr Trethowan
M r Tubby
Mr Williams

Pairs
Noes

Mr O'Connor
Mr Mensaros
Mr Crane
Mr Thompson
Mr Clarko
Mr Grayden
Mr Watt

(Teller)

(Teller)

Question thus passed.
Bill read a second tine.

In Committee
The Chairman of Committees (Mr Barnett) in

the Chair; Mr Parker (Minister for Minerals and
Energy) in charge of the Bill.

Clauses I and 2 put and passed.
Clause 3: Section 2 amended-
Mr PARKER: I move an amendment-

Page 2, line 9, to page 3, line 16-Delete
paragraph (b) and substitute the following-

(b) by repealing subsection (2) and
substituting the following subsections-

(2) Where the Club proposes to
make any change to the programme
of race meetings customarily con-
ducted in the metropolitan area and
the proposed change may necessi-
tate a reduction in the number of
race meetings customarily conduc-
ted outside the metropolitan area or
the making of any other change to
any programme of race meetings
customarily conducted outside the
metropolitan area, any dispute aris-
ing in relation to the matter may be
referred to the Minister who may
give the Club such direction as he
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thinks fit in relation to the matter
and effect shall be given to any such
direction.

(2a) A dircction given by, the
Minister for the purposes of
subsection (2) of this section may.
on the application of the Club, be
varied or cancelled by the Minister.

(2b) The Treasurer may, at the
request of the Club. authorize race
meetings to be held on such days.
not exceeding 5 in any year. as he
may approve from time to ti me in
aid of any public hospital or other
charitable or patriotic purpose.

The Bill in its present form makes it mandatory
for the Western Australian Turf Club and the
Western Australian Trotting Association to sub-
mit to the Minister the annual programme of race
or trot meetings to be held throughout the State.
The Minister is empowered to give directions to
the club and the association, either-

(a) generally;
(b) with respect to a specified occasion; or

(c) with respect to specified circumstances.

As indicated in the second reading, this specific
power was given to the Minister arising out of
suggestions contained in the 1983 report of the
Honorary Royal Commission to inquire into and
report on racing and trotting in Western
Australia.

The Government is now of the view that the Bill
in its present form gives the Minister of the day
unnecessary powers in relation to the promul-
gation of annual racing and trotting programmes.

Experience has proved that the process of nego-
tiation between the Turf Club and t he Trotting
Association with country and provincial clubs is a
satisfactory method of achieving consensus to the
annual racing and trotting programmes conducted
throughout the State. The real issue raised by the
amendment to the Racing Restriction Act is the
effect that increased metropolitan meetings may
have on racing and trotting meetings conducted by
clubs other than the principal bodies located
within reasonable proximity to the metropolitan
area and at Fremantle by the Fremantle Trotting
Club.

Therefore, for the amendment to be effective,' it
is only necessary to provide a power to the Minis-
ter to arbitrate when a dispute arises out of
changes made to meetings customarily conducted
outside the metropolitan area and trotting meet-
ings held at Richmond Raceway by the Fremantle
Trotting Club.

The amendment now proposed will give the
Minister that arbitrary power, but only in relation
to disputes. It is broad enough to encompass dis-
putes which may arise out of a club's dissatis-
faction with-

(i) a reduction in the number of meetings
customarily held;

(ii) a change in the days on which meetings
are customarily held, or

(iii) a change in the date on which a special
or major event is customarily held.

The amendment will also reflect the wishes of the
Honorary Royal Commission report, which stated
in part-

The Racing Restriction Act, if amended,
should provide an avenue of appeal for
country and provincial race clubs to the Min-
ister where agreements between the various
bodies cannot be reached.

Gradual increases in the number of metropolitan
race and trot meetings may have some effect on
the programmes conducted by the Fremantle
Trotting Club and by clubs in reasonable proxim-
ity to the metropolitan area.

By giving the Minister of the day power to
arbitrate in this area, the Government is ensuring
that the interests of all clubs, which may be affec-
ted by programming decisions of the principal
bodies, will be observed by maintaining a reason-
able balance between metropolitan and country
racing and trotting.

Mr PETER JONES: As the member for Dar-
ling Range has said, the Government made the
decision that it will get into racing-and as the
Minister said in response to the second reading, it
is not a move it makes with any relish-but it does
not want to get into administration and this
amendment, which is in place of the original Bill
which was virtually castrated, provides an appeal
situation. However, it does not really meet the
situation which has been referred to by the Minis-
ter, and by other members in this Chamber re-
garding the way in which the Western Australian
Turf Club will initiate any form of activity regard-
ing meeting dates which will perhaps lead to an
appeal situation.

We discussed this earlier in the second reading
debate in relation to a club such as Beverley. The
Turf Club previously indicated that the Beverley
club would be the first one to disappear. How does
the Minister propose to administer this?

Let us take a hypothetical case where the West-
ern Australian Turf Club makes a decision and
sets in motion administrative arrangements, which
it would be entitled to do, the net result of which
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would be the virtual destruction of the Beverley
club because it would no longer be viable, even
though it has financial commitments. For
example, it has a self-supporting loan with the
shire in relation to the grandstand. How does the
Minister propose to administer this clause to act
as a court of appeal?

Mr PARKER: The member for Narrogin will
appreciate I no longer administer this Act. How-
ever, my understanding is that under this legis-
lation it would not be possible for the Government
to determine, for example, whether the Beverley
club ought to remain in the Eastern Districts
Racing Association or whether it should be
regarded as a district, provincial, or country club.

With the legislation in force now the Govern-
ment has absolutely no power to intervene to pro-
tect the Beverley club or any other club. Dis-
cussions have been held with the Turf Club about
what it proposed to do in its rationalisation pro-
gramme and suggestions were made, in fairly
strong terms, about the Government's attitude
towards the overall matter. Under the Racing Re-
striction Act there was no power to determine
which association the club ought to be in. There
will not be any provision in this legislation to do
that either, and that is the point I am making. The
clubs say they do not want the Government to
interfere, but really they want the Government to
interfere on this matter.

Proposed subsection (2) makes it clear, for
example, that if the Turf Club said that no race
meetings were to be conducted by the Beverley
club, which that club had planned, under the cur-
rent legislation the Government could not inter-
vene. Under this legislation the club can appeal to
the Minister. it could say that the Turf Club said
it could not have any meetings, but it wanted for
example, IS meetings on the days it had specified.
The Minister would consider the matier and de-
cide whether to restrict the meetings on the days
previously set down or to allow them. That is the
protection afforded to a club under the proposed
legislation.

Mr Peter Jones: How do you propose to go
about it? How does the Minister exercising this
authority go about it? I know what he can do. Is
he going to call submissions from various people?

Mr PARKER: When the amendment was
drafted during my time, what I had in mind was
that the club would make submissions to the Min-
ister, either in writing or verbally. 1 am sure in 99
per cent of the cases the club would want, and the
Minister would agree, to meet to discuss the mat-
ter.

Under this proposal officers can go to the TAB
for information and advice. The Racecourse De-
velopment Trust also could be called on for its
advice. For example when 1 was Minister, the
Northam club approached me about financial
problems it was having, which were a combination
of problems it had created itself and problems
with the Turf Club and the TAB, and negotiations
sorted out that matter.

I will obtain a more detailed answer from the
Minister in charge of the legislation about the
procedures he plans to introduce.

Mr PETER JONES: I understand what the
Minister has said. The amendment the Minister
has brought forward could be a very salutary
thing, but it could also be a toothless tiger. If
Minister ye' to he appointed just read what is
put up to them and support the Western
Australian Turf Club, this will be meaningless.

It can be a very salutary thing where the West-
ern Australian Turf Club is concerned. This
Government has introduced this amendment. It
has made it very clear to the Turf Club that it will
not hesitate to Use the provisions of this clause. I
do not think the Government will hesitate to use
them. If the Government was given reason to be-
lieve that the Turf Club would continue in its
arrogant ways, as it has with regard to its treat-
ment of the non-TAB clubs, the Government
would not hesitate to use this provision.

Mr PARKER: I assure the member that it has
always been made clear to the Western Australian
Turf Club, certainly by me and I understand by
my colleague, Mr Dans, that the whole reason that
we have introduced this provision is due to our
concern about past practices by the WATC in
relation to the country clubs. If those sorts of
things continue to occur, the Government will not
hesitate to use this measure.

AR I said before, I believe that the most effec-
tive way in which the legislation will operate will
not include the use of this provision. I have had
occasion to have fairly strong words with the man-
agement of the Turf Club, and the Leader of the
Opposition, when he was Chief Secretary, also had
occasion to talk to the management about various
issues. In general terms, the Turf Club is very
approachable. Certainly I have never found it un-
willing to listen, even though it sometimes does not
agree.

In many respects, the Turf Club has provided
this State with a better position than is experi-
enced by most other States. The taxpayers of
Western Australia provide no funds for the West-
ern Australian Turf Club. However, the level of
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assistance is substantial in other States. The facili-
ties provided in this State are very good.

There have been moves. For example, Mr Crisp,
from Kalgoorlie, started a country racing clubs
association. I do not know how it has progressed in
the last eight or nine months, but it seemed a good
idea at the time.

I think the stage has been set for a much better
relationship to exist between the Turf Club and its
country affiliates. Mr Roberts said to my col-
leagues that he is prepared to bend over back-
wards to ensure that the Turf Club and its country
affiliates have as good a relationship as possible.

Mr OLD: I have listened with interest to the
Minister. The legislation which is now before us is
probably good legislation for the metropolitan
Turf Club and for the provincial TAB race clubs.
However. I feel that it will ring the death knell for
the non-TAB clubs.

Mr Parker: They can appeal.

Mr OLD: Why should they have to appeal?
Why cannot there be something within the legis-
lation which gives them the same sort of rights
that the Turf Club is prepared to give to other
clubs?

The Minister has said that the Turf Club is very
co-operative. Obviously when the Minister visits
the Turf Club, it is co-operative. However, when
the small country non-TAB clubs come to Perth
for meetings, the Western Australian Turf Club is
anything but co-operative. Mr Roberts has called
for complete co-operation between country clubs
and the WATC. I believe that that is very admir-
able, but, for goodness sake, if Mr Roberts wants
co-operation from the country clubs, the first
thing he has to do is to give the country clubs the
co-operation that they deserve.

Country race clubs are virtually ignored. Clubs
such as the Kalgoorlie Club have all the say at
meetings. It was interesting to hear the member
for Kalgoorlie talk about the distribution of TAB
funds in States other than Western Australia. I
thought he brought out some good points. They
should be heard by the Minister and by the
Government.

Mr Parker: That does not relate to this legis-
lation.

Mr OLD: I am talking about money for clubs
and how much country clubs are listened to. The
Minister gave a great eulogy about the amount of
co-operation that is given by the Western
Australian Turf Club. I tell him that that co-
operation is not forthcoming to the non-TAB
clubs. I am sure that the member for Pilbara will
support that concept.

Amendment put and passed.
Mr SPRIGGS: I move an amendment-

Page 3-Add after subsection (2b) the fol-
lowing new subsection to stand as subsection
(2c)-

(2c) The number of racc meetings
to be held in the metropolitan area.
inclusive of the race meetings of the
Western Australian Turf Club.
shall not exceed 82 in any one year.
and no licence shall be issued by the
Western Australian Turf Club in
contravention of this section.

The Opposition has serious concerns about this
Bill. The previous amendment certainly has merit
because it gives the country clubs a certain
amount of say and it allows them to appeal to the
Minister. That right of appeal is something they
have never had before.

We are not concerned about the trotting clubs.
As the Minister said earlier, the WA Trotting
Association has a reasonably good relationship
with its country cousins, a relationship which
shows that the Trotting Association has a better
understanding of the country situation than the
Turf Club. The Trotting Association intends to
increase the number of its meetings in the metro-
politnn area, but will increase them on days that
do not affect the country clubs. I understand that
the Trotting Association will hold its meetings at
Richmond on Mondays and Fridays and not on
Wednesdays, the day on which traditional meet-
ings are held in the country.

That is not so with the Turf Club. It appears
that the Turf Club does not hold the same attitude
towards the country clubs.

The original legislation relating to the Turf
Club was introduced 67 years ago. Perhaps it has
been amended since. It was introduced to place a
limit on the number of race meetings held in the
metropolitan area, for the very obvious reason that
if a limit was not placed on metropolitan meetings,
country clubs would die.

Mr Parker: That may have been the reason
stated in the debate at that time, but it was not the
reason for the legislation.

Mr SPRIGGS: If it was not the reason for the
legislation, it was certainly the reason that has
been stated for the legislation ever since.

We are concerned that the Turf Club can now
hold an unlimited number of race meetings a year.
Quite conceivably that could destroy the provin-
cial race clubs. Nothing gives protection to the
country clubs, apart from the provision allowing
an appeal to the Minister. We do not disagree with
that.
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The Turf Club has indicated that it wishes to
hold only six extra race meetings a year. I ask the
Minister in charge of the Bill, and the Govern-
ment, to support this amendment because I believe
it is a reasonable one. It gives some protection to
the provincial clubs and would make the Bill far
more acceptable than it is at present.

This amendment is of very great importance to
country members and I believe to all Western
Australians. I believe that most people wish to
ensure that those delightful meetings that are part
and parcel of life in the country areas of Western
Australia are continued. This amendment will go
a long way towards achieving that.

Mr PETER JONES: Very briefly, the Oppo-
sition has supported the second reading and the
Minister's amendment to this clause. I understand
the Turf Club has publicly indicated that it wants
to hold no more than six additional meetings in the
metropolitan area.

The amendment moved by the member for Dar-
ling Range will give the Turf Club what it seeks
and it will also allow the Turf Club to operate on
faith and trust. The Minister has acknowledged
already that there were some difficulties. My col-
leagues perhaps have expressed that a little more
strongly. Certainly, there is considerable suspi cion
about the long-term ambitions of the Turf Club
and about what it might be seeking to do. Even
though the legislation allows for a further six
meetings a year, it also enables the lifting of the
umbrella of controls on the club.

We have agreed to allow an involvement by the
Minister in relation to appeals. However, that still
allows for an open-ended situation. On that basis,
if the Turf Club genuinely wants only six ad-
ditional meetings a year. we should allow it to hold
six meetings only, as an expression of trust. That
would do much to heal the rift which exists be-
tween the non-TAB clubs and the Turf Club and
would go a long way to ensuring that the Minister
never has to use the appeal provisions which we
have allowed to be included in the legislation.

Mr BURKETT: I oppose the amendment
moved by the member for Darling Range. I am
surprised at the amount of debate which has taken
place on this legislation. Opposition members have
not moved amendments about how many meetings
the Katanning club, the Narrogin club, or the
Toodyay club can hold, Instead, they have been
concerned about whether the Western Australian
Turf Club should hold 82 meetings a year. That
does not give the non-TAB clubs any protection
whatsoever. I feel this amendment is rather mean-
ingless.

When in Government. members opposite did
not move amendments to protect their clubs. The
member for Katanning-Roe referred to country
meetings. Anyone who has been to country meet-
ings-whether it is the trots at Wyalkatchem,
non-TAB on a Saturday afternoon, or the, trots at
Williams, non-TAB on a Saturday after-
noon-would know these meetings are the life-
blood of some of those country towns. For the first
time in 10 years the racing industry in the country
will be given some teeth. In the past it has been
without teeth. The clubs have had no right of
appeal and no protection from the Government of
the day. Previous Governments have shown no
interest in them. The amendment moved is with-
out purpose.

In 1973-from memory in July-there was an
absolute downpour in Perth and a proposed race
meeting to be held at Belmont was moved with
very little notice to Northam. More people
attended that Northam race meeting than had
ever previously attended Northam meetings. I
would like to see the situation that if a dangerous
track condition arises, such as happened in
Northam a couple of years ago, when it was
ncessary to put down a new track, the country
clubs should be given a meeting in Perth to replace
the revenue lost. I agree with the member for
Katanin ng-Roe that the non-TAB meetings must
be looked after. However, the amendment moved
by the member for Darling Range does not
achieve protection for country clubs.

I oppose the amendment and'I expect that the
Minister will do the same.

Mr PETER JONES: What a load of rubbish. It
is easy to see that there is no race track in
Scarborough. I will give the members the reason
that no amendment has been put forward to deter-
mine how many meetings will be held by all of
these clubs around the State.

Mr Burkett: What did you do for nine years
when you were in Government? The Toodyay and
Beverley clubs were under threat. The member for
Katrinyup would know more about racing than
YOU.

Mr PETER JONES: He does not havc a race
track in his electorate either.

Mr Burkett: He has a brain in his head.
Mr PETER JONES: The member for

Scarborough should have listened to the Minister
when he spoke earlier in this debate.

Several members interjected.

The CHAIRMAN: Order! Order!
Mr Burkett: The tracks at Toodyay. Beverley

and Narrogin could have been closed.
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Mr MacKininon: But they were not.

Mr Burkett: Only by luck.

Mr PETER JONES: It damn nearly was closed
because of the action by the Turf Club. The
reason for no amendment being made along the
lines suggested, as the Minister has said, is that
the Government does not want to get into the
administration of racing; and neither should it.
The previous Government did not want to get into
this area, either.

This Bill does not alter the basic thrust of the
Racing Restriction Act, which is that the
administration and responsibility of racing in
Western Australia rests with the WA Turf Club.
That decision has been made by the previous
Government and by the present Government. We
are not about to alter it. This amending Bill does
not change that situation and neither should it.

Mr Burkett: It gives country clubs the right of
appeal.

Mr PETER JONES: It would be stupid if any-
body brought an amendment into this place which
stated that such and such a town will have X
number of meetings a year organised by its racing
club. Parliament is not here to fix things like that.
The Act determines that the control and
administration of racing rests with a body at
arm's-length from Government, and that is how it
should be.

In the second reading stage the Minister quite
properly supported the retention of a situation
which Governments of all persuasions have
supported since 1917; that is, that the
administration and control of racing is not vested
in Govcrnmcnt. It is vested in the Turf Club under
an Act and no-one wishes to change that situation.
The criticism has been made about the way the
Turf Club has done that, and that it has not
always honoured its responsibilities. The amend-
nment suggested by the member for Scarborough is
ridiculous. All that is proposed, and what the Op-
position has supported, is the right of appeal to the
Minister, because it provides a situation that has
not existed before. If the administrati.on is to rest
with the Turf Club and it has discussions with the
various bodies, country and provincial clubs, non-
TAB. etc.. it can now do so. The appeal provision
has quite properly been inserted and the Oppo-
sition supports it.

Mr Burkett: The amendment of the member for
Darling Range proves nothing.

Mr PETER JON ES: Why?
Mr Burkett: You will give them another six

meetings.
Mr PETER JONES: They have asked for an

additional six meetings and we are giving it to

them. They have said that that was all they
wanted. Fancy the member for Scarborough
suggesting he would support an amendment which
specified the number of meetings that country
towns such as Narrogin, Kattanning, Albany, Mt.
Barker, or Kalgoorlie could hold each year! The
member should not hold his breath waiting for one
to come in, because it will never be brought in by
this side.

Mr PARKER: The Government opposes the
amendment. I thank the member for Narrogin for
his spirited defence of my Bill and suggest to him
that he might have voted a different way in the
second reading. However, I am used to his
inconsistencies in these matters.

The amendment moved by the Opposition is
simply unacceptable. In the first place 'it is an
insult to the Turf Club to say that this amendment
represents a gesture of faith in the Turf Club. In
fact, it represents the opposite: A gesture by the
Opposition of absolutely no faith in the Turf Club.
To the extent that the Opposition, racing clubs or
others, oppose this measure and are concerned
about the attitude of the Turf Club, it is com-
pletely covered by the appeal procedure. This en-
sures that not only are the changes which might be
made by the Turf Club in relation to country club
race meetings appealable, but also any change
which the Turf Club makes to its own programme
in the metropolitan area which might affect
country clubs is appealable. It is not just a ques-
tion of saying that the Turf Club has allowed only
13 meetings when normally IS meetings are held.

More importantly, country clubs can also ap-
peal-and this is one of the major areas of con-
cern-if having made arrangements to hold a
meeting on a certain day the metropolitan club
also decides to hold a meeting on that day. That
situation would swamp the country club attend-
ance and it is appealable under this legislation.
That is the protection provided.

A member interjected.

Mr PARKER: On a prima facie basis, without
knowing of the circumstances, if it appeared a
deliberate decision had been made by the Turf
Club to hold a meeting to clash with a meeting
programmed, for example, at a club close to the
metropolitan area where customarily the large
proportion of people attending are metropolitan
residents-places such as Pinjarra, Northam,
York and Toodyny come to mind-that is pre-
cisely what this provision is designed to do, and I
would uphold an appeal on that basis.

Obviously, I cannot prejudge things another
Minister is going to do on a set of facts of which I
am not aware. The member for Narrogin and I
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have agreed that this hopefully will not arise. That
circumstance is provided for in the legislation.
This legislation is the result of extensive nego-
tiation and consultation with all sectors of indus-
try. If we had simply wanted to change the num-
ber from 76 to 82 we would have brought in legis-
lation. to do that and changed the figure. We have
achieved much better than that;, we have achieved
a very good deal for country clubs in this State. It
is one which they have never had before and one
which the Turf Club and Trotting Association
have been prepared to agree to. They would not
have agreed to it on the basis of changing the
figure to 82.

In our first discussions on this matter more than
a year ago it was suggested that we should not
worry about these matters but give the Turf Clubs
a figure. The country clubs did not suggest 82, but
104 as an appropriate number; that is, two meet-
ings a week.

I suggest the amendment is totally against the
spirit of the legislation. It is not necessary in the
terms spoken of by the member for Narrogin be-
cause of the way the appeal procedures have been
written and designed. I oppose the amendment.

Mr SPRIGGS: I appeal to the Minister to give
further consideration to this. I totally disagree
with most of the comments that have been made.
It is rather stupid of the member for Scarborough
to claim that there would be more value in setting
down the number of meetings at each of the
towns. In that way he would be dictating their
Financial ruin. These clubs know better than we
how many meetings their particular towns can
support with a reasonable chance of success with
regard to profit.

I agree that the provisions with regard to appeal
are very good and certainly neither I nor any
member on this side of the House opposes them.
We opposed the Bill being read a second time
because we had reservations about it in its en-
tirety, but not that particular part of it.

There has been a restriction on the Turf Club
and metropolitan meetings for 67 years. The Turf
Club has clearly said that in the foreseeable future
it sees the need for six additional meetings. The
country clubs which are opposed to this legislation
have clearly indicated that they support the limit
of 6 more mid-week meetings in the metropolitan
area. If for no other reason than that it will allow
country turf clubs to feel more secure, I ask the
Minister to support this amendment.

Amendment put and negatived.

Clause, as amended, put and passed.

Clause 4: Section 3 a mended-

Mr PARKER: I move an amendment-
Page 3, line 2 1-After paragraph (a) insert

the word "and".

Amendment put and passed.
Mr PARKER: I move an amendment-

Pages 3 and 4-Delete paragraphs (b) and
(c) and substitute the following paragraph-

(b) by repealing subsections (2) and
(3) and substituting the following
subsections-

.1(2) Where the Association pro-
poses to make any change to the
programme of trotting race meet-
ings customarily conducted within
the metropolitan area and the
proposed change may necessitate a
reduction in the number of trotting
race meetings customarily conduc-
ted outside the metropolitan area or
the making of any other change to
any programme of trotting race
meetings customarily conducted
outside the metropolitan area, any
dispute arising in relation to the
matter may be referred to the Min-
ister who may give the Association
such directions as he sees fit in re-
lation to the matter and effect shall
be given to any such direction.
(3) A direction given by the Minis-
ter for the purposes of subsection
(2) of this section may, on the appli-
cation of the Association, be varied
or cancelled by the Minister.
(4) The Treasurer may at the re-
qluest of the Association authorize
trotting race meetings to be held on
such days-
(a) not exceeding 5 days outside

the Fremantle district; and
(b) not exceeding 2 days within the

Fremantle district,
in any year as he may approve from
time to time in aid of any public
hospital or other chiairitable or
patriotic purpose. "

The assumptions underlying this amendment are
those involved in the previous matter. The differ-
ence is that particular concern has been expressed
by the Fremantle Trotting Club about its situation
and that it could be discriminated against. It has
been given the right of appeal in the same way as
country clubs. This clause provides for trotting
clubs in the same way as the previous clause
provided for racing clubs.
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Amendment put and passed.
Clause, as amended, put and passed.
New clause 5-
Mr PARKER: I move-

Page 4-Add after clause 4 the following
new clause to stand as clause 5-

amended. 5. Section 5 of the principal Act is
amended by deleting the definition of
"1metropolitan area" and substituting the
following definition-

1"metropolitan area" for the purposes
of-
(a) section 2 of this Act-means and

includes all land within a radius of
fifty kilometres from the Town Hall
in Perth;

(b) section 3 of this Act-means the
land referred to in paragraph (a) of
this definition but not including the
Fremantle district;"

The sole purpose of this clause is to ensure that the
Fremantle Trotting Club is able to appeal against
any decision adverse to it made by the WA Trot-
ting Association. Concern was expressed to us in
this respect by the Fremantle Trotting Club. The
new clause is at the express request of the
Frenmantle Trotting Club with the agreement of
the WA Trotting Association.

Mr RUSHTQN: This is the matter that I
mentioned in the second reading debate and I
briefly took the opportunity, prior to this sitting,
to mention it to the Minister, so!I would hope that
he would have some understanding of my endeav-
ours and he might be willing to give me a response
as to his intention. I move an amendment-

That the new clause be amended by
deleting the word "fifty" in line nine with a
view to substituting the word "thirty"

The intention is to make it viable for the Byford
trotting and training complex to be considered for
one or two meetings a year. It is not that it "shall
be" or "will be"; it is to enable consideration to be
given to it by the administrators of the Western
Australian Trotting Association and the country
clubs. The point is that with the Byford Trotting
Club being approximately 32 kilometres from
Perth and the restriction being 50 kilometres, the
Trotting Association and the country clubs have
no ability to even consider the matter. It seems
reasonable that this should be considered, being a
successful trotting complex and its members mak-
ing a valuable contribution to the trotting indus-
try. It has demonstrated an ability to administer
and carry Out trotting in a satisfactory way and I
am asking for consideration to be given to it. not

immediately at this time, but when there is an
opportunity for it to happen.

Mr PARKER: Firstly, I apologise to the mem-
ber for Dale for not specifically referring to his
comments in my response to the second reading
debate. Secondly, in terms of what he is seeking to
achieve in respect of the ability of the Byford
complex to be utilised, I do not have any oppo-
sition to what he is trying to achieve. However, as
I said to the member when I spoke to him briefly
before this debate, I am not the Minister with
responsibility for the administration of this Act,
and I have not had the opportunity to confer with
that Minister. Secondly, I imagine that he himself
would want to have a look at it in case there are
any other ramifications. So I feel the Minister
might need to have some further revision of the
matter. Since it was only late today that the mat-
ters were raised I would suggest on this occasion
the Government will not support the amendment.
However I will draw it to the attention of Mr Dans
and ask him to look at it to see whether there are
any problems with the amendment and the aims of
the member for Dale. I certainly have no reason
before me to suggest that there is anything wrong
with what he is suggesting but I am not in a
position to support the amen dment.

Mr RUSHTON: I appreciate the Minister's re-
sponse and will accept an undertaking that this
will be considered in another place.

Amendment, by leave, withdrawn.

New clause put and passed.

Title -

The CHAIRMAN: Order! It is necessary to
amend the title of the Bill by deleting " 1983" and
substituting "31984".

Title put and passed.

Bill reported with amendments.

EXPLOSIVES AND DANGEROUS GOODS
AMENDMENT BILL

Second Reading

Debate resumed from I August.

MR PETER JONES (Narrogin) [ 10. 10 p.m.]:
This is an interesting little Bill, and presumably it
was brought in by the Government following a
very long gestation period, for the regulations
made under the Explosives and Dangerous Goods
Act which are very complicated and are very ex-
tensive. They had a rather testing period because
the drafting was commenced in my own time as
Minister for Mines with responsibility for this Act
which applies specifically to the transport of
dangerous goods. Perhaps I should say "prescribed
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goads" in accordance with the Act and the
transport of those particular goods.

A committee was established back in 1981 com-
prising representatives of sections of the transport
industry. It was under the chairmanship or the
then Commissioner of Transport and included rep-
resentatives of various departments and private
bodies who came forward with a massive set of
regulations.

Mr Davies: What year was that?

Mr PETER JONES: As I recall, the discussi ons
started in 1981 but by about mid-1982 a set of
regulations had been drafted and prepared, but
they were not proceeded with because of one basic
issue. That issue was this: Whereas there was no
difficulty in identifying the goods that would be
prescribed-and they are now contained in these
regulations which are very extensive-the diffi-
culty that I had at the time as Minister was in
coming to grips with the very significant, and
quite clearly bureaucratic, way in which the
administration of the regulations was to be
implemented. For example, the original proposal
provided for the establishment of a section or a
group of people within the Explosives Branch of
the Mines Department. They were to become
involved in the inspection of motor vehicles to be
used for the conveyance of prescribed goods. I
found that it was unnecessary to do it in that
manner; it also seemed to deny the fact that there
were other ways in which the vehicle inspection,
which certainly was not considered unnecessary,
could be carried out. It could be done by another
instrument or Government department that was
very well equipped to do that. I am referring to the
normal vehicle inspection department or branch
within the police operation. This particular branch
of the police, I might add, was involved in the
steering committee which drew up the regulations,
and with which I subsequently had discussions.
They saw no reason for the establishment of a
further vehicle inspection branch when one was
already there which could be adjusted to meet
vehicle inspection requirements.

It is much the same with this Bill. The principle
of making sure that only competent persons are in
charge of vehicles carrying goods prescribed under
the Explosives and Dangerous Goods Act is in no
way questioned by me or other members of the
Opposition. If they will be placed in control of
vehicles conveying bulk inflammable liquids or ex-
plosives, for example, then they should be versed
in the appropriate safety conditions that apply to
the load for which they are responsible. There is a
fire code safety precaution that could be necessary
if the vehicle is involved in an accident.

We also have the requirements which have been
prepared by the Australian Petroleum Agents and
Distributors Association. In other words, the need
for safety is not questioned, nor is the need to have
adequate driver education. Indeed, a knowledge of
safety is paramount.

Mr Davies: Are you getting around to
suggesting that, as a condition of getting a licence,
a person should be examined in these matters?

Mr PETER JONES: No, I am not; the Govern-
ment's Bill requires that. In answer to the Minis-
ter, the Opposition has had some difficulty, be-
cause the Government has introduced a Bill which
says drivers must have a licence in addition to
their normal licences.

When I was Minister for Mines I saw no need to
set up another vehicle inspection service within the
Mines Department. The Opposition sees no need
to have another licensing organisation set up
within that department. I do not mean a statutory
authority; I mean a chief inspector who will be
appointed under the Act and who will become a
licensing authority. The legislation proposed by
the Government will give the chief inspector the
power to issue a licence-indeed, it gives him the
responsibility to issue a licence-to drivers of ve-
hicles of a prescribed kind, which vehicles carry
dangerous goods. In other words, the chief inspec-
tor may even prescribe the vehicle. He may also
prescribe the types of goods, and their quantity.
Hie can prohibit the driving of such a vehicle by a
person who does not hold an appropriate driver's
licence issued under the Act.

The need for safety is not questioned, but the
knowledge which must be held by a person who is
in charge of one of these vehicles is being placed
administratively within an Act which has no re-
lationship to the issuing of drivers' licences. It is
an Act which relates to explosives and dangerous
goods; it is neither a traffic Act nor a licensing
Act.

As in the previous example I gave, an appropri-
ate Government body exists already to perform
this function. We already have a body which
issues licences and tests persons who apply for
such licences. Currently one must have an appro-
priately endorsed licence to enable one to drive
various categories of vehicles, such as motorcars,
school buses, and trucks. That approval which en-
ables a person to hold a licence to drive a certain
category of vehicle could be extended to include a
person who is in charge of a vehicle carrying goods
of the nature referred to in the Sill. It would be a
very simply proposition to extend the licensing
provisions in that way.
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I do not believe the Government would have any
difficulty in coming to grips with that, because the
main thrust of what it seeks to do is accepted. We
are opposing the Bill because of the way in which
the Government is going about achieving its end.

I am well aware of the efforts of the Explosives
and Dangerous Goads Branch of the Mines De-
partment in pursuing its activities, particularly in
respect of safety. Mr Harry Douglas, the chief
inspector of that branch, and his staff have done a
tremnendous job. bearing in mind the many varied
responsibilities they have all over the State. It is
only comparatively recently that the safety aspect
of transport as it relates to the activities of this
branch has been addressed and, indeed, it is only
one part of its activities. The responsibilities of the
branch in respect of explosives and other danger-
ous goods are very wide-ranging and it has
discharged them competently with the support of
industry.

However, neither that competence nor that need
gives birth to a requirement to establish the chief
inspector of that branch as a licensing authority,
using "authority" in the singular sense. Therefore,
on that basis, we oppose the Bill.

I emphasise that the need for persons who are in
charge of vehicles which convey prescribed goods
in accordance with the Act to be aware of safety is
not questioned. Indeed, it is supported fully, and it
is essential drivers have some knowledge of the fire
code and basic safety precautions in respect of this
matter. However, there is no need for a licensing
requirement of this kind to fall within the ambit of
the Mines Department or to be embodied in an
Act which is not related to that kind of licensing
activity.

On those grounds, while supporting the purpose
of the legislation, we oppose the way in which the
Government has gone about achieving its end.

MR COURT (Nedlands) [10.22 p.m.]: I also do
not see any reason to have a new licensing auth-
ority for the people who carry, these goods. I
understand fully and support the need to upgrade
the safety requirements for the carriage of danger-
ous goods, but one can go a little too far in think-
ing that, simply by introducing this special type of
licence, one will solve the problem.

Some of the safety problems which arise in re-
spect of goods carried on trucks, regardless of
whether they are dangerous goods, are quite re-
markable. When I applied for a truck licence, all I
had to do was prove to the licensing authority that
I could drive a truck. In fact, one of the most
important aspects of truck driving is the way in
which the truck is loaded and the manner in which
the load is secured. Many accidents which arise in

this area occur simply because the goods are not
secured properly and they fall off the truck. One
does not hear much about those types of accidents,
but they happen every day.

I support moves to make truck drivers more
aware and better educated in respect of their jobs,
but it does not need to be done by imposing even
stricter licensing provisions.

My major concern with the proposals in the Hill
is how they will affect the many small business
people in this State who must carry quantities of
goods which are prescribed as dangerous. Fre-
quently a business might use a product-it might
be a chemical-that is normally delivered in bulk.
However, the company might run out of the
chemical and someone has to go down to the plant
or the company that supplies it to pick some up in
a small truck or utility. Under this arrangement, if
the quantity of the chemical the person wishes to
carry is over the prescribed amount, he would
have to have a special licence before picking up
the product and taking it back to the factory. We
shall have an absurd situation, because many
businesses use the products about which we are
talking.

We shall have the ridiculous situation where
people will not be able to pick up products which
they use in their manufacturing processes or what-
ever services they carry out.

I support moves to make people who carry these
products more aware of their responsibilities, but
we do not have to go to the length of establishing a
special licensing arrangement for them. I am very
concerned about this matter, because in one of the
businesses in which I have had experience from
time to time, catalysts, resins, and like materials
are used and they would fit into the definition in
the Act. Frequently we would pick up these goods,
and this Bill will remove the flexibility of small
business people to do that. I am quite sure the
same problems would arise in country areas in
relation to chemicals in particular, but also in
respect of other products which are carted in agri-
cultural areas.

With those commnents, I indicate I support im-
proving safety, not only in the cartage of these
goods, but also in respect of the goods themselves.
Much can be done to ensure that the carting of
goods of this nature is safer than at present, but
we will not achieve that through legislation and by
establishing licensing authorities. Rather, it will
be done through education.

Because of my responsibility in the Opposition
for the small business area, my main concern is
that many small business people who currently
cart these goods will have that right denied to
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them, unless the staff who perform this function,
perhaps only once or twice a year, obtain special
licences to do so.

We have a Government which, on the one hand.
talks about trying to cut down on regulations and
restrictions under which business must operate
and, on the other hand, introduces legislation
which could be quite restrictive on these small
operations.

MR SPRIGGS (Darling Range) [10.27 p.m.]: I
express my opposition to the Bill. Like the mem-
ber for Nedlands, I believe it is very important
that people who cart fuel or other dangerous goods
should be aware of what they are carting and
should have a knowledge of the precautions they
should take, particularly in the case of spillage or
fire. However, this legislation goes far beyond
that. On a very broad scale, it could be used to
make it difficult for many people to operate. In
particular, I refer to farmers. The regulations
exempt quantities of fuel of up to 2 000 litres or 10
drums. However, if the book, which is used in
Victoria and which I believe it is proposed to use
in some other States, is used in this State, the
position will go far beyond what is necessary.

It is essential that the training programme in
the Police Department includes information on a
code of explosive materials. That sort of infor-
mation should be taught to police cadets as well as
the drivers of trucks which carry dangerous goods.'
The legislation will make it necessary for these
truck drivers to undergo exhaustive tests for the
issuing of licences by the chief inspector of the
Mines Department. That goes far beyond what is
necessary to safeguard the carriage of dangerous
goods and it would be far better to educate drivers
in this area. It could be required that a man who
goes to the terminal to pick up fuel should be able
to answer certain questions in respect of safety as
related to the goods he is carrying.

To say that one has to do a test and answer a
large number of questions that do not relate to the
part icula r itemn that one is carrying. is carrying it
inuch too far. If implemented in the proper sense.
it will make a great difference to many people. It
will rake it very difficult for farnmers to continue
their operations. To say 2 000 litres is exempt is
irrelevant: I suppose in the case of a fire, 2000
litres or even 200 lires of fuel are just as lethal as
aire 10 000 litres. It is necessary for all people who
are handling further education to know the
codes-

Mr Bridge: Education is one thing, but safety
by regulation is important in regard to industry.

Mr SPRIGGS: In the history of WA that I can
recall and about which I have read we have had
only one fuel tanker which caused a problem.

Mr Bridge: There is a need for regulation.
Mr SPRIGGS: This does cut it fine.
Mr Parker: Within a week of the amendments

coming into force we had two quite serious inci-
dents in the suburbs. One was in relation to mon-
azite and one was some form of pesticide.

Mr Court: You are not going to be able to stop
accidents, are you?

Mr Parker: It has the very strong support of the
industry. They want to do it. It will be their
system of licensing which will be adopted.

Mr SPRIGGS: It has the support of the fuel
industry.

Mr Parker: It may have their support, but it has
the support of the industry broadly.

Mr Court: Industry broadly wouldn't know.

Mr Parker: Industry organisations, anyway.
Mr SPRIGGS: The Minister is saying this Bill

has the support of industry. There is support from
industry for somec sort of safety precaution to be
built in. but to say that every person involved in
carting explosives or dangerous fuel should be li-
censed.-

Mr Parker: It does not say that. It says,
'regulations may be made". I will reply to that in
due course.

Mr SPRIGGS: That is right, "regulations may
be made". That covers a very broad area.

Mr Parker: The regulations can refer to who
should or should not be licensed. Thai is the whole
point.

Mr SPRIGGS: I can only say that as far as I
am concerned, if it is considered necessary by the
Government to license these drivers, at least go
back to the licensing authority. Do not put the
licensing of drivers back into the hands of the
Chief Inspector of the Mines Department and the
normal licensing of drivers or people through the
Police Department. If the Government intends to
license them. it should stick with the existing
licensing authority. Certainly the only thing that is
necessary is that any person who carts dangerous
goods, whether it be fuel or otherwise, should need
to know the problems associated with only that
product. It should not be necessary for him to be
an expert on all dangerous goods to obtain a li-
cence.

Mr Old: Hear, hear!

MR PARKER (Fremantle-Minister for Min-
erals and Energy) (10.34 p.m.]: I am disappointed
with the attitude of the Opposition on this Bill
because this Bill has been developed by a broadly-
based group which includes industry as well as
Government. people from various departments.
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On Friday I met with the Road Transport Associ-
ation in relation to this Bill and other matters, and
it expressed its strong support for the measure and
asked me for certain-

Mr Peter Jones: I spoke with them too.

Mr PARKER: -undertakings which I readily
gave and which I am happy to repeat. The under-
takings concerned their involvement in the
drafting of regulations. The association is very
anxious to achieve this situation. In fact, the
suggestion which has been made by several mem-
bers of the Opposition that the best way of hand-
ling this would be simply to have the Police De-
partment do the licensing would have some val-
idity only if some licensing authority were to be set
up, under terms as outlined by the member for
Narrogin, by the group of people in the Mines
Department when they engage in licensing in the
way in which people in the motor vehicle section of
the Police Department engage in licensing motor
vehicle drivers. However, that is not the case.

I state categorically that it is not envisaged in
the Bill and it is not intended to be the case, that
any additional staff will result because of this
measure. What is intended, and one of the reasons
that industry is anxious for this form of licensing
is that it is in effect a form of self-regulation,
because it will be industry in consultation with the
department which develops the regulations as to
how people will be licensed. Industry will do the
testing and will set out the mechanisms to get
people to the stage where they can be licensed.
Industry will make recommendations to the chief
inspector who, on the basis of those
recommendations from industry, will either issue
or not issue a licence, as the case may be.

Mr Old: Will the industry itself do the liccnsing
while it recommends the licence'?

Mr PARKER: It will recommend the licence,
yes.

Mr Old: There will be no test by the Mines
Department?

Mr PARKER: No. not at all.

Mr Peter Jones: What are we doing it for, then?

Mr PARKER: Because there is a need to ensure
safety in this area. This has been made clear and it
has always been understood to be the case. No
licensing activity will be undertaken by the Mines
Department. We are trying to achieve a system in
which we get self-regulation by the issue of a
licence. All that is allowed for here is the issue of a
licence under certain conditions. The conditions
which could require the issue of a licence are, of
course the regulations which this Bill will allow to
be created. Again that is the broad acceptance of

only the concept of it. The concept of this is
tremendously important for industry. It is that the
drivers be able to be licensed and that there is
reciprocity between the type of licence applicable
in WA and that in the Eastern States. Again it is
very important to industry because if there is no
reciprocity there is a problem among industry
drivers who come over from the Eastern States,
and who should be able to drive their vehicles in
WA. It is a problem in the industry as a whole
because companies would obviously want to make
sure that they do not have to change drivers at the
border.

Perhaps more importantly for the industries
here in WA there is a problem if they do not have
a licence to drive into the Eastern States and they
will not be able to do so. It is very important to the
industry that this form of licensing go through.
Certainly, that is the whole aim. We must have a
system. We have tried to devise a system which is
the least onerous on industry and which does not
involve our setting up a licensing authority which
the member for Narrogin referred to.

If I understand the proposition-it was under-
stood in all the discussions taking place and was
confirmed by me with industry as recently as
Friday afternoon of last week-there is no oppo-
sition to it from any sector. No-one has expressed
any opposition to the Government, The Road
Transport Association had some queries, and once
they had been answered and I had given some
undertakings. not only in relation to that matter
but also in relation to matters associated with
other aspects of the regulations, the association
was perfectly happy and indicated why it wanted
the mnatter to go through. No other group, body or
individual so far has expressed any concern to the
Government about the matter. That is not
suprising because thc proposal has been developed
in association with industry. If any other bodies
arc concerned with the way in which the regu-
lations might finally be proclaimed, again I give
the undertaking that they will be consulted. I do
not have any objections to that course.

I do not mind my department consulting with
anyone who has any concern about the way in
which the regulations made under this legislation
will operate, because we have devised this pre-
cisely the way industry has wanted it. We are
trying to ensure that we get not only greater
safety-to which everyone has paid at least lip-
service-but also the least possible degree of in-
trusion into industry. It is all very well to say that
one can do these things with education, but the
sad fact of the matter is that in most cases that
does not work. It might work with the majority of
people but it does not work with many people. In
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an -area like this, when we are talking about very
hazardous products. it is very important to ensure
that there is a backup for those who need to be
protected by the issuing by the chief inspector of a
licence that hits industry's internal objectives. In-
dustry will devise these regulations in conjunction
with the department.

Mr Court: Just explain something to me: What
happens in the ease of an individual who is tn a
small business and wants to carry a quantity of
goods which are over the limit that you are talking
about, and he wants to go and pick them up on a
one-off basis? Even if he wants to get a licence,
how does an individual go about doing so?

Mr PARKER: Firstly, the regulations which
arc set up relate to the toxicity or hazardous
nature of the goods concerned. For example, vari-
ous orders are set out in the general regulations
which relate to the level of danger of the goods.
There are different levels depending on the nature
of that danger. I cannot remember off the top of
my head what those levels arc, but if. for example.
ihe most dangerous goods have a level of 20
litres-I do not know that that is correct, but if it
is-of course the reason it has been set at that
level is that it is the level at which the product is
dangerous to the community if it is spilled or in
sonic other wvay released from its carriage. In that
circunmstance the whole idea is that a person
carrying that load-and that would include a per-
son doing a one-off job in -a small business who
needed sufficient resin, say, to do sonic work on a
few boats-would not by any means conic into the
sort of range to which the member for Nedlands
referred. The amiount required for the sort of work
being done in a boat yard. for exaiiple . would not
be sufficient-

Mr Court: It could be quite substantial.
Mr PARKER: If one has an employee who

from time to time is required to drive a bus, he
must have a bus driver's licence. If one has an
employee who is required from time to time to
drive a motor cycle, he must have a motor cycle
rider's licence. Again, this depends entirely on how
the regulations are set up. but they will be set up
in such a way that the driver would obviously
approach either the industry group administering
the operation or the department, state the kinds of
jobs performed and be told the type of licence
required. The driver would go off and get it after
fulfilling all the requirements for a licence. It is
not something that would be required to be re-
newed. It is like an "A"-class driver's licence;
Once a person has it, that is it. Any prudent per-
son in that industry with such a licence is in the
same position as any prudent person who would go
off and get that sort of licence. The difference here

would be that if one is talking about obtaining it
from the police we in fact move away from the
concept of industry self-regulation into a concept
where the police have the control of the regu-
lations. That is not what is envisaged by the indus-
try.

Mr Court: Does the farmer who is backloading
chemicals, say, to his country town, have to get a
licence?

Mr PARKER: If he is going to be backloading
chemicals over the limit, yes. I suggest that it is
more vital for a farmer transporting chemicals
over the limit prescribed, whatever it might be, to
obtain such a licence than it is for the other pro-
fessional drivers because it it precisely in those
sorts of circumstances that accidents happen.
People who are not professional drivers tend to-

Mr Court: I disagree.

Mr PARKER: They are the occasions on which
accidents happen. All that has been suggested to
them is that in the same way as a truck driver's
licence is required to enable a person to drive a
truck, if a person wants to transport hazardous
chemicals of a certain level in both volume and
nature he should obtain a certain licence. It has
received very strong, widespread support. I have
not received a single letter or phone call against
this measure. The small business organisations
were involved in the development of the proposals.

Mr Court: Which organisations?
Mr PARKER: They are on the committee and

certainly I have never found any reticence on any-
one's part to express his view before we were
officially involved.

When we were in Opposition, no-one was
involved in drafting anything except the Govern-
ment and its departmental officers.

Mr Spriggs: These amendments came in last
week.

Mr PARKER: No, they have been in since July.

We did not find any reluctance on the part of
organisations to come forth with such proposals
and views. Added to that, I give an undertaking in
terms of the regulations to be drafted that not only
the Road Transport Association, to which I have
already given a personal assurance, but also any-
one else who wants to be involved may have an
input.

Several members interjected.
Mr PARKER: Certainly not

introduced the Bill on 26 July.
last week, I

Anyone else wvho wants to make an input into
the regulation-drafting process has only to contact
mec and he will be permitted to do so.
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Question put and a division taken with the fol-
lowing result-

Mr Barnett
Mr Bateman
Mrs Beggs
Mr Bridge
Mrs Buchanan
M r Terry Burke
Mr Burkett
Mr Carr
Mr Davies
Mr Evans
Mr Grill
Mrs Henderson

Mr Blaikie
Mr Bradshaw
Mr Clarco
Mr Cour.t
Mr Cowan
M r Coyne
Mr Hassell
Mr Peter Jones
Mr Laurane

Ayes
Mr P. J. Smith
Mr Bertram
Mr Brian Burke
Mr D. L, Smnith
Mr Wilson
Mr Read
Mr Bryce

Ayes 24
Mr Hodge
Mr Jamieson
Mr Tomt Jones
Mr Mclver
Mr Parker
M r Pearce
Mr A. D. Taylor
Mr 1. F. Taylor
Mr Tonkin
Mr Troy
Mrs Watkins
M r Gordon Hill

Noes 18
Mr MacKinnon
Mr MeNee
Mr Old
Mr Spriggs
Mr Stephens
M r Trethowan
Mr Tubby
Mr Wait
Mr Williams

Pairs
Noes

Mr O'Connor
Mr Mensaros
Mr Crane
Mr Thompson
Dr Dadour
Mr Grayden
Mr Rushton

Questiom thus passed.
Bill read a second time.

In Committee
The Deputy Chairman of Committees (Mr

Burkett) in the Chair; Mr Parker (Minister for
M inerals a nd Energy) in cha rge of the Bill

Clauses I and 2 put and passed.
Clause 3: Section 46C inserted-
Mr PETER JONES: I ask the Minister whether

he will quietly take us again through what he said
in his second reading remarks, because unless I
misunderstood him, he said the measure was
designed to ensure that this was self-regulating. If
it is to be self-regulating, why does clause 3 con-
tain a provision that regulations may provide for
the licensing by the chief inspector of the drivers
of vehicles?

I made it clear in the hope that the Minister
would correct me if I was wrong-and he probably
has-that I understood this to mean the chief in-
spector would become a person in whom is vested
the authority to issue a licence, being a licence to
drive a vehicle, because that is what the clause
says. If that is wrong, and it will be self-
regulating, why is it in the Bill?

The next question relates to the Minister's com-
ment that this legislation was broadly accepted by
industry. I do not know whom the Minister has
approached and which particular industry bodies
he has approached directly to get their reaction. If
he is referring to the committee and suggesting
that it was broadly-based and representative of
industry, that is a load of rubbish. The committee
is heavily dominated by people who have a vested
interest in making certain there is an administrat-
ive nightmare. The same situation prevailed in the
earlier regulations made under this Act.

Mr Parker: Like who?
Mr PETER JONES: There is a heap of

Government departments.
Mr Parker: We are not talking about Govern-

ment departments.
Mr PETER JONES: That is the point of my

question. If the Minister is not referring to the
Transport Commission, the Police Department,
and the Traffic Branch within that department,
the Mines Department people and various other
instrumentalities-two or three others were
involved before we get to the WA Road Transport
Association and the independent operators, and
thc Minister has seen them separately-those to
whom he is referring are hardly representative of a
broad cross-section of industry. The Road
Transport Association does not totally represent
all industry, as we found when the regulations
were being drawn up. It does not represent the
bulk of the industry, it represents less than half of
the drivers or owners of vehicles conveying
prescribed goods. Many such goods are
transported on vehicles owned by companies-, they
are transporting their own product or products
which they have purchased for use within their
own factories, or they aire interstate vehicles, or as
the member for Nedlands said, independent oper-
ators.

I am not saying the Road Transport Association
should not have a view, Indeed, it was originally
put on the committee at my insistence, but it does
not represent the broad cross-section of industry
as the Minister implied.

There may well be others wham he has directly
approached and with whom he has direct contact.
If so, I would like to know who is represented.

However, the main thrust still remains that we
have a provision in clause 3 that allows for regu-
lation. If the Government is not going to have it,
why have it in the legisation at all? The Govern-
ment should not try to tell me that the word
-may" means that it might not do it. My knowl-
edge of the department is very clear. It will clearly
be done. If there is not to be a licensing arrange-
ment entered into, why have it in the tegisation at
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all? Perhaps the Minister might care to explain a
little further about what is the real purport of this
legisation, if it is to be self-regulating and who are
the people in the industry who really support it.

Mr PARKER: I have spoken to the Road
Transport Association. I have not personally
spoken to the professional transport drivers associ-
ation-l cannot remember the exact title-but I
have corresponded with it on a number of oc-
casions on this matter and departmental officers
have discussed the matter with it. The RTA told
mc on Friday that the views of that group were the
same views as its own. That coincides with other
advice that I have received from the department.

The Australian Chemical Industries Council,
which represents the manufacturers and other im-
porters and distributors of most of the products, is
very heavily involved in and strongly supports the
attainment of the maximum possible degree of
uniformity between the States on these matters.
The members of that organisation cop the blame if
something goes wrong with chemicals being
transported. Their names appear on the sides of
the package and their telephone numbers are also
listed on the products. They have a very strong
view about safety. It may be said, on that basis,
that they have a vested interest. However , that
interest coincides with the community's in terest.

It is those groups about which I am directly
aware. Others may be involved. However, I am
not immediately aware of any others involved in
developing this issue. That group represents 90 per
cent to 95 per cent of the transport of that type of
material.

Mr Court: That is not right at all.

Mr PARKER: It is right. The consignment of
material is almost exclusivelycarried out by mem-
bers of the Australian Chemical Industries Coun-
cil.

Mr Pctcr Jones: Only for that block of goods.
Mr PARKER: That is what Ilam talking about.

If the industry is proposed to be essentially self-
regulating, why is it then proposed to have a
system of issuing licences by a chief inspector?
The reason is so that the industry that is directly
involved may devise a system of self-regulation.

Clause 2 clearly envisages the way in which the
chief inspector will administer licensing.' A certifi-
cate of proficiency or other evidence will have to
be produced that is recognised by him and by the
industry. However, there will be individuals who
will not be part of the industry and who will not be
governed by the industry which intends to self-
regulate. They will need to get a licence. They will
not be self-regulating.

There will be other people who may, from time
to time, as the member for Nedlands pointed out,
get involved in this area. They will be told by the
chief inspector that the way in which they can get
a licence from him is to provide him with the
certificate of proficiency.

Mr McNee: For what?
Mr PARKER: They will need to provide a cer-

tificate of proficiency developed in terms of self-
regulation and based upon a course which will be
not only supported by but also developed, run and
administered by the industry.

If they are not directly involved in that industry
they will attend the course in the same way as
people attend a host of other courses run by indus-
try to attain a certificate of proficiency from that
industry body which is concerned with the safety
side of the transport of goods. They will have to
provide a certificate of proficiency or some other
evidence. They will then go to the chief inspector
and tell him that they have a certificate and ask
him for a licence.

It is within the power of the chief inspector to
ensure that they are issued with that certificate
and to ensure also that anyone who transports
goods within the sorts of regulations likely to be
promulgated, will have had the proper training,
not under regulations set down by the Government
but under regulations passed by people within the
industry. If they are not prepared to do that, they
are not committed to safety.

I suggest that the bleatings from the members
opposite suggest that they are not committed to
what this industry regards as good for both the
community and for it. The people concerned are
the manufacturers and the importers of those
products. It is very much in their interests and in
the interests of the industry to ensure that the
goods are transported safely. It is also in the
interests of the community to ensure that the
goods are transported by people directly involved
with the industry. They will be involved in the
adminstration of the way the goods are
transported. It is in the interest of the community
that the people involved in the transportation of
the goods are as proficient as the people involved
with the goods on a day-to-day basis.

I said earlier
portance that
transporters are
the accidents.

that it is probably of greater im-
they be trained, because the
the people who will probably have

If there is any thought at all in the Opposition's
mind that this legisation should not be carried by
both Houses of this Parliament, the Opposition
should consider the outcry that will come from the
industry which is most concerned to ensure that
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the maximum amount of uniformity and safety is
given to this industry by self-regulation. I will
wage a campaign against this Opposition if it de-
nies this Government's efforts to introduce the
maximum amount of safety into the industry.

The public and the Press took to the Govern-
ment for achieving developments in these matters.
I will have no hesitation whatsoever in running a

campaign against the Opposition if it opposes
something which has been developed in consul-
tation with the industry.

Progress

Progress reported and leave given to sit again,
on motion by Mr Tankin (Leader of the House).

House adjourned at 11.05 p~rm.
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QUESTIONS ON NOTICE

GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTS AND
INSTRUMENTALIES

Acconioda tion: Kaigoorlie
272. Mr HASSELL, to the Acting Premier:

(1) In relation to the Government's
Kalgoorlie office development deal, is he
aware that Chris Fyson and Associates
has a proposal for development of a
brewery site office block?

(2) Is he further aware that proposed rentals
are in the vicinity of $ 100 to SIl10 per
square metre per annum?

(3) Were tenders called in respect of the
Government's requirements, resulting in
the deal with Mr Max Viskovich?

(4) If not, and in view of the Fyson develop-
ment proposal, is it acceptable that
rentals less than the Government's com-
mitment of $150 per square metre per
annum were not considered?

Mr BRYCE replied:

(1) Yes.

(2) Yes.
(3) No. Inquiries were made through major

estate agents based in Perth for office
accommodation in Kalgoorlie. Through
these inquiries Mr Viskovich
subsequently made an offer that was ap-
proved by the Government accommo-
dation committee and rentals approved
by the Valuer General.

(4) Chris Fyson and Associates had not put
a proposal and nor to the Government's
knowledge had an office/retail prospect
on the brewery site been under consider-
ation at the time the Government
proceeded with the Viskovich develop
ment. The rentals in the Fyson proposal
do not suggest that a standard of accom-
modation required by the Government
would be provided.

REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT

Rockinghami Study

389. Mr COURT, to the Minister for Industrial
Development:

(1) When will the Rockingham economic
study be completed?

(2) Has the centre for applied business re-
search been asked to liaise more with the

Rockingham Shire Council and the
Rockingham Chamber of Commerce?

Mr BRYCE replied:

(1) A draft report was received on
Wednesday, 15 August.

(2) It is my intention to release the draft
report for public comment and dis-
cussion with selected local bodies in
Rockingham as soon as possible.

408 and 459. Postponed.

GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTS AND
INSTRUMENTALITIES

Accommodation: Leases

465. Mr HASSELL, to the Acting Premier:

(1) What area of office space is currently
committed to the State Government in
the metropolitan area for which rent is
being paid but is not being used by the
State Government?

(2) What is the average rental cost per
square metre per annum of the unused
office space?

Mr BRYCE replied:

(I) and (2) The information requested is be-
ing compiled and will be forwarded to
the member directly.

HEALTH
Pneumoconiosis Mfedical Board

469. Mr 1. F. TAYLOR, to the Minister for
Health:

(1) How many cases are currently awaiting
hearing before the Pneumoconiosis
Medical Board?

(2) What is the average time period between
the lodgement of an application for a
hearing to the hearing date?

(3) On what basis does the board make a
judgment that some silicotics may be fit
for "alternate" work?

(4) What is considered to be the nature of
"alternate" work?

Mr HODGE replied:

(1) 36
(2) Approximately two months but special

arrangements may be made if there are
urgent reasons for a hearing.
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(3) This was a term adopted by the board to
see if it would be more helpful in assess-
ment. It has been found not to be more
helpful and has been abandoned. The
basis of the assessment was whether the
applicant was fit for work other than
mining.

(4) Not applicable.

WORKERS' COMPENSATION

Industrial Disease

470. Mr 1. F. TAYLOR, to the Acting Premier:

(1) How many applications has the State
Government Insurance Office received
from industrial disease claimants over 65
years of age?

(2) IHow many applications have been ap-
proved and settled?

(3) How many applications are pending?

(4) Relative to pending claims what, if any-
thing, is preventing the quick setdlement
or these claims if necessary on an ex
gratis basis?

Mr BRYCE replied:

Since the commencement of the new Act
on 3 May 1982-

(1)

(2) Approved and
settled
Examined-no in-
dustrial disease

(3) Awaiting medical
panel examination
Employer (for ID
purposes) yet to be
determined

Approved-awaiting
registration
Approved-awaiting
election by claimant

Approved-awaiting
return of indemnity
forms

33

4

15 19

5

2

3

Approved-awaiting
preparation of in-
demnity forms 1 * 14

(4) *Ex gralia payments will be made on
these as soon as indemnity forms to pre-
vent further claims being made are
received.

WORKERS' COMPENSATION

Silicosis
471. Mr 1. F. TAYLOR, to the Acting Premier:

1)Is the State Government Insurance
Office currently experiencing delays in
the settlement of claims from widows of
silicotic miners?

(2) If "Yes", what is the nature of and
reasons for the delays?

Mr BRYCE replied:

(1) No.

(2) Not applicable.

476. Postponed.

NATURAL DISASTERS: FLOODS

Flood Plains:Swan River

491. Mr MENSAROS, to the Minister for
Water Resources:
(1) Can he say whether there are any areas

which could be described as Ifloodways in
terms of the Land Drainage Act A mend-
ment Bill around the shores of the Swan
River?

(2) If so, which are these areas-described
in words or shown on a map?

(3) If not, can he give reasons why not?

Mr TON KIN replied:

(1) Yes.

(2) Maps showing floodways were provided
to the member in answer to his question
316.

(3) Not applicable.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN DEVELOPMENT
CORPORATION

Small Business: Loans Guarantees

493. Mr COURT, to the Acting Premier:

Will the Western Australian Develop-
ment Corporation administer the small
business loans guarantees to be provided
by the State Government?

Mr BRYCE replied:

No.

494. Postponed.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN DEVELOPMENT
CORPORATION

Economic Independence: WA Government
495. Mr COURT, to the Acting Premier:

(1) Will the Western Australian Develop-
ment Corporation enable the State
Government to move towards its goal of
developing financial and economic inde-
pendence instead of relying on funds
from the Federal Government?

(2) If "Yes", what contribution to
Consolidated Revenue is expected in the
1984-85 financial year?

Mr BRYCE replied:

(1) and (2) The corporation is required to
make payments to the State Develop-
ment Fund and Consolidated Revenue
Fund pursuant to section H (2) and sec-
tions 11(4) and 21(4) respectively. The
majority of such payments are expected
in respect of taxes on the corporation's
Profits under section 11, the projections
for which are subject to commercial
confidentiality in line with normal com-
mercial practise.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN DEVELOPMENT
CORPORATION

Shares
496. Mr COURT, to the Acting Premier:

(1) How will the public be able to buy shares
in the Western Australian Development
Corporation as promised by the Govern-
ment when the Western Australian De-
velopment Corporation Bill was
introduced to Parliament?

(2) When will the shares become available?
Mr BRYCE replied:

(1) and (2) The Government has not yet
considered either the method or timing
of issuing shares to the public in the
capital of the Western Australian Devel-
opment Corporation.

497. Postponed.

ABATTOIRS
Lamb Kill

498. Mr OLD, to the Minister for Agriculture:
(1) Could he advise the number of lambs

that have been slaughtered since 16 July
1984, at-

(a) Robb Jetty;
(b) Linley Valley?

(2) How many lambs does the Western
Australian Lamb Marketing Board pre-
dict will be slaughtered at meatworks in
Western Australia from 13 August to 14
September 1984?

Mr EVANS replied:

(1) (a) I have been advised by the
WALMB that 39759 lambs have
been slaughtered at Robb Jetty
since 16 July 1984.

(b) I am not prepared to provide the
information requested as it pertains
to the operations of a private
company.

(2) 174000.

PLANNING
Cot tesloe Hotel Site

499. Mr HASSELL, to the Minister
representing the Minister for Planning:

Bearing in mind the Minister's decision
to extend the approval period for re-
development of the Cotteslee Hotel site,
without consultation with the Town of
Cottesloe, will the Minister advise the
House under what section of the Town
Planning and Development Act this was
done?

Mr PEARCE replied:

I am advised that as a matter of necess-
ary implication, it is in law permissible to
enlarge a condition limiting a period of
approval where it is just and convenient
to do so in order to preserve the intent of
the original approval in altered circum-
stances.

PLANNING
Cottesloe Hotel Sit e

500. Mr HASSELL, to the Minister
representing the Minister for Planning:

In light of the Minister's reply to ques-
tion 434 of 14 August 1984, will the
Minister now advise the House, why on
18 January this year, he wrote to the
Town of Cottesloe in relation to the re-
development of the Cottesloc Hotel, and
advised the town that, "the Town Plan-
ning and Development Act does not
make provision for the Minister to re-
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view a decision given on appeal", when
he was quite prepared to review a de-
cision given on appeal when approached
by the developers in May this year?

Mr PEARCE replied:

The advice given to the Town of
Cottesloe on I8 January 1984, that the
Town Planning and Development Act
does not make provision for the Minister
to review a decision given on appeal was
consistent with my action in May when I
refused to agree to proposed modifi-
cations to the original design.

FISHERIES

Swan-Canning Estuary

501. Mr TRETHOWAN, to the Minister for
Fisheries and Wildlife:

(1) Why has it taken so long to come to a
decision on the results of the working
group announced in his Press release
(P6/83) of May 1983, to investigate the
future management options for rec-
reational and Professional fishing in the
Swan-Canning Estuary?

(2) What were the working group's
recommendations with respect to-

(a) professional fishing in general;

(b) the two currently lapsed pro-
fessional Swan-Canning Estuary li-
cences?

(3) Does he intend to adopt the
recommendations of the working party?

(4) What is the policy on the transfer of
existing Swan-Canning Estuary pro-
fessional licences?

(5) What is the policy regarding partner-
ships with existing licence holders?

Mr EVANS replied:

(1) to (3) The report of the working group
has not been finalised because of other
pressures of work, such as the southern
bluefin tuna fishery, on the officer
involved.

(4) The current rules relating to the fishery
do not provide for the transfer of existing
licences.

(5) The rules do not envisage partnership ar-
rangements.

ROAD: NATIONAL HIGHWAY
Newman-Port Hedland

502. Mr RUSHTON, to the Minister for
Transport:
(1) Referring to the construction of the

National Highway between Port
Hedland and the Town of Newman,
what are the details of the first contract
let for development of the first section of
this highway giving-
(a) date of contract;

(b) the successful contractor;
(c) cost of contract;
(d) length of road?

(2) Will he please table a map showing the
sections of the National Highway route
which may have been altered after 18
months delay due to further environmen-
tal review after the highway route had
been previously approved by the
O'Connor Government, and after en-
vironmental consideration and work
commenced?

Mr GRILL replied:

(1) (a) 21 January 1983;
(b) Leighton Contractors Pty. Ltd.;
(c) $5 724 384;
(d) 68 km.

(2) There has been no change to the align-
ment resulting from the environmental
review and management programme.
Minor deviations are frequently incor-
porated into the final design as a result
of environmental and engineering fac-
tors. One such deviation avoided a stand
of mulga, but also provided a better en-
gineering solution.

PLANNING
Town Planning Commissioner. Resignation

503. Mr RUSHTON, to the Minister
representing the Minister for Planning:
(1) Referring to question 357 of 8 August,

did the negotiations for Dr David Carr's
resignation take place for less than one
month?

(2) On what date did negotiations com-
nmence with Dr Carr for his resignation?

(3) Did China ask for Dr Carr to assist in
planning its new city in the province of
Qinghai?

(4) Why did Dr Carr resign?
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(5) Were negotiations for Dr Carr to resign
initiated by the Government?

Mr PEARCE replied:

(1) and (2) A number of discussions were
held with Dr Carr on the reorganisation
of the Town Planning Department and
his own role in the Public Service. The
timing of these various discussions was
not documented but the negotiations
were concluded by way of mutual agree-
ment.

(3) The request was for planning advice at
senior Government level. Dr Carr was an
obvious choice in view of his years of
background experience.

(4) To assist the Government in a consultant
capacity in the Public Service.

(5) See (1) and (2) above.

TRANSPORT

Shopping Centres;

504. Mr RUSHTON, to the Minister for
Transport:

(1) Has the Metropolitan Transport Trust
carried out any research into linking
cross system public transport with shop-
ping centres and meeting other similar
demands?

(2) Will he please table any reports resulting
from this research?

(3) What are the latest results expressed
both in financial (gain or loss) and pass-
engers (gain or loss) flowing from the
marketing/advertising programme since
its commencement?

(4) How much has been invested by the
Metropolitan Transport Trust in its
positive marketing/advertising pro-
gramme since its inception?

Mr GRILL replied:

(1) and (2) Although no specific research
has been conducted into linking cross-
system public transport with shopping
centres, a study along these lines is
planned for thel 984-85 financial year.

Some indications of "shopper" travel
patterns to particular centres have been
obtained from shopper bus studies car-
ried out during 1983.

In 1983, the MTT provided 13 suburban
shopping centres with a bus and a
driver-Jimmy-to use for two weeks

provided the centre undertook all adver-
tising and promotion for the service.

This gave the centres the opportunity of
testing out such a service amongst their
customers, which could lead them to de-
cide to charter a bus for such purposes.
In fact, two centres chartered the bus for
several weeks once their promotion
period ended.

Market research capitalised on the op-
portunity to find out more about people
using the service to provide indications of
whether a regular service would be vi-
able.

The surveys were not specifically
designed to assess the viability of provid-
ing such services on a regular basis but
rather to take advantage of an oppor-
tunity which existed, to gather infor-
ma tion.

It is unlikely the overall evaluation will
provide sufficient indication to
recommend for or against introducing
regular shopper services of this nature. It
will however highlight areas for further
consideration.

An overall report will be available
shortly and I would be happy to provide
the member with a copy if he is
interested.

There is evidence of an increased aware-
ness by the public of both the corporate
and product advertising and the benefits
of travelling by public transport.

(3) The N4TT has conducted three image.
attitude and awareness studies over the
past three years. In 1981, 27.7 per cent
of adults-]16 years +--had used public
transport at least once in the past fort-
night. The corresponding proportions for
1982 and 1983 were 33.2 per cent and
36.2 per cent.

(4) The promotional advertising expenditure
in 1981-82 to 1983-84 Financial years
and the Budget for 1984-85 is as fol-
lows-

Budget
198.1-82 1982-83 193-84 1984485

S345 M7 5337780 5299445 $387 500

Additional work done in the other areas
of marketing such as public relations,
market research and printing and
stationery is as follows-

Budget
1981-82 1982-83 1983-84 1984-85
$19032 S52332 S182697 $340000
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ROAD: ARMADA LE-KWI NANA FREEWAY
Link

505. Mr RUSHTON, to the Minister for
Transport:
(1) What progress has been made in con-

struction of the regional road linking
Armadale to the Kwinana. Freeway?

(2) What is the present timing for the road
to be open to Nicholson Road from
Smith Street?

(3) What is the planned timing and staging
of extending the road from Nicholson
Road to the junction of Albany and
South-west Highway?

Mr GRILL replied:

(1) Ranford Road between Nicholson Road
and South Street is being constructed by
the Canning City Council as an
Australian Bicentennial road develop-
ment project. A contract has been let for
the construction of a bridge over the rail-
way and some earthworks have been car-
ried out.

(2) May 1985.
(3) Ranford Road exists from Nicholson

Road southward to Westfield Road, any
improvements to this road would be a
matter for the local authorities to con-
sider.

HEALTH: HOSPITALS
38-hour Week

506, Mr THOMPSON, to the Minister for
Health:
(1) What is the estimated cost in-

(a) 1984-85;
(b) a full year,
to the public hospital system of the
Government's recent decision to intro-
duce a 38-hour week for hospital
workers?

(2) What is the estimated cost in-
(a) 1984-85;
(b) a full year,
if the samne concession were granted to
nursing staff from the same starting date
next January?

Mr HODGE replied:

(1) The Government has approved in prin-
ciple the 38-hour week for hospital
workers. This is subject to the satisfac-

tory negotiation of the phase-in period
and cost offsets.

Negotiations are proceeding and there-
Core the actual cost has not been
estimated.

(2) As the negotiation for the 38-hour week
for hospital workers has not been
finalised the answer to this question can-
not be provided.

HEALTH: MEDICAL PRACTITIONERS

Fees: Hospitals

507. Mr HASSELL, to the Minister for Health:

(1) Has the administrator or controlling
body of the Queen Elizabeth 11 Medical
Centre or his department undertaken in
the last 12 months an investigation,
study, or monitoring project in relation
to the level of fees charged by private
medical practitioners or hospital
sessional practitioners?

(2) If so, what has been-

(a) the result;

(b) the consequence in terms of hospital
arrangements and relationships with
medical practitioners?

Mr HODGE replied:

(1) No, the hospital advised that it has not
conducted any such investigation. My
department has not conducted any inves-
tigation into fees charged by private
medical practitioners.

(2) Answered by (1) above.

508. Postponed.

HARVEY INLET

Opening

509. Mr COURT, to the Acting Premier:

Will the Government support proposals
to construct an opening of the Harvey
Inlet to the ocean?

Mr BRYCE replied:

Yes, if this measure for improving the
present condition of the Harvey Estuary
is found to be the most appropriate of all
those which are currently being
examined.
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MEMBERS OF PARLIAMENT
Speeches: Pamphlets

510. Mr MENSAROS, to the Speaker:
(1) Can he please inform the House as to

what stage negotiations have reached
towards the solution of the legal prob-
lem-ighlighted by the Chief Hansard
Reporter-which prevents printing of
members' speeches for distribution?

(2) When can members expect that this tra-
ditional service will recommence?

The SPEAKER replied:

(1) and (2) As the member is aware this
problem was made the subject of a dis-
cussion paper which was prepared and
circulated by the Clerk of the Legislative
Assembly in April of this year.
Following our study of that paper and
the replies received, the President of the
Legislative Council and I have placed a
suggested solution before the Govern-
ment.
A response to our suggestion is expected
shortly.

LAPORTE AUSTRALIA LTD.
Waste Disposal

511. Mr MENSAROS, to the Minister for
Minerals and Energy:
(1) For how many years is it anticipated that

the reported acquisition of 316 hectares
of dune land will cater for waste disposal
of the Laporte plant under the presently
planned future outlet per annum?

(2) During this period will the presently used
dune disposal places also be utilised, and
if so, to what extent?

Mr PARKER replied:

(1) It is planned that only 100 hectares will
be used for effluent disposal over the
next three years while a long-term dis-
posal strategy is developed.

(2) Yes, the total existing area will continue
to be used to the maximum possible ex-
tent.

LAPORTE AUSTRALIA LTD.
Waste Disposal

512. Mr MENSAROS, to the Minister for
Minerals and Energy:
(1) Are negotiations continuing with the

principals of the Laporte plant towards

future disposal of the waste in other
ways than the presently used sand dune
disposal method?

(2) If so, what are the present expectations
as to-
(a) the extent of the company's accept-

ance of responsibility of the cost of
waste disposal;

(b) disposal of waste by pipeline in the
sea?

Mr PARKER replied:

(1) Yes.
(2) (a) Under negotiation;

(b) under investigation with a number
of other possible strategies.

LAPORTE AUSTRALIA LTD.
Waste DisposalI

513. Mr MENSAROS, to the Minister for
Works:

What is the Valuer General's value on
the 316 hectares of land north of
Leschenault Peninsula which his depart-
ment is reportedly acquiring for the
Laporte plant's waste disposal purposes?

Mr McIVER replied:

I consider that this question should not
be answered at this stage as it would
breach the confidentiality of the current
negotiations.

514. Postponed.

YOUTH: INTERNATIONAL YEAR OF
YOUTH

Cost
515. Mr MENSAROS, to the Minister for

Youth and Community Services:
(1) What is the cost for the Government

(direct or indirect, that is by using the
time of already employed officers for this
purpose) to participate in the Inter-
national Youth Year 19852

(2) From where-which item of which
year's Consolidated Revenue Fund's ap-
propriation-is this cost sourced?

Mr WILSON replied:

(1) An International Youth Year '85 Sec-
retariat is being provided by the Govern-
ment through the Department for
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Youth, Sport and Recreation at the
equivalent level of one full-time officer.

(2) The secretariat commenced in January
1984 and will continue into the 1985-86
Financial year. Resources are being
provided from the existing funds of the
department.

ENVIRONMENT
System 6

516. Mr MENSAROS, to the Minister for the
Environment:

Would he please clarify in detail his gen-
eral reply to my question 426 of 1984
more in line with the question itself: that
is, which of the System 6 part I red book
recommendations have been accepted by
the Government?

Mr DAVIES replied:

The EPA's System 6 study was
presented in two parts-part 1, general
principles and recommendations; and
part 11, recommendations for specific
localities. As noted at the front of the red
book, part ],-State Cabinet accepted in
principle part 1. 1 am able to supply the
member with a copy if he wishes.

PORNOGRAPHY: CENSORSHIP
Ministerial Conference

517. Mr MENSAROS, to the Minister
representing the Minister for Administrative
Services:

Adverting to his reply to question 424 of
1984. is he going to initiate a meeting of
Commonwealth and State Government
Ministers responsible for censorship?

Mr PEARCE replied:

No. The initiative to arrange such meet-

ings rests with the Commonwealth.

TAXES AND CHARGES
Water Supplies: Payment Options

518. Mr MENSAROS, to the Minister for
Water Resources:

Adverting to his replies to questions 428
and 429 of 1984, could he please explain
why is it that a higher percentage of
consumers chose option (a) paying the
discounted full amount of their water
etc., charges in 1984 than in 1983, and
yet less money has been received so far

this year than in the corresponding
period in 1983?

Mr TONKIN replied:

The authority does not have an analysis
of payments that answers this question
but it considers there are probably two
contributing factors-

(1) The July 1983 payments included a
larger component of arrears.

(2) Business/commercial customers in-
curring large amounts of rates may
have been less attracted by the
lower discount rate available-viz
13' per cent for 1984-85 compared
with 15 per cent for 1983-84.

TRANSPORT

Ferry:, "Islander V"

519. Mr MacKINNON, to the Minister
representing the Acting Minister for
Tourism:

(1) What financial assistance did the
Government provide to the purchasers of
the Islander V ferry in Albany?

(2) Is the Government in any way commit-
ted in an ongoing way to providing
financial assistance to the operators of
the vessel?

Mr BRYCE replied:

(1) None.

(2) No.

HOUSING

Completions

520. Mr MacKINNON, to the Minister for
Housing:

How many State Housing Commission
homes were actually-
(a) completed during 198 3-84;

(b) committed during the year ended 30
June 1984?

Mr WILSON replied:

(a) Units completed and acquired in 1983-
84 were 815 including for Aboriginal
grant funded housing.

(b) The number of units committed was
1 155 including those under construction
or under tender or with tender pending.
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AGRICULTURE
Rural Assistance

521. Mr LAURANCE, to the Minister for
Housing:

In his second reading speech when
introducing the Rural Housing
(Assistance) Dill 3984 he said "Another
121 farmers were assisted with
$4 335925 from Building Societies or
the Rural and Industries Bank under the
scheme of indemnification or insured by
mortgage insurers."-
(a) how many of these 121 farmers

were assisted by building societies;
(b) which building societies were

involved;
(c) how many of the 121 farmers were

assisted by the Rural and Industries
Bank;

(d) how many were assisted under the
scheme of indemnification and how
many were insured by mortgage in-
surers; and

(e) of those assisted by the Rural and
Industries Bank, how many were as-
sisted under the scheme of indemni-
fication and how many required
mortgage insurance?

Mr WILSON replied:

(a)
(b)

113;
Home Building Society, Town &
Country W.A. Building Society. Perth
Building Society;

(c) 8;
(d) Scheme of Indemnification

Mortgage Insurers
(e) Scheme of Indemnification

Mortgage Insurance

TRANSPORT: FREIGHT
Grain

522. Mr RUSHTON, to the Minister for
Transport:
(1) What progress has been made by the

grain freight committee represented by
Westrail, Co-operative Bulk Handling,
Australian Wheat Board, Grain Pool of
Western Australia, Pastoralists and
Graziers of Western Australia, Primary
Industry Association of Western
Australia towards agreeing on a freight
rate for 1984-85 for grain to be
transported by Westrail?

(33)

(2) What modifications to the Original
agreement have been offered by
Westrail?

(3) Has the committee put forward an
alternative proposed agreement for ac-
ceptance by Westrail?

(4) Would the Government and Westraill
consider an alternative proposal put for-
ward by Co-operative Bulk Handling?

Mr GRILL replied:

(I) The recommendations of the grain
freight steering committee are before its
member organisations for consideration.
Westrail negotiates with the committee
but is not a member of the committee.

(2) The proposed arrangement differs
substantially from the original agree-
ment which is due to expire 31 October
1984. The freight rate formula is
amended to a market share basis as
against total volume and radial rates will
apply to all bins feeding the rail network.
The key objective of the proposed agree-
ment is to achieve reductions in grain
freight rates in real terms which will
benefit the industry as a whole.
The parties will annually review per-
formance to ensure compliance with the
agreement.

(3) During negotiation of the new agree-
ment, a number of minor modifications
were explored before the current
recommendations mentioned in the
answer to question one, were determined.

100 (4) Yes, subject to it being submitted
21 through the grain freight steering comn-

8 mittee.
- HEALTH: SPEECH THERAPY

Midlands Region
523. Mr CRANE, to the Minister for Health:

(1) Has he in conjunction with the Treasurer
considered further the urgent need for
funds to provide a speech therapy service
for the Midlands region based on Moora
which would fill an immediate require-
ment for such a service, to include over
30 schools within a radius of 150 kms of
the Moora Centre; such service to super-
sede the six-day per month service
presently based at Midland, to serve the
towns of Moora, Dalwallinu and
Wongan Hills, but which has not been
operating since June?
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(2) Is it recognised that the remainder of
this area, including the Shires of
Victoria Plains, Dandaragan, Gingin,
Chittering, Coorow, Carnamah, and
most of the Moora Shire, are not served
with a speech therapy service, and that
there is an increasingly urgent need for
young children to have this service avail-
able to them?

(3) In view of this urgency, if such consider-
ation has not yet been given for this
year's Budget, will he place the highest
priority on its needs in view of the fact
that in a letter to me dated 14 June, he
advised, when replying to a request for a
deputation on the matter, "The needs are
recognised, but discussing it further will

not provide additional funds"?

(4) Would he include the Minister for Edu-
cation in his discussions with the
Treasurer as speech therapy is not only a
health matter, but an educational one
also, and therefore could be partly
funded by the education Budget allo-
cation?

Mr HODGE replied:

(1) The provision of speech therapy servi ces
to the Midlands has recently been under
investigation by the principal speech
pathologist. The need for a service to be
based at Moora to service the region is
agreed. It would be anticipated that a
speech pathologist working from Moora
would provide a community based ser-
vice to both adults and children
presenting with communication difficult-
ies. This service would be involved not
only in school and pre-primnary school
programmes but also in rehabilitation
programmes for patients in local hospi-
tals and community centres.

Until funds become available to provide
a full-time service at Moora, the speech
pathologist based at Midland will con-
tinue to provide a visiting service to
Moors, Dalwallinu and Wongan Hills. It
is planned to change the present arrange-
ments to enable the speech pathologist to
spend. a week at a time in the Midlands.
However, the position at Midland has
not been filled despite advertisements in-
terstate as well as in Western Australia.
Speech pathologists like some other
health care professionals appear reluc-
tant to work in country areas.

(2) Not all country and metropolitan areas
are yet serviced by speech pathologists.
An attempt is being made to provide
firstly a network Statewide and then to
consolidate each area as the needs are
indicated. My department will continue
to work towards this goal.

(3) There are a number of priority country
areas which require a speech therapy
service, amongst which is the Midlands
area.-

(4) Yes.

GAMBLING: CASINO
Burswood Island: Study

524. Mr MacKINNON, to the Minister
representing the Minister for Administrative
Services:
(1) Has the Government commissioned any

independent studies to be conducted on
Burswood Island as a proposed site for a
casino complex?

(2) If so, when was the study commissioned?
(3) When did the Government receive the

report?
(4) What was the cost of the report to the

Government?
(5) Who completed the report?
(6) Has the report been made public?
(7) If not, why not?
Mr PEARCE replied:

(1) No independent study, outside of a
Government department, was com-
missioned by the Government in relation
to the proposed casino on Burswood
Island.

(2) to (7) Answered by (1) above.

PLANNING: APPEAL
Lucky Bay Holding Ply. Ltd.

525. Mr GRAYDEN, to the Minister
representing the Minister for Planning:

For what reasons did the Minister up-
hold the appeal by Lucky Bay Holding
Pty. Ltd.. against the South Perth City
Council's refusal to permit an $18
million medical centre to be built on
prime riverside land in Ranelagh Cres-
cent, South Perth?
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Mr PEARCE replied:
The appeal was upheld because, having
regard for the existing and proposed
planning for the area, no sustainable
objection could be found to the proposed
development.

ROADS: MAIN ROADS DEPARTMENT
Directional Signs

526. Mr CRANE, to the Minister for Transport:
On I I June 1984, the Premier wrote to
me in response to my request and advised
that the Minister for Transport had re-
examined the matter of additional
signposting of the route to Geraldton via
the Midlands Road, and as a result ad-
ditional signing both at Muchea and
Dongara at a cost of $2 000 would be
provided. As there is still no indication of
these signs being erected, would he
please say when I can expect this work to
be completed?

Mr GRILL replied:
The signs concerned have not as yet been
received from the manufacturer, but are
expected shortly. It is hoped that erec-
tion can take place next week.

527. Postponed.

528. Withdrawn.

TAXES AND CHARGES
Tobacco Tax

529. Mr SPRIGGS, to the Acting Premier:
What has been the monthly income from
the tobacco tax since the Government
increased it in the last Budget?

Mr BRYCE replied:
The tobacco licence fee was increased on
I July 1983. Monthly collections since
that date are as follows-

$
July 1983
August
September
October
November
December

January 1984
February
March
April
May
June
July

4354 129

7 712 090
4 572

7689216

9 573 959

8 584 567
3 337

8799512
2 101

HOSPITAL
Princess Marga ret

530. Mr HASSELL, to the Minister for Health:

(1) Is there a staff shortage at Princess
Margaret Hospital?

(2) In particular, is there a shortage of staff
for late night emergency procedures in
the operating theatre?

Mr HODGE replied:

(1) Yes, the hospital has advised that it has
at present approximately 22 registered
nurses short of its trained nursing staff
establishment of 263. Further efforts are
being made to fill vacanies, including re-
cruitment from the Eastern States and
overseas.

(2) The hospital has advised that there are
no shortages of staff for late night
emergency procedures in the operating
theatre.

GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTS AND
INSTRUMENTALITIES
Accommodation: Banbury

531. Mr HASSELL, to the Minister with special
responsibility for "Bunbury 2000":
(1) What financial arrangements apply in

relation to the construction of a Govern-
ment office building and hotel building
in Bunbury?

(2) In particular-

(a)
(b)

who is the proprietor of the land;
who will be the proprietor of the
building;

(c) what is the total estimated cost of
the building;

(d) what is the estimated value of the
land;

(e) who is providing finance for the
construction of the building;

(f) at what term;
(g) at what rate of interest;
(h) what capital repayments are

required;
(i) is there a committed lease in respect

of the building or part of it;

Ui)
(k)

if so, who is the lessor;

who is the lessee;
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(1) what is the term of the lease;
(in) what is the rental per square metre

per annum;
(n) are outgoings payable in addition?

Mr GRILL replied:

(1) Financial arrangements for construction
are the private concern of property
owners and developers Austmark Inter-
national Limited and Bunbury Develop-
ment Corporation Pty. Ltd. and are not
known to the Government.

(2) (a) to (h) Matters such as specific ter-
minology of proprietors, estimates
of building costs, etc., are not
known to the Government at
present;

(i) there is presently no concluded lease
arrangement. However, heads of
agreement have been generally
worked out to provide for lease of
office building only from date of
practical completion of the building;

(j) according to documentation
presently held, Bunbury Develop-
ment Corporation Pty. Ltd.;

(k) the Minister for Works;
(1) 25 years;
(in) initially $ 150.82 per square metre;
(n) yes.

TRANSPORT
Passengers

532. Mr RUSHTON, to the Minister for
Transport:
(1) For each of the years-

(a) 1981-82;
(b) 1982-83, and
(c) 1983-84
how many passengers have
transported in the metropolitan
by-

been
area

(i) train;
(ii) bus;
(iii) ferry?

(2) (a) Will he please let me have a com-
parison of the numbers of people
using public transport in the
Fremiantle-Perth corridor at about
29 July 1983 when the train service
was reinstated and the last figures
available;

(b) what is the source of these stat-
istics?

(3) From the latest available figures
mentioned in (2). how many people are
being transported by-
(a) train;
(b) bus?

(4) When will the next independent review
and monitoring of the public transport
usage in the Fremantle-Perth corridor
take place?

Mr GRILL replied:

W,)
'rain

1981.8 2
6.607.i

47.451.1
0.4 59.

5
4

.517.

1932-83
6.65'1m

47.5S1.
0.439.

5
4

.6?1.

1983-84

44.7' 2rn

0.439.

55 .905.m

Note: improved procedures are now be-
ing used to estimate passenger journeys.
For comparative purposes the MIT has
adjusted the figures for 1981-82 and
1982-83.

(2) (a) Rail patronage on the Fremantle
corridor on Wednesday, 3 August
1983 was 9621. The most recent
comparable statistic is for
Wednesday, 11I April 1984, when
9086 patrons used the rail service.
The August figure, of course, in-
cludes significant celebratory travel
during that first week of reopened
rail services, The member will be
interested to know that in June 1983
the linc bus service was averaging
7 509 patrons per weekday.

(b) Detailed passenger counts of board-
ings and alightings.

(3) Detailed manual passenger counts, being
ant expensisve operation, are not carried
out for total public transport patronage.
Trends are monitored through cordon
counts carried out twice yearly, in
March and November, on passengers
entering and leaving Perth central city.
For this reason, the following figures are
not comparable with those provided
above. In the week commencing 19
March 1984, the average number of bus
patrons entering and leaving Perth along
the Fremantle corridor, including sub-
urbs such as Nedlands, Dalkeith, and
Crawley, was 11 030 and the comparable
figure for rail was 6 812.

(4) The next cordon count will be carried
out in November 1984.
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HOUSING: LAND
Mandurali

533. Mr READ, to the Minister for Housing:

(1) What is the total number of the building
blocks owned by the State Housing
Commission in the Shire of Mandurah?

(2) Are there any such blocks available for
purchase by the public?

Mr WILSON replied:

(I) The number of blocks developed and
available for building is 61. Fifty-four of
these are in the commission's estate.

(2) There will be same blocks available for
sale to the public in the commission es-
tate when "'title" documentation has
been completed. Interested persons
should contact the State Housing Com-
mission.

Save the Queen-is reserved for oc-
casions when Royalty is present.

(d) Children are expected to know the an-
thems for ceremonial occasions and all
schools are provided with the lyrics.

PARLIAMENT WEEK

Co-ordina tor
536. Mr HASSELL, to the Minister for

Parliamentary and Electoral Reform:
(1) Further to his answers to my question

410 of 1984, will he please advise when
Mr D. de V. Hunt was appointed to the
Public Service?

(2)

(3)

What is his item number?

To which department was he appointed
and for what duties?

(4) What were his duties prior to his ap-

534. Potnd. pointment as Co-ordinator, Parliament
Week?

EDUCATION: SCHOOLS
Anthems and Flags

535. Mr WILLIAMS, to the Minister for
Education:

What is the Education Department's
policy on-
(a) flying the Australian and Western

Australian flags in schools;
(b) primary and high schools having

daily flag raising assemblies;
(c) the Australian national anthem and

the national anthem bieing sung at
assemblies;

(d) the Australian national anthem and
the national anthem being taught in
schools?

Mr PEARCE replied:

(a) The special days on which the flags are
to be flown are listed in the administrat-
ive instructions and high-lighted on
school calendars. Other significant oc-
casions that merit such observance are
listed in the education circular.

(b) Flags are to be flown at the weekly
school assembly. Any greater frequency
is at the discretion of the school
principal.

(c) The national anthem-Advance
Australia Fair-is sung at school
assemblies. The Royal anthem-God

Mr TONKIN replied:

(1) Mr D. de V. Hunt was appointed by the
Public Service Board to the Department
of the Premier and Cabinet on 26 March
1984.

(2) His item number is 40/0200 T.

(3) He was appointed to the Department of
the Premier and Cabinet as special proj-
ects officer.

(4) Special projects officer.

PARLIAMENT WEEK

staff

537. Mr HASSELL, to the Minister
Parliamentary and Electoral Reform:

(I)

(2)

(3)

for

Further to his answers to my question
411 of 1984, concerning staff for Parlia-
ment Week, will he answer part (3) of
my question?

If not, why not?

Further, will he indicate the classifi-
cation and/or remuneration applicable
to each position?

(4) Is it intended to retain the four members
of the unit indefinitely?

(5) If "Yes" to (4), what work will they be
engaged in?

(6) If "No" to (4), when is it expected the
services of each will be dispensed with?
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Mr TONKIN replied:
(I) (a) Nil;

(b) One;
(c) Two.

(2) Not applicable.
(3) Classification and remuneration appli-

cable to each position-
typist-CV classification under Public
Service Board;
promotions organiser-employvd on a
temporary contract basis at $500 per
week;
public relations assistant-employed on
a temporary contract basis at $400 per
week.

(4) No. Only retaining services of the two
public servants-special projects officer
and typist.

(5) The two public servants will resume their
previous duties.

(6) Promotions organiser to depart 9
November 1984. Public relations assist-
ant to departS5 October 1984.

TAXES AND CHARGES
Payroll Tax: Data

538. Mr HASSELL, to the Acting Premier:
(I) In the light of his answers to questions

404, 405, 406 and 407 in which he con-
firmed that-
(a) the State Taxation Department

maintained statistical data on pay-
roll tax payers;

(b) such data was used to determine the
cost and effects of variations to the
Pay-roll Tax Assessment Act
introduced last year,

will he indicate why he refuses to provide
me, and therefore the public with vital
statistical data related to the incidence of
payroll tax as contained in my question
75 of 31 July?

(2) If the difficulty lies in aggregating
monthly collections, will he supply the
data sought based on a sample of one
month's collections?

(3) Alternatively, will he supply me with any
data previously compiled by the com-
missioner which indicates the incidence
and magnitude of payroll tax on this
State's employment?

(4) If not, why not?

Mr BRYCE replied:

(1) The statistical information used in
determining the cost and effects of vari-
ations to the Pay-roll Tax Assessment
Act, was different from the specific data
sought in question 75.

(2) The requirements detailed in question 75
cannot readily be extracted either on a
monthly or an annual basis.

(3) and (4) The Commissioner of State Tax-
ation is arranging the preparation of a
summary of certain statistics which have
previously been compiled and which may
be useful for the purpose indicated. I will
provide this summary to the Leader of
the Opposition as soon as it is available.

539. Postponed.

SUPERANNUATION
Voluntary Retirement Scheme

540. Mr HASSELL, to the
representing the Acting Treasurer:

Minister

(1) What are the precise terms being offered
under the Government's voluntary retire-
ment scheme in-

(a) the Metropolitan Water Authority;

(b) Westrail?

(2) How many have accepted the offer in
each authority in-

(a) 1983;

(b) 1984?

(3) (a) Do the terms offered in 1983 differ
in any respect from those offered in
1984;

(b) if so, in what respect?

Mr BRYCE replied:

(1) (a) Nil; consultations with unions are
proceeding;

(b) that information will be provided in
writing to the member in due
course.

(2) (a) 1983 Metropolitan Water Auth-
ority-Nil.
Westrail-145.

(b) 1984 Metropolitan Water Auth-
ority-Nil.
Westrail-303 to date.

(3) (a) Answered by (1).
(b) As in (1)(b).
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QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE

HEALTH INSURANCE: MEDICARE

Pingelly: Dr Hood

135. Mr HASSELL, to the Minister for Health:

Will he explain to the House the prin-
ciples of natural justice by which the
people of Pingelly will be deprived of
their Medicare refunds if Dr Hood con-
tinues in private practice, but will not be
denied their lawful entitlements if he
works for the Government?

Mr HODGE replied:

I am not sure that the question is prop-
erly directed to me. It seems to be
seeking a legal opinion.

The SPEAKER: I was just going to say that.

Mr HODGE: It also seems to transgress on
the ground of the debate earlier this
afternoon. I am not even sure I correctly
understood the terms of the question,' but
I thought I covered the matter fairly well
this afternoon.

It seems that Dr Hood is to be removed
from the Commonwealth list that en-
ables his patients to be paid a benefit if
they consult him. If I understand the
Leader of the Opposition's question cor-
rectly, he is asking how that system will
work if Dr Hood is put on a salary by the
State Government. Obviously, if he is
working on a salary for the State
Government, no charge will be made to
any Pingelly resident who has a consul-
tation with the doctor. Therefore, the
residents will not need to make claims
against health insurance, and Dr Hood
will not be required to fill in any of the
troublesome forms with which he is
bothered.

If that is the tenor of the Leader of the
Opposition's question, the answer is
quite simple. As a salaried medical prac-
titioner, the members of the public
consulting Dr Hood will have no need to
make a claim, and the doctor will have
no need to fill in the forms.

LOCAL GOVERNMENT: WANNEROO
SHIRE COUNCIL

Royal Commission: Minister's Decision
136. Mrs WATKINS, to the Minister for Local

Government:
In view of the many petitions recently
presented in the Parliament calling for a
Royal Commission to inquire into the
actions of the Wanneroo Shire Council,
its town planning development scheme,
and the general acquisition and sale of
land since 1970, is it his intention to hold
a Royal Commission or a public inquiry
regarding these matters?

Mr CARR replied:
A number of papers were made available
to me some two or three weeks ago by
the former President of the Shire of
Wanneroo (Mr Keith Pearce), who also
made allegations in public. The papers
have been studied by departmental
officers who have reported to me. As a
result of the examination of those papers,
further inquiries will be conducted.
At this stage, on the basis of the infor-
mation available to the Government, it is
not intended that a Royal Commission
will be conducted, but three different
forms of inquiry relating to different al-
legations will be made.
A Department of Local Government in-
quiry team will be headed by the deputy
secretary of the department, and that
team will consider a number of alle-
gations relating to breaches of the Local
Government Act. A couple of allegations
were made relating to alleged criminal
activities, and they are being referred to
the Commissioner of Police. Some of the
matters raised relate to accounting pro-
cedures, and they have been referred to
the Auditor General for further con-
sideration.

PARLIAMENT WEEK
Opposition's Letter

137. Mr HASSELL, to the Minister
Parliamentary and Electoral Reformh:

for

In view of the fact that I am continuing
to receive correspondence from Mr Hunt
of the Department of Premier and Cabi-
net concerning the so-called Parliament
Week, and in view of the fact that the
Minister has answered several questions
indicating the cost and the staff involved
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in Parliament Week, would he please in-
dicate to me when or if he proposes to
reply to the letter which I wrote to him
on behalf of the Opposition in relation to
the organisation and conduct of Parlia-
ment Week?

Mr TONKIN replied:
I am amazed at the Leader of the Oppo-
sition's effrontery in asking when he is
going to receive an answer to his letter.
The Opposition sent me the letter and,
without awaiting a reply, moved a mo-
tion in this House attacking the concept
of Parliament Week and gave me no op-
portunity, as I said during that debate, to
answer the letter. I do not know how
useful he thinks it would be for me to
write a letter to him solely repeating the
comments that were made in the House
on that occasion. If the Leader of the
Opposition wants to write letters to any-
one I suggest that he should wait
courteously for a reply.

Mr H-assell: I am asking you when we are
going to get an answer.

Mr TONKIN: What happened was that as
soon as I received the letter the Press got
on to me and said, "This is what the
Leader of the Opposition is saying. What
is your response?" I was expected to re-
ply through the news media and I did
respond to what the Leader of the Oppo-
sition was alleged to have said to the
media. Then in the House the Leader of
the Opposition said, "You have given
your reply to the letter now because this
is the comment you have made to the
Press", so the whole thing is a real
mishmash of mismanagement by the Op-
position, If the Opposition was serious in
sending me a letter requesting that Par-
liament Week be organised-

Mr Hassell: The simple answer is you are not
going to reply, is it?

Mr TONKIN: The Leader of the Opposition
should have waited to receive a reply. I
would have forwarded a reply to him
within a day, but as within hours of my
receiving that letter he got up and at-
tacked the Government in the House
without waiting for a reply, he is making
this a farce. He has indicated that that
letter, together with that motion, was an
attempt to score political tricks.

Mr IHodge: It took you seven weeks to answer
a letter to me a while back.

Mr TONKIN: Yes. I remember when I wrote
asking for talks on electoral reform and
months went by before I received an
answer.

Mr
Mr

MacKinnon: Surprise, surprise!
TONKIN: I would like to see the situ-
ation where members of this House
would stop being so petty, stop trying to
score points in a political and cheap
way-

Mr Hassell: I just wanted to confirm that you
are not going to reply before I reply to
the latest letter from Mr Hunt. That is
okay. You have now confirmed you are
not going to reply. That is fine.

Mr TONKIN: I would hope that instead of
the Leader of the Opposition acting in
this very childish way that he and other
members of the House would attempt to
make successful a Parliament Week
which is aiming to-

Mr Spriggs: Not a Canberra Week.
Mr TONKIN: -bring Parliament to the

people. The conservatives regard Parlia-
ment as their own private little club or
preserve. They have not wanted the
people to participate or to understand
how the Parliament Works. We say
unequivocally and fearlessly that we be-
lieve the Parliament belongs to the
people.

Mr Clarko: You will close it up.
Several members interjected.
Mr TONKIN: Parliament belongs to the

people and the people have the right-
Mr Hassell: And it is being used only for

Government business.
Mr TONKIN: Even if the Opposition refuses

to co-operate to help the people better to
understand Parliament and its workings.
we on this side of the House will ensure
that Parliament Week is a success, and
the Opposition will be condemned for be-
ing negative once again. I suggest to the
Opposition that it is about time it tried
to join hands with the Government for
the-

Several members interjected.
Mr Williams: Come off it.
Mr TONKIN: Members of the Opposition

can sneer and snigger as much as they
like-

Mr Clarko: You will have to count your
ingers.
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Mr TONKIN: -but what the people of this
State want above all is for members of
all political parties to rise above party
politics and to work together for the
good of the State.

HORTICULTURE
Cashews

138. Mr BRIDGE, to the Minister for
Agriculture:

Could the Minister give details of prog-
ress towards establishing a cashew indus-
try in the Ord River area?

Mr MacKinnon: It was in the weekend news-
paper.

Several members interjected.
Mr EVANS replied:

I would have thought that members
would have been most interested in this
question.

Mr MacKinnon: We were a couple of days
ago.

Several members interjected.
Mr Tonkin: They are just a mob of knockers.
Mr EVANS: If the member for Kimberley is

seeking information which is vital to his
area he is perfectly entitled to ask for it.

Mr MacKinnon: Or to buy The West
Australian.

Mr Hassell: He has the answer on the bottom
of the piece of paper from which he
asked the question.

Mr EVANS: The State Government has ap-
proved an application by Singapore
company Twentieth Century Foods Pty.
Ltd. to establish a pilot cashew farm to
study the suitability of the Ord for a
cashew industry.
The principal of Twentieth Century
Foods, Mr Royan Pallai, is expected in
Perth early in September to have dis-
cussions with the Government and
Agriculture Department.
He will write an agreement with the
State Government concerning the devel-
opment of a pilot cashew farm and if
that proves successful he would carry on
to commercially develop a cashew indus-
try.
Twentieth Century Foods has agreed to
spend $1.5 million on the pilot farm over
a six-year period.

While the company did not request any
State Government financial Or capital
contribution towards the project, the
State will make available to Twentieth
Century Foods land for the pilot farm at
a price to be determined.'
The Government. through the Depart-
ment of Agriculture, will provide techni-
cal advice.
The Government will also ensure that
water is available from the Ord River for
the project, but the company will pay for
the cost of pumping the water.

Mr Clarko: Let us hope the cashews are
fresher than your answer!

Mr Tonkin: You are always knocking devel-
opment.

Mr Old: Were there any Australian appli-
cations for this?

Mr Blaikie: This won't get in the paper; it has
already been there twice. Does this mean
the Government is sponsoring the grow-
ing of nuts?

Mr Pearce: It takes one to know one.
Mr EVANS: Mr Pallal has expressed his op-

timism in the project and believes that
all the cashews that can be produced at
the Ord will be sold on the world market.
Following the success of a pilot farm, an
Ord cashew industry could be worth up
to $ 10 million a year.

Mr I. F. Taylor: What a good idea.
Mr Old: No Australian proposition was put

forward?
Mr EVANS: I do not hear.
Mr Old: I am only asking you.
Mr EVANS: Whenever there is an issue of

optimism, and something for which the
Government can fairly claim credit the
Opposition reacts in this way.

Mr Old: I applaud the cashew industry, but
were there any Australian propositions
for it?

Mr Pearce: "Knock knock, who's there? Bill
H-assell!"

LAND
Broome: Exchange

139. Mr MacKINNON, to the Minister with
special responsibility for Aboriginal Affairs:

I refer the Minister to a recent request
by Mr Lee Bonser to exchange under
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section 8 of the Land Act, a freehold lot
he owns at Lookout Hill in Broomne for
another site adjacent to the Broomne golf
course, and ask-
(a) has the Minister received a sub-

mission from the Aboriginal Lands
Trust supporting the exchange; and

(b) does the Minister support the con-
tention of the Minister for Lands
and Surveys that the exchange
should have been agreed to in prin-
ciple?

Mr WILSON replied:
(a) and (b) It is correct that a submission

was made to the Aboriginal Lands Trust
and that I was pleased to approve the
recommendation of the Aboriginal
Lands Trust. It is importa 'nt to recognise
that what was supported was an
exchange in principle. It did not relate to
any particular exchange, as far as I
know, so I cannot answer that part of the
member's question. It is true to say that
it did receive support in principle.

EDUCATION
Primary School: Reldan

140. Mrs BEGGS, to the Minister for
Education:

(1) Could the Minister please indicate the
expected completion date of the con-
struction of Beldon Primary School?

(2) If the completion date is expected to be
in the early part of third term thisryear
will he indicate whether those students
who are presently attending Mullaloo
Heights Primary School, but who live
within the catchment area of the new
Beldon Primary School, will have to
transfer to the new school?

(3) If the answer to (2) is "yes", can the
Minister give an assurance that Mullaloo
Heights Primary School will not suffer
any major disruption as a result of that
transfer?

Mr Clarko: Thank you, Dorothy.

Mr PEARCE replied:
(1) to (3) 1 am grateful to the member for

asking the question because she has
taken considerable interest in this mat-
ter. The Beldon Primary School is sched-
uled to be completed some time in
September or October this year; that is,
in the early or middle part of third term.

There is a lot of population pressure on
Mullalco Heights Primary School, but it
is not my intention to transfer students
from that school to Beldon Primary
School during third term because of the
disruption it would cause.
That is a little contingent on the increase
in population pressure at Mullaloo
Heights Primary School not leading to a
situation that would require disruption in
any event. That is to say, it is on the
understanding that extra transportables
will not be brought to Mullaloo Heights
Primary School, and no reshuffling of
classes will occur there because that
would be as disruptive as moving people
to the empty Beldon Primary School
down the road. If matters develop in
such a way that further consideration
seems necessary, it will be done after
close consultation with the members for
Whitford and Joondalup, and the
parents concerned.

ABATTOIRS
Western Australian Meat Commission

141. Mr OLD, to the Minister for Agriculture:
(1) Has any private meat processing

company submitted a proposal to the
Government to take over the service kill
operation of the WA Meat Commission?

(2) If "Yes" to (1), has the Government
given the matter consideration, and is
there a possibility that such an arrange-
ment may be made?

Mr EVANS replied:
(1) and (2) 1 can reply readily that I have

received no proposition. Whether one is
in the pipeline to me I cannot say. Cer-
tainly it would not have been given
serious consideration at this stage, not
having been received.

POLICE: OFFICER
Injury

142, Mr BURKETT, to the Minister for Police
and Emergency Services:
(1) Can he advise me of the present con-

dition of Police Constable Smith who
was badly injured when apprehending a
motor cyclist on Sunday, I5 July 1984?

(2) What action has been taken against the
alleged offenders?
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Mr CARR replied:

(I) Constable Smith is at present at home
recuperating under medical supervision.
He received severe bead injuries.

(2) Two alleged offenders were charged as
follows: The driver of the motor cycle
was charged with causing grievous
bodily harm with intent to prevent arrest
and secondly, with driving without a
driver's licence. The passenger on the
cycle was charged with causing grievous
bodily harm with intent to prevent ar-
rest. Both alleged offenders are at
present on bail, and an election date has
been set for 29 August. Matters will pro-
ceed when the election is known.

EDUCATION
Hostels: Beachami Report

143. Mr COWAN, to the Minister for
Education:

Has the Government considered the
Beacham Report, and if so, which
recommendations contained in the report
are likely to be implemented, and when?

Mr PEARCE replied:

I have referred the report to the Country
High School Hostels Authority for con-
sideration of the recommendations and
asked the authority to indicate to me its
attitude to the report. The report was
initially commissioned by the authority,
which operates with some degree of inde-
pendence of the Government, and I have
not yet had a response from the auth-
ority as to its recommendations on the
report or which sections of the report
might he implemented. Obviously, I have
read the report and am very impressed
by the recommendations it contains.

At the moment, I guess the authority is
not giving 100 per cent priority to con-
sideration of the long-term implications
of the report because it is concerned to
find places for all the students who are
seeking accommodation in country hos-
tels next year.

UNIONS

Intimidation
144. Mr COURT, to the Minister for Education:

Will the Minister now withdraw his
comment in this Parliament on

Wednesday, 9 May this year which is
recorded in Hansard, that the Opposition
cannot produce evidence of union intimi-
dation in Western Australia?

Mr PEARCE replied:

If the member would produce some evi-
dence of union intimidation I would cer-
tainly be prepared to withdraw that com-
ment.

Mr Blaikie: Come on!

Mr Carr: I think they are referring to a mat-
ter that is presently before the court.

Mr PEARCE: In conjunction with the Minis-

ter for Police and Emergency Services-

Mr Blaikie: Waffling is not your usual style.

Mr PEARCE: If the member for Nedlands is
referring to the debate to which I think
he refers, he will recall that the Minister
for Police and Emergency Services and I
arranged for members of the Police
Force to see the Leader of the Oppo-
sition about allegations he might have to
make. It was necessary foqr the Govern-
ment to make that offer because the
Leader of the Opposition was in fact
refusing to see the police because he
knew how sketchy his information was.

If the member is referring to a matter
currently before the courts, I remind him
that a person who is charged by police is
not thereby guilty, and it is a matter for
the courts to determine the guilt or inno-
cence of that person. The streets of Perth
are filled with people who have been be-
fore the courts and been found not
guilty. Not only am I not prepared to
make a judgment about the case, but
also I am not allowed to do so legally. I
would not do so morally because I would
never assume that a person was guilty
because he had been chargcd by the
police, and nor would I use the forum of
Parliament which is privileged to suggest
that a person before court is guilty. That
would be a considerable breach of natu-
ral justice which the Leader of the Oppo-
sition says is of some importance to
members of the Opposition. I certainly
will not withdraw the comment made on
that occasion because the Opposition has
not clearly demonstrated its allegations.
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ROTTNEST ISLAND
Land Resource Survey

145. Mr READ, to the Minister for Agriculture:
(I) What was the purpose of the land re-

source survey of Rottnest Island
undertaken by the Rottnest Island Board
and made public today?

(2) What follow-up activity is planned to
take advantage of the findings of the sur-
vey?

Mr EVANS replied:
(1) and (2) The survey was undertaken by

the Department of Agriculture through a
team from the department, at the re-
quest of the Rottnest Island Board. Its
primary objective was to obtain and pro-
vide an interpretation of the island's ca-
pacity to sustain various forms of land
use planning and management of the
island.
The report makes a number of
recommendations for the protection of
fragile and degraded areas on the island
and points to potential development dif-
ficuities in some other parts. It outlines
the land forms, the soils, and the veg-
etation of the island, and its compilation
was part of the continuing effort of the
Government and the board to ensure the
island's fragile resources are properly
protected, conserved, and managed.
The board has welcomed the report and
suggests that it will be of significant as-
sistance to it. The report's senior author,
Dr Patrick Hesse, has been seconded to
the Rottnest Island land management
planning group to assist its task of
preparing a draft management plan for
the entire island.

GAMBLING: LOTTERIES

Instant: Booklet
146. Mr MacKINNON, to the Minister for

Sport and Recreation:
(1) Is the Minister aware that in answer to

question 207 of 2 August he indicated to
me that "The Government has produced
a comprehensive booklet which outlines
the rationale and guidelines pertaining to
grants in the Sports Instant Lottery
Fund programmen. This booklet has been
available to all State sporting associ-
ations and the public since. February of
this year"?

(2) Is the Minister, also aware that when I
contacted the Department for Youth,
Sport arnd Recreation on 8 August 1 was
advised that this booklet had not yet
been produced?

(3) If so, would the Minister apologise to the
House for this misstatement of fact, par-
ticularly in view of the fact that I was
advised at that time the booklet had been
sent to him sometime ago for his ap-
proval prior to its printing?

Mr WILSON replied:

(1) to (3) The Deputy Leader of the Oppo-
sition has drawn some conclusions which
he may be entitled to draw but which are
at odds with each other. By way of ex-
planation, I must say that, in answer to
the first question, I cannot remember for
sure; but I recall that I advised him that
way in response to question 207 of 2
August.

With respect to his second conclusion, I
can only imagine that the answer that he
got to the inquiry which he made of the
department was with respect to a re-
vision of the booklet that was prepared
and issued in February.

It is true that the reviewed booklet for
grants was referred to me. I referred it to
the Sports Advisory Council for its com-
ment. That is why it has not been
returned to the department.

Mr MacKinnon: Why did you not send me a
copy of the one that was supposed to
have been printed?

Mr WILSON: My information at that time
was that a copy had been sent to all
members.

Mr MacKinnon. Your clerk advised me that
there was no such booklet.

Mr WILSON: I think he must have been
confused by the member's question. He
must have thought that the member's
question referred to the reviewed booklet
which is currently being prepared. The
member can accept that explanation or
not. The fact is that a booklet was pre-
pared and issued in February. The book-
let was made freely available to all mem-
bers. It was certainly made available to
all sports associations throughout the
State, and it is the basis on which grants
have been made.
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I am giving the member a straight
answer to his question. If he cannot ac-
cept a straight answer I cannot do any-
thing further.

MOTOR VEHICLES
Licences: Concessions

147. Mr 1. F. TAYLOR, to the Minister for
Police and Emergency Services:
(1) Has the Traffic Board given further con-

sideration to the question of concessional
motor vehicle licence fees?

(2) If "Yes", could the Minister please indi-
cate the present position?

Mr CARR replied:

(1) and (2) The Traffic Board has given
further consideration to this matter.
However, it has not completed its delib-
erations into all aspects of all
concessional licences. Further consider-
ation will be given to the matter at the
next meeting of the Traffic Board.

The meeting that took place today con-
sidered some of the major items that
have been the subject of speculation.
Firstly, with regard to Government ve-
hicles, the Traffic Board does not pro-
pose that there be any change. Secondly,
with regard to local government vehicles,
the Traffic Board does not propose that
there be any change. Thirdly, with re-
gard to farm vehicles, it is not proposed
that there be any change to the existing
concessional licensing arrangements.
The only exception to that relates to
farm fire-fighting vehicles, which ques-
tion is being dealt with in another Bill
which will be introduced to the Parlia-
ment in the near future.

I was pleased to receive advice from the
Commissioner of Police that the Traffic
Board would not recommend changes to
those three categories because I have
never seen those categories as warranting
change. It is a pleasure for me to assure
all people concerned with the local
government and farming communities
that no changes are proposed to the con-
cessions affecting them.

PARLIAMENT WEEK
Schools Kit

148. Mr CLARKO, to the Minister for
Education:

The Minister will recall the questions I
asked a few weeks ago regarding Parlia-

ment Week and the proposal to issue ma-
terial to school children in relation to
Parliament Week and co the develop-
ment of Parliament in this State. The
Minister announced that he would table
the kit the next day. I understand that
certain circumstances prevented his
doing that. I ask-

(1) Has the kit been prepared? Schools
close on Friday and if they are not
out soon, schools will not receive
them before they break up.

(2) Is the kit available?

(3) Has it been distributed?

(4) Will the Minister table a copy of the
kit in the House and forward me a
copy of the kit?

Mr PEARCE replied:

(1) to (4) 1 owe the House some apology
with regard to the non-tabling of the
Parliament Week kit. I humbly offer
that apology to the Parliament. When I
made the statement initially my under-
standing was that printing was all but
complete. That turned out to be not com-
pletely accurate. The printing took
longer than envisaged. It was reported in
the Sunday Times that I would, in con-
junction with the Minister for Parlia-
mentary and Electoral Reform, schedule
a Press conference on Wednesday of last
week at which we would release the kit
and then table it in this Parliament the
next afternoon.

The printer made a major mistake in the
material in that the photographs relating
to the Legislative Council and the Legis-
lative Assembly were transposed. The
Assistant Clerk Of this House noticed
that horrific mistake. I admit that I had
not noticed it when I perused the ma-
terial. As a result, I held up the distri-
bution of the material to schools. When
the cost analysis was done the decision
was made that the most effective way to
send out the material was with an errata
notice for the information of schools.

I was in the Eastern States on Thursday
and Friday of last week. The kits have
been posted to schools and I will table a
copy of the kit tomorrow together with
the errata slip. At the same time I will
answer the question asked by the Deputy
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Leader of the Opposition. I will make a
kit available to the member for
Karrinyup and to other members of this
House.

BUILDING INDUSTRY
Non-housing Sector

149. Mr TROY, to the Minister for Housing:
Recently the Minister, in answer to a
question on the state of housing con-
struction in Western Australia, supplied
this place with some indices on the state
of the housing industry. I ask-
(t) Is the Minister aware of the index

which describes the state of the re-
mainder of the housing and con-
struction sector-I refer to the non-
housing construction industry?

(2) If so, will he advise me of those de-
tails?

Mr WILSON replied:
(1) and (2) 1 am aware of various indices

including the most recent Australian Bu-
reau of Statistics surveys which reveal a
recovery in the construction industry in
WA.

The cost of non-residential building con-
struction in the latest "Price Index of
Materials Used in Building Other than
Housing" shows in the Most recent sur-
vey that Perth had a lower cost increase
than the national average in May
compared to the previous month. The
May figures also compare favourably to
the corresponding period in 1983.

The value of approvals of construction
projects in May 1984 increased by 25
per cent compared to May 1983. There
was a highly significant increase of 186
per cent from April to May 1984 in the
value of activity.

The number of new dwellings which in-
cludes large apartment and residential
blocks increased by 36 per cent from
February 1983 to February 1984 after a
real decrease in the year February 1982
to February 1983.

Employment in the construction industry
in WA in the May quarter increased by
5.7 per cent, This was the first improve-
ment in this sector for two years.

This sector now accounts for 6.1 per cent
of Western Australia's work force
compared to 5.9 per cent in the February
quarter.

Of significance, full-time employment
increased with part-time employment ac-
counting for only 11.7 per cent of con-
struction employment. In the February
quarter part-time employment
accounted for 45 per cent of that work
force. The increase in building activity
accounts for the longer hours worked in
this industry.
I anticipate this sector will be greatly
stimulated by major construction proj-
ects planned around the America's Cup.
I foresee a further strengthening of these
indices in the remainder of 1984.

EDUCATION: HIGH SCHOOL
Northampton District

150. Mr TUBBY, to the Minister for Education:
(t) Will the Minister explain the reasons for

the delay in the calling of tenders for the
construction of the new school at
Northampton?

(2) When does the Minister anticipate ten-
ders will be called?

(3) Is it planned to construct a complete dis-
trict high school facility?

Mr PEARCE replied:
(1) to (3) The Northampton District High

School will stand as a strange monument
to me when I finally leave office because
there has been a greater level of consul-
tation with the local community than
there ever has been before with any other
community.

Mr Cla rko: There has been plenty of consul-
tation before.

Mr PEARCE: Yes, but something is being
done as a result of this consultation. The
Northampton saga goes on and on. The
fact is that the latest difficulties being
experienced in getting to the tendering
stage have been created by people from
within the local community in that the
area of land which I was promised by the
shire to be transferred from the
showground area fell into some local dis-
pute. Lengthy negotiations had to go on
about that.
I have been pressing to get the tenders
in. I have given clear assurances that the
school will be built by the beginning of
the next school year and despite the best
efforts of the local people, it seems, to try
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to frustrate that ambition, I am deter-
mined that that will be the case. Without
appropriate native I am not able to say
when the tenders are proposed to be
called. I will obtain up-to-date infor-
mation and send it to the member by
post.

Mr Tubby: Is it planned to build up complete
district high school facilities?

Mr PEARCE: Yes, the old school building is
to be discarded and we have set aside a
figure of about $850 000 to build a
school on the plan put forward by the
consultant in discussion with local
people. That plan has not been discarded
although I understand the concept has
been fine-tuned with regard to detail be-
cause the building is a fairly new
pioneering project. However, that has
not resulted in any delays. The difficult-
ies have arisen in the area of obtaining a
clear definition of the land to be used
adjacent to the showground.

WASTE DISPOSAL
Noxious Industries

151. Mr GORDON HILL, to the Minister for
Water Resources:
(1) Does the sewerage line linking the devel-

opment known as the Kalamunda
scheme 10 and the Flora Street pumping
station have the capacity to accept waste
from future industrial development in
Hazel mere?

(2) Will the Minister give consideration to
the disposal of effluent from Tallomans
and Funde Industries in Hazelmere by
use of this sewerage line?

Mr TON KIN replied:
(1) The sewerage rising main was specially

designed to serve only the Kalamunda
Shire Council's town planning scheme
No. 10 at Maida Vale and the adjoining
unsewered locality of High Wycombe.
No provision was made to sewer any fut-
ture industrial development in
Hazelmere.:
It is anticipated that High Wycombe
will, in the longer term, be included in
the MWA infill sewerage programme.
Costs for the scheme are being shared
between the Kalamunda. Shire Council
and the MWA in proportion to the areas
it is designed to serve.

(2) Consideration could be given to
transferring the limited amount of ca-
pacity currently reserved for High
Wycombe to some other purpose. How-
ever, although some inquiries relating to
the sewening of Tallomans have been
made by the Shire of Swan, the Health
Department and the member for
Helena, in order to eliminate odours
from the firm's existing waste treatment
lagoons, no application has actually been
received by the MWA from either of the
firms involved.

No details of the quantity or quality of
the factory effluents are available. How-
ever, it is understood that both industries
have rendering plants and that the
wastes could not be accepted into the
sewerage system without extensive
pretreatment.
Therefore, apart from any question of
scheme capacity, the pretreatment may
be an uneconomic proposal Car the firms
involved. Also, the pretreatment process
might not be free of odours.

A firm submission should be made to the
Metropolitan Water Authority providing
all necessary details.

PASTORAL INDUSTRY: LEASES
Puirchase: A borigines

152. Mr BLAIKIE, to the Minister for Lands
and Surveys:

(1) What pastoral leases, in addition to Mt.
Anderson Station, and including those in
the Kimberley, Pilbara, Murchison,
Gascoyne, and goldfields areas, have
been referred to the Government for fu-
ture purchase and/or acquisition by Ab-
original people?

(2) Has the Minister with special responsi-
bility for Aboriginal Affairs provided the
Minister with any list of preferred
stations for future purchase by Aborigi-
nal people?

Mr McIVER replied:-

(1) and (2) For the sake of accuracy I ask
the member to place that question on the
Notice Paper. I cannot remember all the
stations off the top of my head. To the
best of my knowledge my colleague has
not placed iinything before Me as far as
preferences are concerned.
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HEALTH

Microwave Ovens

153. Mns HENDERSON, to the Minister for
Health:

(1) Is the Minister aware of the recent Press
reports and in particular an article in
The West Australian of 6 August warn-
ing of the dangers associated with the
use of some synthetic containers and
utensils in the preparation of food in mi-
crowave ovens?

(2) Can the Minister inform the House
whether he has had any investigations
made by his department on whether
there is any danger to the public by the
use of synthetic containers in microwave
ovens?

Mr HODGE replied:

(1) and (2) Yes, I did see the reports to
which the member refers and as a result
I asked my department to let me have
advice on the issue.

Its advice is that there appears to be no
health problems associated with the use
of proper food-grade plastics in micro-
wave ovens. Non-food-gade plastics
such as those described in the Press-for
example, those originally manufactured
for use as drainage pipes and cut up to
use as egg rings-are not recommended
for food contact applications

Plastics do vary in their stab ility in a
microwave situation. PVC-polyvinyl
chloride-will become brittle and
eventually crack. This effect will become
more apparent where PVC containers
are used in association with fats and oils
as these attain higher temperatures than
high-moisture foods.

However, there is no evidence to suggest
that food-grade plastics will degrade me-
leasing carcinogens into food.

Nevertheless, I am concerned about the
possible use of non-food-grade plastics
and I requested that this matter be re-
ferred to the National Health and Medi-
cal Research Council's food, science and
technology subcommittee requesting for-
mal discussion of this matter.

EMPLOYMENT AND TRA]INING
West rail: Great Southern

154. Mr PETER JONES, to the Minister for
Transport:

With regard to the Government's
promised efforts to find alternative em-
ployment for those employees affected
by Westrail's new staffing arrangements
in the great southern-
(1) What progress has been made in

developing these new employment
opportunities?

(2) In view of the increasing concern at
the Government's failure, inability
or slowness to come up with some
performance in this area, will the
Minister ensure that urgent efforts
are made to do what was promised?

Mr GRILL replied:
(1) and (2) 1 assure the member that the

Government is doing what it promised.
The working party has been set up and it
has consulted very closely with all local
authorities involved. That working party
has come down with a paper-I do not
suppose it could be called an interim re-
port-indicating the various options it
has looked at which might be successful
and which proposals may not be as suc-
cessful as others.
A couple of days ago I sent a copy of
that assessment to the local authorities
concerned. If the member would like a
copy I can make one available for him.
I draw to the attention of the member
that as yet no transfers have been made
from that area. Therefore, the area is not
currently suffering as a result of any job
losses.

FISHERIES
Swan-Canning Estuary

155. Mr TRETHOWAN, to the Minister for
Fisheries and Wildlife:

Further to question 501, when does the
Minister expect the working party on the
Swan-Canning estuary to report?

Mr EVANS replied:
I am unable to answer that question with
any great degree of accuracy because the
senior research officer responsible for
that project has been heavily involved
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with other areas, in particular the
southern bluefin tuna.

As soon as I am in a position to be a little
more precise, I will let the member
know.

GAMBLING: LOTTERIES
Instant: Distributions

156. Mr LAURANCE, to the Minister for the
Arts:

Is it the intention of the Government to
legislate in order to make it possible for
grants from the Instant Lottery funds to
be made available to individuals as dis-
tinct from organisations?

Mr DAVIES replied:
Yes.


